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From the Editors
The third issue of the Pacific Review of Ethnomusicology
continues the tradition of representing the diversity inherent in our
field. It contains articles from several areas of historical and cur
rent concern in ethnomusicology: directions for the field itself,
organological studies, the development of theoretical models, the
impact of theory on musical style, and critical review of biblio
graphic resources.
Our lead article by Steve Blum, "Ethnomusicologists Vis-a
Vis the Fallacies of Contemporary Musical Life," originated from a
presentation for the current issues committee at the 1985 joint
SEMI AMSICMSISMT meeting in Vancouver. At the time, the
paper engendered lively debate, which we have tried to recreate
here. We contacted a number of scholars from various disciplines,
eleven of whom responded to Blum's remarks. It is worth noting
that several of our colleagues, both in ethnomusicology and his
torical musicology, declined to respond on the grounds that the
topic is not of current interest; "That again?" said one, "It's not an
issue" said another. Nonetheless, it is clear that the definition of our
field of study within the broader contexts of academic and musical
life is an issue which will remain relevant for some time to come.
We feel that PRE is an especially appropriate forum in which
to air such issues, in keeping with the journal's goals of encouraging
active interchange within the academic community. We believe that
there is a need for an alternative publication in ethnomusicology,
not only for graduate students but for the scholarly community at
large. While we gladly accept contributions from all scholars on
any topic of interest in ethnomusicology, we are especially com
mitted to publishing the work of graduate students. However, we
do not distinguish qualitatively between the work of graduate
students and any others; this we believe is demonstrated clearly in
the pages of PRE. We also feel that by encouraging the special
concerns and viewpoints of younger scholars, we can make a unique
contribution to the field of ethnomusicology. As in the past, the
editorial board welcomes contributions from related disciplines
such as anthropology, dance ethnology, folklore, psychology, and
sociology.
PRE's new look is due to the use of the technology available
to us through micro-computers and high quality laser-printers. We
are excited by our success with this new format and by the
possibilities it affords us and our authors for higher publication

standards at lower costs. We wish to thank our contributors who
submitted "soft copy" of their manuscripts, and we encourage
future contributors to explore this manner of text preparation.
The editors would also like to thank our anonymous referees
whose recommendations have contributed substantially to the qua
lity of the journal. We wish to thank Stanley Sadie for allowing and
encouraging us to publish Kenneth Culley's index to the New Grove
Dictionary. We would like to acknowledge the support and
assistance of our departmental advisor Jihad Racy and the members
of the UCLA Division of Ethnomusicology; Roger Wright, editor
for ethnomusicology publications at UCLA; Ray Giles, museum
scientist and curator of the UCLA Collections of Musical Instru
ments; Jacqueline Sweeney of UCLA Publications Services; and
Louise S. Spear, Sandra Heft, and the staff of the UCLA Ethno
musicology Archive. Past editors Susan Asai, Susan D. Clark, and
Gordon Thompson have continued to lend their expertise in an
advisory capacity, for which we are very grateful. Finally, we wish
to express our gratitude to Scot Spicer and the UCLA Graduate
Student Association, without whose continued financial and moral
support this journal would not be possible.

ETHNOMUSICOLOGISTS VIS·A-VIS THE FALLACIES
OF CONTEMPORARY MUSICAL LIFEl
Stephen Blum
The Current Issues Committee of the Society for Ethno
musicology was organized in 1982 by Robert Garfias, in response
to John Blacking's question "Ethnomusicology for what?" Garfias
asked us to consider what we are doing in training ethno
musicologists, and what ethnomusicologists are contributing to edu
cation. The questions have many answers, and this essay pursues
one of them: we are providing for musical life centered on listening
and responsiveness. Ethnomusicological inquiry can help to re
direct a musical life that is now distorted by misuse of notation, by
music criticism that takes the side of consumers and investors
against that of musicians, and by false images of "art music," com
position, music history, theory, musical talent, and modernity.
The past and current work of ethnomusicologists makes it
possible for us to compare several theoretical models of musical art
and musical practice. What can we talk about using the terms and
relationships that constitute each model? What are the advantages
and the disadvantages of each component of a model, and of the
model as a whole, in addressing specific topics and problems?
Ethnomusicologists insist upon transforming familiar phrases like
"common practice harmony" into questions: what was or is com
mon in what respects among what practitioners? The fact that we
can and do ask these questions distinguishes our discipline from
those areas of musical scholarship that flourish by allowing central
assumptions to remain unchallenged.
Music as an Inviolable Whole
It is axiomatic for ethnomusicologists that "the first fallacy is
to regard one's own particular brand of music or musicology as the
whole of either" (Seeger 1946:37; repr. 1977:212). Each of us
comes to recognize the existence of a plurality of musical worlds
and to raise questions about their interrelations. Many of us have
experienced, then resisted pressures "to move 'up' to a musical
world more genteel, more consistent, more controlled" (Crawford
1975:7) than the worlds we inherit and inhabit. We are suspicious
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of attempts to extend one model of consistency and control in de
scribing and evaluating the worlds of music and musicians.
Ethnomusicologists recognize that the musicality of indivi
duals and groups is constituted by several processes of exchange and
that each musician responds to sounds and voices coming from
many directions. It is crucial to ethnomusicological inquiry that no
single image of an art or a culture be mistaken, either for the whole
of an art or a culture, or for art and culture in general. Joseph Ker
man maintains that "middle-class antagonism toward conventional
middle-class culture" is typical of ethnomusicologists (Kerman
1985: 159). He might more accurately find us antagonistic toward
musical scholarship and criticism that take for granted a stable
"middle-class culture" without examining the formation and uses of
its conventions and without considering inter-class contact. Scho
larly investigation of the conventions of a musical culture is not
compatible with the assumption that the music or musicology of one
class or group constitutes the whole, unsullied by contact with other
musics and musicologies.

"Western music is just too different lt
Ethnomusicology is often seen as the study of "non-Western
music," "non-art music," and other negatives--"non-Western non
art music" and music that is not modern. When the stereotypes are
voiced most bluntly, we are said to study "peoples without history"
(see Wolf 1982) and "cultures without theory" (Stenzl 1981 :779),
whose music is neither composed, nor serious, nor modern. There
is a widespread belief that "Western music, with its dependence on
and susceptibility to theory, lends itself more readily to thorough
historical investigation than does the music of other cultures"
(Eggebrecht 1980:593).2 Not even the numerous respects in which
many musics within the West have been and remain" susceptible to
theory" are recognized by those who insist that a so-called "Western
art music" is radically different from all other musics.
It is a familiar tactic to affirm rather than describe the alleged
difference, on the assumption that one idea of this difference can be
shared and taken for granted by musicologists:
There are really only a limited number of areas--such as oral
transmission and concepts of mode--where ethnomusicological
research itself can impinge directly on the study of Western
music. Western music is just too different from other musics,
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and its cultural contexts too different from other cultural contexts
(Kerman 1985: 174).

Since Kerman acknowledges that he is "not very much interested in
non-Western music or in the popular music of the West" (ibid.:
19,162), this judgment cannot have been based on careful assess
ment of specific differences in musics and/or cultural contexts. A
musicology that excludes "non-Western music" and "non-art
music" cannot describe the attributes of "Western music" and "art
music."
Were it true that Western music is "too different from other
musics" to allow for and indeed to require comparative study, it
would be possible to identify boundaries and defense mechanisms
that effectively block the exchange of arts, institutions, and ideas.
The survival of an art may well depend on the strength of its defense
mechanisms (termed "defensive power" in Kunst 1949: i,4), in part
because learning an art involves learning to reject what does not
belong to that art 3. But as Picken notes (1975:609), the universality
of "exclusion-mechanisms" provides "indirect evidence that [human
societies] are susceptible of penetration by foreign influences
reaching them through the mechanism of diffusion."
Diffusion and influence are but two of the many terms ap
plied by scholars to various outcomes of exchange among indivi
duals and groups. Neither Western music nor any other collection
of arts can exist without the reproduction of ideas, instruments,
institutions, and modes of action. Reproduction entails exchange or
"translation of a sign into another system of signs" (Peirce 1931
35:4.127). What are the ideas and institutions of Westem music that
have not been reproduced with modifications (i.e., translated) in the
most diverse circumstances, and which translations have not been
denounced as betrayals? Only critics who share a single conception
of the West might agree upon criteria for identifying the
translations that are incompatible with values alleged to be central
in Western musical culture.

Stereotypes and Spurious Culture
Ethnomusicologists must seek to correct the false view that
so-called "ethnic musics" might be added, as a supplement, to curri
cula centered on "Western art music." Properly taught, Western
music would be understood and experienced as multi-ethnic in
many respects and as a group of arts and practices related to one
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another and to other musics in many different ways. To a dis
turbing extent, academic music theorists and historians of Western
music continue to ignore the multi-ethnic and multicultural dimen
sions of Canadian and American musical life. Inevitably, such
neglect results in misunderstanding and misrepresentation of the
life of music and musicians.
Kerman (1985: 167) charges that ethnomusicologists are in
consistent to urge "that musicologists give up their ethnocentric
bias" when we "do not tell native theorists of Indian music, Ewe
drummers, or inner-city blues singers to stop concentrating on or
loving their own music." Whatever ethnomusicologists mayor may
not tell them, musicians often find themselves permitted, encour
aged, or required to make corrections and adjustments in their arts.
The identity of one's own music remains subject to change and to
reinterpretation.
In a comparative analysis of blues and polka as "people's
musics evolving in the twentieth century," Charles Keil describes
one process of change: acceptance, then transcendence of stereo
types held by the dominant culture (Keil 1985:119-26). Transcen
dence of stereotypes is one way in which "music alters profoundly
and in several dimensions one's consciousness of oneself in relation
to oneself and in relation to the world" (Rouget 1980:181). Many
of the situations where bi-musicality or polymorphous musicality
flourish are scenes in which musicians adopt multiple roles and
discover or create new identities. Scholars who do not allow for
transcendence of stereotypes misapprehend the resourcefulness
with which individuals and groups reconcile conflicting pressures,
including the demands of multiple roles.
For seven decades, countless writers on jazz have scolded
musicians for not confining themselves to the stereotyped roles
deemed appropriate by these writers. The language used in per
petuating the stereotypes emphasizes alleged deficiencies of musi
cians. If their music is not dismissed as "too commercial," it will
probably seem "too pretentious."4 When such writers as James
Lincoln Collier admire the "moral character" of a musician, they
often find the musician "less talented" than one of "weaker char
acter," and vice versa. s Sympathetic effort to understand the ex
perience and aspirations of the makers of jazz is missing in Collier's
The Making ofJazz, due to the pervasive influence of these familiar
stereotypes.
By constantly reproducing stereotypes about musicians who
"don't know their place," scholars and critics who are content to
stand within a dominant culture substitute chatter for dialogue. The
4
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difference is that between "automatic perpetuation of standardized
values" and "creative participation of the members of the com
munity," between "spurious" and "genuine" culture (Sapir 1949
[1924]:321).6 The responses of others, including members of other
communities, inform us of the meanings of our acts; individuals and
communities who reject dialogue with others condemn themselves
to chatter. Because the continual exchange and translation of musi
cal signs is one of the central concerns of ethnomusicology, our
discipline is able to address many of the questions that musicians
raise about the multiple communities in which they participate.
The adjustments that ethnomusicologists have made in recent
years with respect to the aims, methods and scope of the discipline
have strengthened our capacity to contribute to education, since our
experience in making adjustments is common ground, shared with
most of the world's musicians. We may attempt to act as mediators
in the continuing quarrels over legitimacy and modernity, which
have so many comic as well as tragic aspects (as in the debates on
whether or not jazz is "America's classical music"). We can offer
alternatives to the music criticism than confines itself to re
valuation of reputations, in the manner of stock market reports
("Shares in Verdi held steady in Milan but rose in Princeton, while
Schoenberg was devalued for the third time since the centenary of
his birth."). We can report the actual words of musicians rather
than the mass-mediated distortions of these words, since musicians,
no less than other humans, "know a great deal about the conditions
and consequences of what they do in their day-to-day lives"
(Giddens 1984:281). Our students can experience music as re
produced through musical conversation, exchange, controversy,
and response, rather than as stereotyped and unified culture or
cultures. They can see through many of the claims advanced by
those who regard themselves as more modem than others.

"We alone are modern"
It is an error to pretend that only a small number of musical
practices and communities are modem while most others are not.
Debates over so-called "modernism" remain pseudo-debates so long
as most of the ways in which human beings lay claim to modernity
(and to history) are ignored. Kerman describes his book as "one
musician's analysis of modem ideas and ideologies of music" (1985:
7,20). An American ethnomusicologist undertaking the same task
would discuss the modernity, musicality, and ideas of African
5
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Americans, and many others. The choice between the two ap
proaches is as much musical as it is political.
When "contemporary American composers" are seen as a
small group--distinguished in various ways from mere "jazz musi
cians" --complaints about an alleged "Exhaustion of Western Art
Music" (Kowalski 1982-83) are to be expected:
The burden of keeping the ideal of music-for-music's sake alive
through cultural thick and thin has proven to be an insuperable
albatross for contemporary American composers. . .. If writing
music has become so hard that our most gifted, hard-working
musicians can only manage to turn out a few dozen rather short
pieces in a lifetime, then something is seriously amiss (Kowalski
1982-83: 13).7

What is seriously amiss in Kowalski's complaint is the implication
that Max Roach, Cecil Taylor, David Murray and so many others
are not to be numbered among "our most gifted, hard-working
musicians." Musicians in all parts of the modem world face diffi
culties no less formidable than the burden Kowalski urges his col
leagues to cast aside. Those who operate more successfully under
different constraints are neither less gifted nor less modem.

"Look how pretty we are"
An error that persists in many areas of twentieth-century
musical life was identified in 1907 by Ferruccio Busoni: "Signs
have become more significant than that which they ought to signify
and can only indicate" (Busoni 1973 [1916]:35).8 In the "conven
tional middle-class culture" of which Kerman speaks, musical nota
tion is not understood as "an elaborate device for capturing an
improvisation, in order to allow for its rebirth" (Busoni 1973
[1916]:22).9 Cecil Taylor described his encounter with an ensemble
playing Stockhausen Zeitmasze in 1964: "They showed me the
scores, and the scores said this: 'We are very pretty. Look how
pretty we are'" (Spellman 1970 [1966]:35).
Participants in musical life suffer injury when "the trans
lation of a sign into another system of signs" is arrested, through
fixation upon the sign itself. Kerman deplores what he sees as an
excessive concern of music historians with texts: "there is some
thing wrong with a discipline that spends (or spent) so much more
of its time establishing texts than thinking about the texts thus
established" (1985:48). In recent years, ethnomusicologists have
6
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become less willing than we once were to let our transcriptions say
"Look how pretty we are." Understood as "elaborate devices for
capturing improvisations," notations are one type of musical in
strument, used by performers so that music can be reborn or re
produced. Investigation of instruments and reproduction is as
important in "the study of the history of Western Art music" (or
"musicology" according to Kerman 1985:36) as in ethno
musicology.
That which a musical sign "ought to stand for and can only
indicate" is first and foremost a response that is or that can be made
by anyone for whom it functions as a sign. Responses to signs in the
musicians's or the scholar's imagination are no less a part of musical
life than more public responses. The same melody may function as
a cue to join with other members of a congregation in singing the
appropriate response, as a cue to compose a variant melody, or as a
cue to reflect upon the properties of the melody in relation to those
of other melodies.
According to Busoni's contemporary Ferdinand de Saussure,
the value of a sign is determined by two factors: (1) a dissimilar
thing that can be given in exchange for the first; (2) similar things
that can be compared with the first (Saussure 1972 [1915]:159).1 0
An exchange is an action that joins a response and a cue, a solution
and a problem, a predicate and a subject. Exchanges carried out in
the imagination or in the solo performances of one musician include
responses to external cues that have been internalized, since no
person can generate a series of cues solely on the basis of individual
initiative. Because solo performances include responses to remem
bered or imagined cues, received or expected from other musicians
as well as from oneself, every soloist participates in ensembles
whose members are not necessarily all present at the same time and
place. Ensemble performance is thus normative and includes solo
performances as special cases. Each music, as "a tradition of com
munication, discipline and play" (Seeger 1962: 156), is a repertory
of typical and exceptional responses; it lives for as long as the re
sponses are signs that stand for and suggest further responses.
Discipline, play, and communication among musicians are
more central to the life of a music than are the responses of non
musicians, but the boundary between central musicians and peri
pheral non-musicians is sometimes clear, sometimes vague or non
existent, and in any case different for each repertory of responses.
Anyone who has learned to make some of the moves that are called
for or suggested by musical signs is to that extent a musician,
although nothing ensures that one musician's repertory of moves
7
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and classification of the signs that call or allow for each move will
fully coincide with those of a second musician. Our most com
pelling evidence that musicians are sometimes capable of limited
agreement in these respects comes when they perform in ensembles
and when they share instruments, tunings, modes, songs, stories and
the like over a period of time. Yet many traditions of communi
cation, discipline and play flourish despite or by virtue of con
troversy concerning the range of acceptable responses. Different
centres of musical power are in competition with one another and
with various centres of political and economic power.
From the viewpoints of musicians, play often appears to be
overshadowed by communication and discipline in the traditions of
political and economic life. In most musical traditions, however,
communication, discipline and play presuppose and qualify one
another, existing concurrently as art and as practice.
Life without Criticism
Historical study of "the translation of signs into other systems
of signs" allows us to decide whether we wish to accept, modify, or
replace one or another translation. Few if any ethnomusicologists
will disagree with Kerman's observation that "a musical tradi
tion ... is transmitted at private lessons [or, we would add, in other
situations] not so much by words as by body language, and not so
much by precept as by example" (1985: 196). Nor can we quarrel
with the idea that "musical interpretation ... can be regarded as a
form of criticism" (ibid.: 190). Inasmuch as they interpret signs,
"All Living Things Are Critics" (Burke 1965 [1954]:5).
To ignore the ecology that sustains the exchange of signs is to
deny one's own life as a critic. By describing a purpose and a pro
cedure now shared by many analysts of music, Kerman invites his
readers to consider the possible relations between the procedure and
the purpose:
analysis... came into being in order to validate a treasured
repertory (1985: 145; see also p. 66).
By removing the bare score from its context in order to examine
it as an autonomous organism, the analyst removes that organism
from the ecology that sustains it (ibid.:73).

It is possible that a new mechanism of validation will harm an
ecology that has supported musicians and their music. It is also pos
8
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sible that the adaptation of an art in a changing environment will
require "validation of a treasured repertory." In either case, vali
dation entails the exercise of power. The relevance of context and
power relations should be acknowledged by the critic who would
"validate a treasured repertory."
The "musicology oriented towards criticism" that Kerman
advocates (1985:228) might make good use of C.P.E. Bach's pro
posals for "analyzing music":
One should select true masterpieces of every type ..• , show the
amateur what is beautiful, bold, new in these; at the same time
one should show how meaningless (unbedeutend) the piece
would be, were all this lacking; furthermore, one should point
out the errors and pitfalls that have been avoided, and especially
how far one can depart from the ordinary and can take risks ...
(Bitter 1868:i,348).1l

Bach's statement outlines a specific systems of values, in which
competent improvisers and composers demonstrate novelty, daring,
and willingness to take risks while avoiding errors. It is also
consistent with a rule that applies to any system of signs: the value
of each sign is determined by features that are absent as well as by
those that are present. Appreciation of what has happened or is
happening in a particular performance depends on one's grasp of
what is possible--whether the inventory of possibilities be carried
out for purposes of performance, composition, improvisation, crit
ical comment, or musicological research.
The social relations that support musical analysis, in Bach's
conception, are those that require or allow a musician to respond to
earlier sounds or sequences of sounds, produced by another or by
the same musician. Critics who are not at once amateurs and con
noisseurs, and have not learned to recognize the cues or circum
stances that call or allow for specific moves, are not the best judges
of compositions, "since they are not familiar with the circum
stances, prescriptions, and incentives" to which the composers have
responded (Bach in Burney 1773:208).1 2 Indispensable to musical
analysis, as Bach conceived of it, is the understanding that "thought
is what it is, only by virtue of its addressing a future thought"
(Peirce 1931-35:5.316).
Among the future thoughts addressed by Bach's writings and
music were those of Heinrich Schenker. Schenker praised Bach's
compositions in order to make a general point: a musician grasps
the consequences of a musical thought by virtue of "an improvising
imagination" (Schenker 1908: 10-14 and 1956 [1935]:211-12). He
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insisted that exercises in the improvisation of preludes and modu
lations are exercises in composition (1906:445-48), that one who
lacks"a gift for improvisation" can never write a good fugue (1956
[1935]: 217), and that the capacity to improvise presupposes an intu
itive sense of background, middleground, and foreground (ibid.:
32,197). The ecology that once sustained the music Schenker loved
depended on exchange of signs among improvisers. Most North
American interpreters of Schenker's teaching have translated his
ideas into a very different system of signs and do not treat com
position and performance in relation to improvisation (for an
exception, see Benjamin 1981). This is one example of a translation
that can be modified or replaced by North Americans who find
Schenker's thoughts pertinent to musical worlds less "genteel" and
less "controlled" (Crawford 1975:7) than the world of "Schen
kerian analysis." Notwithstanding Schenker's firm belief in the
uniqueness and superiority of Western music, historians who do not
share this assumption may also investigate the numerous Eurasian
predecessors and analogues of the diminution technique he prized
(see note 2).
The interest of ethnomusicologists in "how symbols activate
meaningful activity" (Feld 1982: 15) is an interest we share with
many past and present musicians, including C.P,E. Bach, Busoni,
and Schenker. The theories of social action formulated or implied
in the writings of European musicians are often overlooked in
current interpretations of Western music history and music theory,
and the latter subject thus seems more remote from ethno
musicology than it should.
As students of the exchanges that constitute musical traditions
and practices, ethnomusicologists are obliged to regard all parti
cipants, including ourselves, as critics and to acknowledge that
"Whether what has happened is good or not must be judged by the
people to whom it has happened" (Nettl 1983:350) as they respond
to signs. We cannot avoid and have not avoided taking part in con
versations and controversies about" genuine culture." Lomax13 and
Keil 14 continue Sapir's discussion of the topic, and different terms
are used for similar concerns by many, including the Beckers,15
Stone,16 Blacking,17 Gourlay,18 and Coplan.1 9 Through field
work, we attempt to recognize "creative participation of the mem
bers of the community" however this may occur, and many of our
studies do not conceal the conflicts that exist within and among
communities. Further study of these conflicts will require greater

10
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attention to the dialectical relationship between autonomy and
domination (see Coplan 1985:240-42 and Keil1985).
Sapir applied the term" spurious culture" to the consequences
of what he termed "the great cultural fallacy of industrialism"
(1949: [1924]:316)--namely the "automatic perpetuation of stan
dardized values" in the absence of critical exchange. A major dif
ficulty in this formulation, sixty years later, involves the catch-all
word "industrialism"--which should not deflect our attention away
from the analysis of specific mechanisms whereby human beings
are forced or encouraged to consume without in some way re
producing music. The very notion of musical consumption has been
reconsidered by Feld, who takes the statement "music ... is
consumed as symbolic entity" to mean "socially interpreted as
meaningfully structured, produced, performed, and displayed by
varieties of prepared, invested, or otherwise historically situated
actors" (1984: 1). What Feld calls the "listener's interpretive
moves" (ibid.:7-11) are thus actions that join a response to a cue,
translations of a sign into another system of signs. Which of these
interpretive moves will eventually serve as cues to practicing
musicians? Answers to this question can be considered hypotheses
about the operation of a "genuine culture."
It is not an obsession with "social-scientific apparatus, if not
jargon" (Kerman 1985:14) that leads ethnomusicologists to treat
many statements as hypotheses but, rather, an interest in the future
thoughts addressed by our own. Life without hypotheses is life
without criticism. Statements that creativity is inhibited by "indus
trialism" or "the industrial system" are best regarded as hypotheses,
open to refutation. An example is Seeger's reference to "the
gradual but steady withering of the creative forces in fine art music
in our culture at large under the growth of the industrial system"
(1939: 126). An effective argument against this hypothesis would
need to show that social relations supporting creativity in fine art
music have been or have become stronger than Seeger imagined.
Seeger himself was more inclined to refute the hypothesis (ex
pressed, for example, in Jackson 1944) that" industrialization" is a
deadly enemy of oral tradition (Seeger 1953). Late in life, he was
also pleased to note signs that both "experimental composition" and
rock were changing as black and white musicians developed "a
virtuosity within the oral tradition" (Seeger 1980:440).
As a study of the resources available to musicians and the
resourcefulness of musicians, ethnomusicology is one of many
disciplines that can lead to greater understanding of the achieve
ments and capacities of human beings. None of us need accept such
11
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absurdities as the notion that only the happy (or unhappy) few are
modern. The efficiency with which influential institutions promote
the reproduction of errors and fallacies gives us one answer to
Blacking's question "Ethnomusicology for what?"

Notes
1. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Open Forum of
the Current Issues Committee, Society for Ethnomusicology, 30th Annual Meet
ing, Vancouver, 1985. I am grateful to members of the committee, other parti
cipants in the open forum, and the editors and referees of PRE for many helpful
comments.
2. Among the reasons that Laurence Picken advocates "one musi
cology" for Eurasia is the fact (not yet common knowledge) that "for the history
of musical forms, of melody types, of secular music in general, as well as for
the history of musical instruments, of instrumental techniques and of instru
mental ornamentation, ... East Asian documentary sources carry us back to a
point in time some five or six centuries earlier than the earliest equivalent Euro
pean sources" (picken 1977;vi).
3. Many ethnomusicologists, I suspect, will agree with Levi-Strauss
that "true creation of whatever kind implies a certain indifference to the allure of
other values, possible extending to the refusal or even the negation of these"
(1983 [1971]:47-8).
4. The strength of these stereotypes is such that even very liberal and
generous writers have often adopted them uncritically. A valuable example of
self-criticism in this respect is provided by Gilbert Chase, who removed from
the second edition of America's Music (1967) his earlier account of Ellington's
alleged pretensions: "Duke Ellington has aspired to be the man of distinction in
jazz. And he has succeeded, at the price of turning jazz away from its traditional
channels. . .. There are critics who maintain that Ellington is outside the
tradition of jazz entirely. It would perhaps be more just to say that he is on its
periphery.... He has a place in America's music, whatever that place may be"
(1955:484-5).
5. For examples of this, see the discussion of Duke Ellington and Miles
Davis in Collier 1978.
6. In noting that Proust attempted "to represent the full internal structure
of [a) society as a physiology of chatter," Walter Benjamin observed that the
attitude of a snob ("the consistently organized, hardened observation of being
from the consumer's chemically-pure standpoint") inevitably results in chatter
(Benjamin 1969[1929]:360,364). The chatter that pollutes contemporary musi
cal life is also a by-product of unrestrained consumption.
7. Kowalski also uses the term "absolute music" for "the ideal of music
for-music's sake" or "music which can be understood and enjoyed solely on its
own terms, i.e., without reference to allied activities such as telling a story,
dancing, celebrating a rite of passage, etc., but only with reference to its own
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structure and its place in the history of Western art music" (1982-83:6). The
description is inconsistent, since assigning a composition "its place in the his
tory of Western art music" is also "telling a story." The inconsistency is one
result of changes in usage of the term ..absolute music."
8. "Und auch hier sind die Zeichen bedeutsamer geworden als das, was
sie bedeuten sollen und nur andeuten kannen."
9. "Die Notation, die Aufschreibung von Musikstucken ist zuerst ein
ingenioser Behelf, eine Improvisation festzuhalten, urn sie wiedererstehen zu
lassen."
10. The outcome of an exchange is observable and can be described as a
"syntagmatic relation in praesentia, based on two or more terms equally present
in a functioning series." Associative relations, formed through comparison,
"link terms in absentia in a virtual, mnemonic series" and are neither observable
nor predictable: "it is impossible to say in advance how many words [or other
units] the memory will suggest, or in what order" (Saussure 1972
[1915]:171,174).
11. "Man nehme von aller Art von musicalischen Arbeiten wahrhafte
Meistersmcke; zeige den Liebhabern das Schone, das Gewagte, das Neue darin;
man zeige zugleich, wenn dieses alles nicht ware, wie unbedeutend das Stuck
sein wurde; ferner weise man die Fehler, die Fallbriicken die vermieden sind,
und besonders in wie fern einer vom Ordinairen abgeht und etwas wagen konne
u.s.w." Bach made these remarks in a letter of October 15, 1777, criticizing the
neglect of analysis in Forkers program for educating amateurs who would
become connoisseurs (see Kramer 1985:590).
12. "... die Herrn Kritiker ... sehr oft mit den Kompositionen,
we1che sie recensiren, zu unbarmherzig umgehen, weil sie die Umstiinde, die
Vorschriften und Veranlassungen der Stucke nicht kennen." The remark comes
at the end of the short autobiographical sketch given by Bach to Burney.
13. Through cantometrics, "the way may be open for us to make the all
important distinction, first discussed by Sapir--the intangible yet grave dis
tinction that all human beings respond to--between spurious and genuine cul
ture" (Lomax 1962:451).
14. "I am using the concept 'style' to mean something like the essential
pattern within Sapir's 'genuine culture', a deeply satisfying distillation of the
way a very well integrated human grQup likes to do things" (Kei11985:122).
15. "We would like to suggest ... that the major source of power of a
kind of music or literature is associated with the iconicity or 'naturalness' of the
coherence system which informs that music or literature" (Becker and Becker
1981:203).
16. For the Kpelle, "entertainment events ideally involve a maximum
number of participants--physically present and surrogate--performing as many
different parts as possible within the requirement of maintaining a coherent
whole" (Stone 1982:128).
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17. "People choose to invent and invoke music ... because music
making offers an intensity of feeling and quality of experience that is more
highly valued than some other social activities" (Blacking 1979:8).
18. "The ethnomusicologist studying nonliterate peoples might well
consider the postulation of ... a moment of plenitude as that point in the
evolution of traditional society when, in the opinion of informants, their cultures
embraced those ideals, which, except for isolated examples, exist only in attenu
ated form where western or other outside influence has not destroyed them
completely" (Gourlay 1978:29).
19. "Urban performing arts [in South Africa] ... represent not the
disintegration but the creation of a culture: part of a search for autonomy in an
environment in which black people have little control over anything except a
culturally guided sense of collective humanity and individual self' (Coplan
1985:3).
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RESPONSES TO BLUM
Gordon R. Thompson
Judging by the tenor of the discussion following Stephen
Blum's presentation in Vancouver, many ethnomusicologists feel a
deep frustration with their inability to effect significant changes in
the musical thinking of our music department colleagues. Although
the "truths" we hope to bring to contemporary musical life and
scholarship may occasionally meet with private approval, usually
they are ignored. And sometimes our ideas are openly refuted, as
when one music historian described ethnomusicologists to me as
"fifth columnists."
He expressed the ludicrous (but possibly widespread and usu
ally unspoken) belief on the part of Western musicians and musi
cologists that ethnomusicologists have betrayed the heritage of Wes
tern civilization. Moreover, scholars of this ilk could be dismissed
as misanthropes worthy of contempt if not for the unsettling reali
zation that they probably represent the mainstream of American
and Canadian musicological thought and that Blum is not the first to
berate them for their myopic opinions.
Ultimately, however, ours is a deeper problem than that of
outlasting intellectuals whose musical ideology--fraught with non
sequiturs and sustained through indoctrination and the avoidance of
comprehension--will surely someday be viewed with only historical
curiosity. Ethnomusicologists, if anyone, should understand our
own situation through our historical and sociological study of other
cultures. Almost invariably, the prevalent ideology of a complex
society (and consequently that of its musical behaviors) is that of the
dominant socio-economic strata. In other words, if we are to
change the way music is taught in our universities, then we must
change not only the way American and Canadian intellectuals think
about music, but also that of the socio-economic elite of our society.
We can continue our provincial battles, influencing students and
colleagues with our ideas, if not with our sincerity. However, until
we can fundamentally influence how music is perceived and
conceived by those members of our society who make funding de
cisions, there will be no change in the way music is taught in our
schools. It is their ideology of music which is funded in the concert
hall; in the United States, the National Endowment for the Arts
spends the majority ($9.315 million) of its $10.575 million of tax
derived revenue on symphony orchestras in what could hardly be
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described as a democratic distribution of federal capital. Con
sequently, it is this ideology which our colleagues promulgate in the
classroom.
Blum has suggested that we approach musical criticism as
"dialogue." We need also make an effort to communicate more ef
fectively with nonspecialists; that is, we need to interpret our ideas
in language understandable to musicians and intellectuals outside of
our discipline. Our journals, written by ethnomusicologists for
ethnomusicologists, provide us with important forums in which to
hone our ideology. Nevertheless, we often fail to communicate
with musicians and potential concert-goers, let alone with funding
sources.
In our discussions between now and the end of the century,
we need to transform musicological thought. We must consider
what practicable and positive steps can be taken in areas such as
influencing funding sources and familiarizing intellectuals in our
society with the importance of the diversity of musical traditions
found in Canada, the United States, and the world.
California State University, Fullerton and Long Beach

Victoria Lindsay Levine
Stephen Blum assumes a defensive posture arising in part
from recently published, misinformed characterizations of our
discipline. One can only reject with Blum the fallacy that ethno
musicologists study cultures without history, musics that are not
composed, or musical systems that operate devoid of theory. Such
characterizations are indeed absurd, and the logical contradictions
they pose boggle the mind. But his essay also bespeaks an under
lying frustration that is experienced by all of us at one time or
another and that, unfortunately, may be endemic to ethnomusi
co logy.
In a broad sense, the problem relates to the dilemma we face
in fieldwork between insider and outsider, self and other. Here the
dilemma involves both the status of our consultants in mainstream
Euro-American society and our own status in music scholarship.
Members of mainstream Euro-American society (pardon the gene
ralization) tend to view our consultants at best as foreigners and
ethnic minorities, or at worst as social deviants. They are, in other
words, socially devalued populations (in the context of the Euro
American middle class) and by extension their musics are devalued.
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This results in the segregation of world musics from the core curri
cula of average college music programs. World musics generally
appear only as peripheral electives, if they are offered at all. By the
same token, we ourselves are devalued as music scholars by some
colleagues because of our contact with and advocacy for devalued
populations. We are perceived by some as being outsiders to our
own scholarly tradition. The irony is that this tradition has long
valued inquiry into, and exchange with, other cultures. It is no
wonder that we occasionally vent our frustration at the misguided
summations of ethnomusicology by some colleagues and at the be
nign indifference of others.
Yet while we bridle against the ghettoization of our disci
pline, we would not demand that Kerman or anyone else curtail his
study of the music he cherishes. Rather, we seek a reconsideration
of the vital role ethnomusicology can play in college music pro
grams. Many undergraduate music majors (and even some non
majors) obtain through our courses their only glimpse not only of
world music but of non-western fine arts, literature, religion, and
history as well. Surely this is the kind of broad exposure one strives
to attain through a liberal arts education and, as Blum points out, an
acquaintance with other traditions matures the understanding of
one's own.
Ideally, ethnomusicology could also playa more prominent
role in the preparation of historical musicologists at the graduate
level. Musicologists widely assume that ethnomusicology students
profit from a working knowledge of the research techniques and
methodologies of historical musicology, and this is undoubtably
true. But the reverse is equally true, which Blum implies, although
few programs implement such an agenda. A more even exchange
between historical musicology and ethnomusicology could produce
a more integrated discipline and would enhance the professionalism
of music scholarship as a whole.
Rochester, New York

Timothy Rice
Those of us who teach in the leading faculties and schools of
music for the training of professional musicians, music teachers,
and musicologists confront pragmatically each day "the efficiency
with which influential institutions promote the reproduction of
errors and fallacies." As ethnomusicologists think more about their
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impact on education and musical life, they would do well to begin to
change those "influential institutions" that house them. Effective
action on the "home front" requires at least two things: (1) moving
beyond the stereotypes, and perhaps training, that lead us to teach
only or primarily non-Western or ethnic musics; and (2) de
veloping books, courses and curricula that include all music, not
some Western or non-Western subsection of it.
In working to eradicate Blum's fallacies at the University of
Toronto, often by co-teaching courses with colleagues in education,
history and theory, I have been pleasantly surprised that at least
some music educators do not "flourish by allowing central assump
tions to remain unchallenged." Tait and Haack's text on music
education (1984) frequently cites Blacking and Merriam on the
nature of man, music and musical experience as they seek to ground
their approaches to musical education on fundamental principles
that ethnomusicologists would have no trouble subscribing to. Cer
tainly many music teachers, tempered by experiences in the class
room and community, are ready to move beyond the "fallacies"
they were taught in university.
Relations with historical musicologists have been somewhat
more problematic, since they do not seem to be reexamining
fundamental principles in the way music educators are. My strategy
has been to trick them into believing that what I do with all music is
roughly analogous to what they do with Western music, and as a
result they allow me to teach in their core music history curri
culum. In addition to understanding Western music as multi-ethnic
as Blum suggests, I look at all music from the perspective of con
temporary North American musicians and their audiences. By
asking the question, "What is music like in Canada and the United
States today?" many of "the fallacies of contemporary musicallife"
can be disposed easily and naturally: (1) North American music is
not primarily "European" and its history has roots in virtually all
parts of the globe; (2) the issues that concern musical scholars-
change and historical processes; social, political, economic, and
intellectual maintenance; individual creativity and experience-
operate and can be studied in every culture, not just Western cul
ture; and (3) the divisions of academic and commercial interests-
classical, folk, jazz, popular--do not prevent rich musical experi
ences that include them all. The most dynamic and creative musi
cians of our day share, in addition to a devotion to artistry, craft,
and community, an extraordinary variety of musical experience
that easily transcends these classifications.
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One of my conclusions from teaching a course on world
music that begins by focusing on "contemporary musica1life" is that
a history of music in our time and place--North America--no longer
looks very much like A History of Western Music. There was a
time when Grout's title (1960) could be hailed by ethnomusi
cologists as a triumph of modesty and circumspection. But today
such books merely perpetuate the fallacy of a Eurocentric cultural
heritage for North America. What we need are books about music
from a global perspective, or at least a North American perspective,
that "lead to greater understanding of the achievements and
capacities of human beings." These books and the courses they
spawn will be organized not by the passage of time, as are so many
"histories," but by issues concerning musical processes and experi
ence. And they will probably have to be written by ethno
musicologists.
University of Toronto

Richard d'A. Jensen
The first thing that struck me about Stephen Blum's article is
that the title is entirely misleading. It wasn't until I had read past the
introduction that I realized that it was, in fact, a critique of the ideas
presented in Joseph Kennan's recent book Contemplating Music
(1985). Presumably "the fallacies of contemporary musical life"
that Blum refers to are the ideas that Kerman articulates as
spokesman for the majority of historical musicologists.
Despite my quibble with the title, I find myself agreeing with
most of the ideas expressed in Blum's article. I wish to address the
fallacy that "Western music is just too different" (Kennan 1985:
174) to benefit from ethnomusicological research. Western music
has already benefitted from ethnomusicological-type research, al
though the scholars prefer to call themselves social historians and
they often disavow any association with ethnomusicology. I re
cently spoke with a scholar who specializes in the social history of
Western art music, and when I noted the similarity of his techniques
with those of the ethnomusicologist he appeared surprised and
somewhat insulted!
Music is a product of the people who create it, whether the
people live in present-day India or 16th-century Italy. In both
cases, a knowledge of the relevant cultures can add to an under
standing of the music. Why is it, then, that historical musicologists
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continue to analyze Western music as if it existed in a vacuum?
Perhaps they reason that the cultural context of early European
music is so well known that further study is unnecessary. This is
another "fallacy of contemporary musical life." Daily life in 16th
century Italy was as far removed from our experience as is daily
life in 20th-century India. The barrier to our understanding is
simply time rather than distance. In many ways time poses a greater
challenge to the musicologist. While the historical musicologist
must rely on written records (e.g. musical scores, archival docu
ments, and paintings), the ethnomusicologist (when dealing with
modern music) has access to living informants, although many
ethnomusicologists are historians as well. I suspect that most early
music specialists would trade their tenure for just one field re
cording of a 16th-century musician.
There are, of course, a few scholars who study the cultural
context of early music, although the vast majority are more con
cerned with musical analysis as an end in itself. Alfred Einstein's
classic study of the Italian madrigal is a case in point (Einstein
1949). The source is a valuable one, but imagine how much more
useful it would be if it placed the genre within the context of musical
life in the Italian courts.
Those works dealing with social history, such as Lockwood
1984, Pirrotta 1984, Fenlon 1980, and Bridgeman 1964, neglect the
music itself. The best research, and the most difficult, is that which
includes both analysis and history. Anthony Newcomb's study of
the madrigal at Ferrara during the reign of Alfonso d'Este (1579
1597) is a perfect model for future research. Using archival
documents to reveal which composers and musicians were active at
the Este court, he then shows how the performers influenced the
composers who came in contact with them.
In my forthcoming dissertation on the early Italian lute
ricercar (Jensen 1984) I turn to the plastic arts for information
about 15th- and 16th-century musical life. Italian composers wrote
ricercars for lute, keyboard, and ensembles of instruments. A sur
vey of 200 "musical images," Le. artworks depicting musicians and
their instruments, has revealed a great deal about the social conno
tations of certain instruments which, in turn, has lead to a greater
understanding of the ricercar itself.
It is never easy to integrate musical and cultural analysis.
Every repertoire calls for a different approach. I could cite a num
ber of ethnomusicologists who have failed at the task, but at least
they try. It's time for historical musicologists to follow their lead.
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Western music is not so unique that it calls for an entirely different
approach.
University of California at Los Angeles

Susan D. Clark
In answer to Blacking's question ("Ethnomusicology for
what?"), Blum confronts the resistance of Western music scholars
and their conceptual models to the potential contributions from
ethnomusicology to education and scholarship. Several worthy
issues are raised, but their discussion is sometimes as much com
mentary on Kerman's recent book as it is an indictment of Western
musicology, such that a response to Blum addresses Kerman as well.
Let us follow up on just one area, music analysis and its relation to
theory and criticism.
Generally speaking, Western music analysis consists of codi
fied methodologies performed upon standard repertoires of pieces
considered as independent objects, and serves at best as an adjunct to
composition or performance. From the modal analysis of plain
chant to the determination of pitch-class sets in atonal compositions,
the questions asked by the analysists of Western music (What are the
keys? Where is the modulation? How is the thematic transition
made?) do not provide answers to Blum's vision of a responsive
musical life which sides with the music makers. On the other hand,
certain ethnomusicological work has eschewed the traditional a
priori analytic catagories and has shown that it is possible to
integrate analysis into purposeful research, such that theories of
music structure are formed in relation to specific issues and prob
lems and not some reductionist program. The maturing of ethno
musicological analysis has been marked by a growing recognition
of the need to ground music sound data within the culture and lives
of the people making it. To do this, ethnomusicologists have
addressed different kinds of analytic problems than music theorists
(How are sex roles reflected in a song style? How is religious belief
transformed and transmitted through certain musical forms and
processes? In what ways do musical structures mirror concepts of
temporal order?), and their analytic methodologies have ranged
from the strictly formal to the radically contextualized. They have
looked to communication theory, semiotics, cultural materialism,
phenomenology, and psycho-acoustics for help in building models
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about music and have found illumination in explanations that span
from casual and statistical to hermeneutic and interpretive.
The theory embodied in these conceptual models--no matter
how informal, low level, or non-predictive--prompts the relevant
questions to be asked and thereby generates analytic method (analy
sis, in turn, informs theory). Furthermore, theoretic language,
regardless of whether emic, etic, or mediating (the fissure in the
emic/etic dichotomy seems to be closing), helps to translate musical
phenomena from their experiential contexts into analytic descrip
tions by which to better understand and interpret their meanings.
So it is puzzling when Kerman declares that analysis can reach its
potential outside of theory (1985: 18). If Kerman was not con
cerned with delineating his combative disciplinary divisions of
music theory, analysis, musicology, and criticism, nor so disinter
ested in non-Western and popular musics, he might learn that one of
the places ethnomusicological research can impinge on Western
Music study is in the development of a post-positive music theory
which is no longer separable from the analytic, descriptive, or
interpretive endeavor.
. Blum is right, that no single image represents the whole of an
art-form or culture. Hypothesizing and theoretic proliferation is a
way to ethnomusicological growth. Because musical reality is more
complex than anyone theory about it, different theoretic frames
help to see different aspects of a music phenomenon as it may vari
ously occur to the observer or maker as thought, a good piece, sym
bolic behavior, a solution to a conflict of constraints, a sacred
object, or sound waves. Such theoretic pluralism provides a path to
Blum's better future understanding (and even to Kerman's ever
better critical interpretations, 1985 :217).
The point that Blum makes for ethnomusicology--whether or
not "true analysis" is theory-generated, or done in aid of criticism
or both (see Kerman 1985:68)--is that the judicial aspect of analysis
or criticism should be weighted in the direction of meanings and
values of music for its makers and users and not just the pre-set
standards of an analyst-cum-critic (see Bent 1980:342 about the
proximity of analysis and criticism and their interrelation with
theory). This is not to cast Kerman entirely as the musicologist in
the black hat, for he is equally interested in uncovering musical
meaning and value. Nonetheless, the promulgation of a Western
high-art critical/analytical approach such as Kerman's and its ac
companying assumptions about the nature of music relies on need
lessly restricted insights about what is possible. An openness to
ethnomusicology widens the experimental base for criticism and
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mitigates against the same parochialism (albeit cultural rather than
linguistic) to which Kerman would seem to object (1985:224). And
just as Kerman also objects to what he perceives as ethno
musicologists'lack of regard for history, so are ethnomusicologists
concerned about a monocultural approach to music. Analysis and
criticism geared primarily towards closing local temporal distances
seems unnecessarily limited in the eyes of a discipline committed to
bridging the gaps of cultural distance.
University of California at Los Angeles

James Robbins
Blum has pointed the finger at "those areas of musical scho
larship that flourish by allowing their central assumptions to remain
unchallenged." Chief among these assumptions is that musicologists
are divorced from power structures, residing in a "social utopia
through which intellectuals believe themselves to be 'independent,'
autonomous, clothed in their own characters" (Gram sci 1957:120).
Idealist judgements concerning musical value are unfounded outside
of this utopia. However, such judgements are crucial to the
processes of validation and legitimation fostering existing power
relations, which in turn allow those areas of musical scholarship to
flourish.
The self-serving nature of such scholarship--which we might
adequately term "legitomusicology" --may be illustrated by com
paring the results of two "quarrels over 'legitimacy' and 'modern
ity'." One is that cited by Kerman, namely, the successful struggle
led by Babbitt to gain recognition, and attendent "perquisites," for
avant garde composition as "abstract thought":
The marriage of theory and composition was legitimized by
graduate councils around the country; the avant garde was
house-broken into the academy (Kerman 1985:101).

The other is the contemporaneous resistance to introducing jazz into
the "academy" (cf. Suber 1976:370-71) that rests on narrow con
cepts of music and modernity:
What disturbs me very greatly about jazz conditions now is that
those wonderful lowbrows have suddenly acquired an education
that is completely phony and two hundred years behind the
time. . .. Jazz harmony is much in the rear end of music
everywhere else. Rhythmically, the same kind of obligation to
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the past is very much in evidence. [Nicolas Slonimsky, quoted
in Anon. 1958:10]. *

It is a mistake to label this sort of rhetoric as "chatter" or as
spurious. "The perpetration of standardized values" is not an auto
matic thing; rather, it requires human agents. This is not evident in
Sapir's formulation of "genuine culture" as an independent entity
capable of "frankly admit[ting]" slavery, of "feel[ing a necessity] to
symbolize in beautiful stone a religious impulse that is deep and
vital," of acting on such impulses by "build[ing] itself magnificent
houses of worship" and of other remarkable accomplishments
(Sapir 1949 (1924):315). Instead, the "perpetration of standardized
values" requires in this case the inculcation of a monolithic concept
of musical culture into the basis of the debate concerning legiti
macy. Part of the admission price to the academy is the rhetoric of
the academy, including that which "reproduces stereotypes about
musicians who 'don't know their place'." Consequently supporters
of institutionalized teaching of jazz find themselves trying to de
monstrate the "contribution" of jazz to a "musical culture" in which
jazz is by definition peripheral (e.g., Anon. 1958:41).
These quarrels over legitimacy accept as a postulate that
musical value has independent, ideal existence. We cannot "medi
ate" in any quarrels within this conceptual framework; we must
remain aware that musical and political legitimacy go hand in hand,
that the "aesthetic man" and the "economic man" are inseparable
(Williams 1965:54), and therefore that such quarrels are really
about power, couched in the terms belonging to and favoring those
who control.
University of illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Carol E. Robertson
Grasping for some control over the waves of music, ideas,
ideologies, and contradictions crashing around us, we have staked
out approaches to music-making as if quartering colonial terri
tories. In ethnomusicology, we have tried to seduce the anthro
pologists into being sources of training and employment for our
.. [Slonimsky's recent work would seem to indicate a more favorable appraisal of jazz music,
judging from his inclusion of numerous jazz and popular musicians in the 7th edition of
Baker's Biographical Dictionary ofMusicians (Slonimsky 1984).--Eds.]
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intellectual progeny. Yet few are those students who can secure
support from an arts-sensitive advisor; and their dissertations on
anthropologies of performance have to be coupled with additional
talents in some more "traditional" foci of social inquiry: linguistics,
medicine, statistics, area studies, social organization.
Our volatile affair with musicology has been choreographed
with mutual suspicion, fantasies of domination, jealousies, and some
gentle advances in communication. We gain nothing in debating
which is the more Legitimate Discipline. Practitioners of ethno
musicology are generally hired by musicologists if they promise an
institution visibility/revenue/recruitment, if they can teach a non
Western "classical" tradition that musicologists have heard of
through general exposure to the Twentieth Century, or if they offer
a second area of expertise in some aspect of the music of the
Western elite that has been neglected in the curriculum.
Once employed in music or anthropology (or in folklore and
area studies) teachers of ethnomusicology expend tremendous
energy convincing their colleagues that the repertoires they study
are as "important" as the works of the Great Western Masters. Or,
in the social science jungle, the energy is spent on proving that
performance offers as unique and "valid" a point of entry to the
understanding of social relations as do economics, politics, and kin
ship. In each case, being the peripheral (and thus, less calcified)
exercise, we must gain entry to the decision making process by
revealing what we have learned about Music by looking at various
world musics. We have come to grasp music as a complex experi
ence that cannot be restricted to the whims and biases of a single
discipline; we have come to internalize composition and perfor
mance as indices of constant change and recomposition; we have
come to know that history, as related to music or any other human
phenomenon, is a process of interactions between peoples and ideas.
Those human processes as we have come to know them in American
jazz, Japanese court and shrine music, Malaysian trance-healing, or
Tibetan monasteries could lead us to ethnomusicologies of Western
elitist traditions that would make Kerman's book but one more
attempt of a limited-experience-specialist to make his materia the
dominant player in a very complex reality.
Deeper arguments will be spawned by those ethno
musicologists who dare to take on the writing of actual histories of
Western music. Western music is indeed unique, as is any other co
hesive tradition. But if Kerman is willing to forsake generalization
within the black box for informed scholarship, he will eventually
address how and why Western music is unique--as an historical pro
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cess, as a development of some ideas and rejection of others, as a
tool for complex communication and resolution for ever-changing
design problems in aesthetics. This leap forward or rather, into the
thick of inquiry, will take us beyond the platitudes and ignorant
judgements that seem to overcome many musicologists when they
depart from their scores and scripts. The springboard for ad
dressing Music is hinged in the data and methods of ethno
musicology.
Among writing-dependent cultures, the Western "classical"
tradition is the less stable (and most writing-dependent), perhaps
because it is one of the youngest, unless we want to consider our
early contact with Moslems and Jews, or the exchanges with our
early Persian organologists and mentors, or our fascinations with
the Greeks, or our Byzantine dawn. Western elitist music is one of
the most deeply rooted ethnic traditions known to us. And at this
point Kerman's understanding of "his" own tradition is totally ob
scured and terminated by his willingness to remain insular in his
thinking. At a time when culture contact has been accelerated
beyond any previous wars and population migrations, when our
information systems bombard us with data from all walks of life,
the musicologist cannot afford isolationism, and the ethno
musicologist cannot accomodate intimidation.
University of Maryland

Charles Keil
Subtle intelligence and a wry sense of humour percolate
through Steve Blum's pages, but he is just too kind, tolerant and
bemused a person to perform the chainsaw massacre of the fallacies
that would please me. His arguments remain liberal:
"Properly taught, Western music would be understood and
experienced as multi-ethnic in many respects and as a group of
arts and practices ..."

Isn't it nice that everyone can make a contribution to Western
music. His arguments remain abstract:
"Different centres of musical power are in competition with one
another and with various centres of political and economic
power."
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Well yes, Steve, how very pluralist, but how about naming names?
Which musical powers are backed by formidable political and
economic power and which aren't? That last footnote from Coplan
could be the opening quotation for more concrete answers.
If music departments were in any realistic relationship to the
musical life of America and the 20th century world, 60% to 80% of
the faculty in each and every department would be African, Afro
American and Latin-American with the rest of the appointments
going to other ethnic working class practitioners, ethnomusico
logists, and perhaps one faculty person to curate the museum of
dead Western art music, preferably a black woman with a highly
refined perspective on patriarchal pretentiousness. With a few pos
sible exceptions, bourgeois ideology is in tight control of the music
departments and the racism, sexism and monocultural imperialism
that uphold that ideology go unchallenged year after year, decade
after decade. The music department at my university is just as white
or whiter than when I came here as an American Studies appoint
ment in 1968. I've watched as two token black jazzmen were hired
and fired in succession back in the early 1970's, a black composer
departed, and with the exception of a visit from Gilbert Chase, no
ethnomusicologist was ever hired over the eighteen year period. I
suspect this is an altogether typical story.
In the second half of the paper, Blum's ideas about criticism,
exchange, interpretation as the basis of genuine culture building are
most interesting, suggestive and welcome. Yet the fallacies of
spurious high and mass cultures maintain their hold. How? I want
more specifics from Steve Blum on daily life in the music depart
ment, more detailed explanations of how the departmentalized and
conservatoried definitions are maintained (see Henry Kingsbury's
recent Ph.D. thesis at Indiana, 1984), more aggressive asking of the
question Whose Music? than that offered by Shepherd, Virden, Vul
liamy and Wishart (1977). It's 1986, time is marching along, let's
get after all these moldy music departments and shake them up in
good, green, ecological directions of diversity and eqUality.
State University of New York at Buffalo

Paul W. Humphreys
I am disappointed to find Blum, whose earlier work (1975,
1984) seemed at the vanguard of efforts toward discovering a com
mon purpose for historical musicology and ethnomusicology, now
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putting the two disciplines at odds. Without question his action is
motivated by close observation and much thought. But it is worth
asking whether the ideas and arguments he presents here--precisely
because they are so central to the work of ethnomusicologists-
might not have been demonstrated more effectively.
Blum's choice of Kerman's recent work to epitomize the
methods and assumptions of ethnomusicologists is reminiscent--and
strikingly so--of Kerman's choice of Seeger to epitomize the me
thods and assumptions of ethnomusicologists. Unlike Kerman,
however, Blum does not present his ideas in a dialectical fashion.
The tone that results is polemical and seems, in spirit, at odds with
the admonition with which he inveighs against Kerman in particular
and non-ethnomusicologists in general:
A musicology that excludes "non-Western music" and "non-art music"
cannot describe the attributes of "Western music" and "art music."

By extension: an argument that excludes the achievements of his
torical musicology cannot adequately address its shortcomings.
Thus Blum cites Kerman's acrid assertion that "Western
music is just too different from other musics" for ethnomusi
cological research to "impinge directly" upon it (Kerman 1985:
174), while not giving Kerman his due for a useful survey of
context-oriented musicological studies and music-oriented histor
ical studies. Nor does he mention Kerman's provocative views of
Seeger (ibid.: 162) or his useful criticisms of Merriam (ibid.: 164
65,171). More instructive than his own definition of the term
"middle-class culture," would have been Blum's drawing attention
to the contradiction between Kerman's use of this term (to charac
terize the ethnomusicologist's "ideological make-up") and what
Kerman professes to be, or rather not to be, his own concept of
culture:
Culture is not an agent, a force, or a Geist, and still less a fixed structure
to be objectively determined.... (ibid.: 171).

Blum's polemical stance further masks a fundamental simi
larity between musicological and ethnomusicological inquiry:
scholars of both disciplines are engaged in selecting and inter
preting objects of study. These objects may be as different (with
out, perhaps, being "too different") from one another as is the
Florentine Codex from a Pueblo Feast Day, but this different-ness
in relation to one another does not change their other-ness in rela
tion to the scholars who approach them. At its best, study engenders
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relationships with artifacts or processes that allow for a negation of
the experience of "other-ness" with which an inquiry begins (cf.
Feld: "[Musical] communication ... can only exist relationally, in
between, at unions and intersections" (1984:2)). An awareness of
this self-transcending function of scholarship has led the Beckers to
suggest that ethnomusicologists might consider as a useful paradigm
for their work the activity of literary criticism, "the thrust of which
has been to understand, not to explain" (1984:455).
Blum's writing on the subject he has chosen could gain in
clarity from an effort on his part to "understand" rather to "ex
plain" the stance taken by Kerman, Kowalski and others he cites
critically. That he is well-equipped for such an undertaking is
amply demonstrated by the broad range of sources upon which he
draws, by his ability to pinpoint salient issues for socially-relevant
ethnomusicological practice (e.g. his call for "the analysis of
specific mechanisms whereby human beings are forced or encour
aged to consume without in some way reproducing music") and by
an on-going commitment "to formulate ... the consequences of [his
own] theoretical assumptions" (Blum 1975:215).
University of California at Los Angeles

Pirkko Moisala
The debate between musicology and ethnomusicology has
been the major touchstone in the development of ethnomusicology
in many countries, especially at those universities where ethno
musicology is administratively included within musicology. This
situation may well be unavoidable for any new discipline trying to
find its own space, resources and rationale; nevertheless, one must
wonder how much ethnomusicological energy is wasted in this end
less and often futile battle.
Ethnomusicologists seem to be compelled to show how musi
cology goes about the process of research incorrectly. Blum, for
example, implies that ethnomusicologists alone are "modern,"
"pretty," and "critical." Unfortunately, the sacred cows of ethno
musicology remain untouched. Do we "report the actual words of
musicians" or can we only construct westernized grammars of dif
ferent musical languages? Can we deny that even the most objective
ethnomusicological study is "culture-bound to Western social
scientific ideology" as Kerman claims?
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The belief that we can be objective, as well as the belief in the
value of an "emic" approach in the study of other musics are only a
few of the fallacies of ethnomusicology. These aims should be
based on explicit statements of the basic assumptions, conditions and
limitations of the study. Nevertheless, in many ethnomusicological
studies the a priori assumptions and metatheory of the author are
not made known.
I do not believe that ethnomusicology can change the
approaches of musicology. Musicology uses the utmost "emic" ap
proach, without being aware of it. It is part of the Western art
music system and thus embodies the values, attitudes, and emphases
of Western art music. In contrast, ethnomusicology makes a dis
tinction between music-making and music-knowledge of music on
one hand, and music-studying and speech-knowledge of music on
the other. The study of Western art music as culture, as well as the
study of the role of musicology in the western art music system, are
challenges to ethnomusicology.
There are already some good examples of ethnomusi
co logical approaches used in the study of Western art music. Jan
Ling's Europas musikhistoria (1983) gives a fascinating new per
spective on the history of European art and folk musics in their
social contexts. Western music cultures have already been used in
comparative music studies. Krister MaIm and Roger Wallis in Big
Sounds from Small People (1984) have successfully compared the
influence of the music industry in the small countries of Sweden,
Finland, Denmark, and Norway and eight Caribbean, African, and
Asian nations.
The government of Finland is currently supporting an ex
tensive research project on music change in Finland during the
period of industrialization that utilizes both musicological and
ethnomusicological approaches. All extant music genres are in
cluded in the study. The project temporarily employs more than ten
music researchers, half of whom are ethnomusicologists.
One of the most promising areas of common interest in
musicology and ethnomusicology is the study of musical per
formance, both as an action and as a situation (Bauman 1977), or
integrating context and sound, Le., performance and practice (cf.
Behague 1984). Musicology has provided some interesting studies
in interpretation whereas the efforts of ethnomusicologists have
mainly been directed towards the ethnographies of performance
and the study of performance practice. Western art music perform
ance has mainly been studied from an historical standpoint, al
though the ethnomusicological study of oral transmission of West
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em art music, such as learning in private lessons or rehearsal tech
nique, should hold special interest for the musicologist as well as for
the ethnomusicologist.
The overemphasis on notation both in music training and in
composition is another area of concern for ethnomusicologists and
musicologists. This is openly acknowledged by Western art
musicians. Composers have created new systems of music notation
and educators have developed auditory teaching methods in an
attempt to maintain the creative approach to music (the most famous
of these are Suzuki and Kodaly methods). As a discipline which has
studied oral music, transmission methods and actual performance
situations, ethnomusicology should be able to provide new insights
in these problem areas.
Ethnomusicology has common interests with musicology.
We should not ignore the study of Western art music systems.
Conversely, we have much to offer to the study of Western art
music. Why, then, has so little been done until now by ethno
musicologists in these areas? No doubt, there are many reasons, not
the least of which is opposition from musicologists who are pro
tecting their turf or ethnomusicologists who are more "against"
than "for" Western art music.
...'
Music Research Institute
Hercules, California

Steven Feld
I enjoyed Blum's paper and have very little to say about it,
save that it certainly resonates with some of the very popular song
poetry that has been keeping my spirit up this last week:
On the inviolable whole and translating signs into other systems of
signs;
there's a word for it
words don't mean a thing
there's a name for it
names make all the difference in the world

David Byrne, "Give Me Back My Name"
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On Western music being "too different";
you will remember my name
I'm the one who beat you at your game

Aretha Franklin, "Who's Zoomin' Who?"
On Professor Kerman's false consciousness:
you said you wanted
a brand new bag
but you were just jivin'
you wanted to feel drag

James Brown, "Get It Together"
On stereotypes and transcendence;
I don't want nobody
to give me nothing
open up the door
I'll get it myself

James Brown, "Get It Myself'
thank you I'll get it myself

Aretha Franklin & Annie Lennox,
"Sisters Are Doing It For Themselves"
On modernity and being pretty;
some dey follow follow
dem close dem eye
some dey follow follow
dem close dem mouth
some dey follow follow
dem close dem ear
some dey follow follow
dem close dem selves

Fela Anikulapo Kuti, "Mr. Follow Follow"
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On genuine culture, critical consciousness, and musical exchange;
I'm nuts about screwy music
I'm screwy about nutty rhythm
I'm dilly on my own silly melodies
crazy as a loon can be
I'm daffy about goofy tempos
I'm goofy about daffy changes
I'm dippy on my own crazy harmony
written in a minor key
I love to hear
sounds that are queer

Jimmy Lunceford, "Screwy Music"
University of Texas at Austin
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THE CONSTRUCTION, TECHNIQUE, AND IMAGE
OF THE CENTRAL JAVANESE REBAB IN RELATION
TO ITS ROLE IN THE GAMELAN
Colin Quigley
During the Spring of 1986 I was presented with the op
portunity to study the Central Javanese rebab with one of its re
cognized masters and revered teachers, K.R.T. Wasitodiningrat,
known to his students as Pak Tjokro. As a student of western folk
fiddling for many years who had been playing in the UCLA
gamelan ensemble for some time, I was attracted to this particular
instrument as a means to further my study of Javanese music and I
began with enthusiasm. I found myself immediately frustrated,
however, by how little I knew. It was difficult to listen effectively
to the examples which Pak Tjokro played for me or even to frame
meaningful questions. Intonation I was able to imitate quickly, my
experience in playing violin in both Western and Middle Eastern
traditions proving helpful. Understanding the relationship of the
rebab part to those of the rest of the ensemble, and learning to hear
this in my mind and thus be able to play it myself has proved a
difficult task. The initial learning process as I experienced it over
those five months was one of slow repetitive study and sudden in
sight as musical patterns and principles seemed to coalesce and crys
talize, organizing my confused perceptions. The initial obstacles I
experienced in studying the rebab of course included the musical
and physical challenges of playing the instrument but I was parti
cularly struck by the need to internalize associations and attitudes
which profoundly affect the music and provide the context for its
significance and appreciation. The rebab, I found, though consi
dered to be the "lead" instrument of the gamelan, led in a manner
unlike that I had experienced either playing with or listening to
Western ensembles. What I had to learn how to hear was primarily
the realization of this relationship in sound.
In the following essay I will briefly summarize the infor
mation provided by several sources available in English which de
scribe the rebab and its history in Java, its playing techniques, and
its role in the gamelan ensemble. My personal observations as a
student of Pak Tjokro will be compared to the published material.
While the number of detailed sources are relatively few in number
and largely descriptive, they do provide a significant amount of
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data. Finally, I have tried to integrate this information with anal
yses of gamelan music in relation to Javanese culture.

Description and History
The possible origins and subsequent diffusion of the rebab
and related instruments in Southeast Asia has been much debated.
Usually the Javanese rebab is treated as a member of the widespread
family of spike fiddles found throughout the Islamic world. The
general consensus of scholars seems to be that the rebab was
brought to Java from Persian-Arabic sources by Islamic traders
(Falk 1978, Hood 1970, Kartomi 1984, Sachs 1980). This is like
wise the view of most Javanese musicians (Falk 1978:52). If this is
the case, its high status may be linked to the subsequent rise of
Islamic power.
The design and construction of the rebab in Southeast Asia
varies from region to region. Mantle Hood identifies three main
types in Java itself: those of East Java, Sunda, and Central Java, the
subject here (1961:220). The Central Javanese rebab is "smaller
and more finely wrought" than that of East Java, but otherwise they
are "similar in materials and construction," while the Sundanese is
larger and heavier still, with a shallower flatbacked sound box and
heavier gauge strings (Hood 1961:221).
The Central Javanese rebab is a two-string bowed lute about
100 cm high. It has a long cylindrical neck without fingerboard,
long tuning pegs, and a short foot which widens at the base to sup
port the instrument. The heart shaped or triangular body is made
from wood or a coconut shell that has been cut in half, and squeezed
into shape in a press (Morton 1976:96). The back is convex and
pierced by a rosette of small holes. The front is covered with a
parchment of buffalo intestine or bladder, although Pak Tjokro in
dicated that other skins might be used. I can testify from personal
experience, having inadvertantly tom one, that this skin forms an
extremely fine and rather delicate membrane. A bridge of teak is
set high up on this surface, two fingers' width below the top of the
sound box according to Hood (1961:221). The player inserts a
small fold of banana skin between the string below the bridge to
soften the tone. Hood indicates that a handkerchief or piece of
folded sheet rubber is occasionally used today. In my experience
Pak Tjokro has used a piece of cloth or even paper in this way when
playing. Below this mute, which also helps to keep the strings in
place, the strings are tied together to hold the mute in position.
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Hood is the only writer to describe the unusual way in which
the two thin brass strings are mounted; according to Kunst, the
strings are copper (1973:220). They are really a single string
which passes from one peg through an internal channel in the peg
box down to the bridge, and thence around a pin, to anchor it. The
string is further wrapped around the foot to provide external length
in case of breakage, and then passes back up, again through a
channel, to the lower peg (Hood 1961:221).
The strings are distinguished as male and female. The higher
pitched is called lara nangis ("crying virgin") and is considered
estri, or female. Almost all the melody is played on this string. The
lower string is called djendra and is considered djaler, or male.
When bowed together they are sometimes called pengaten (manten)
anjar ("the new bridal couple") (Hood 1961:223; Kunst 1973:220
221). This metaphoric imagery is clearly suggestive of the sexual
act itself.
The instrument may be made from either ivory, wood, ivory
and buffalo horn, or, according to Hood, ivory and wood. Most
descriptions note these variations; Kartomi indicating that wood is
thought to be inferior, and Kunst observing that "in the case of
precious ~nstruments [the neck is] either wholly or partially made of
beautifully turned ivory" (Kartomi 1984:178; Kunst 1973:220).
Two types of rebab are named according to these materials: the
rebab bjur ("plain") is one of color, wood or ivory; and the rebab
p(l)ontang ("fancy"), made of a combination of light and dark
woods, or ivory and wood or horn (Hood 1961:223; Susilo 1967:
42). UCLA owns examples of each which I was able to examine.
Several writers note that a gamelan sapangkon, i.e. one with
both slendro and pelog sets of instruments, may have two rebab.
Pak Tjokro also mentioned this in our classes, explaining the need
for two instruments in terms of the tumbuk ("common tone") of the
ensemble and related problems of tuning the rebab for different
patet. Since the rebab strings are tuned to tones 6 and 2 only
minimal retuning is required to change systems if the ensemble
employs one of these as its tumbuk. Tumbuk five, however, re
quires two instruments. Perhaps not surprisingly given the icono
graphic nature of gamelan noted by Sue De Vale there is another
level of significance to this association of rebab construction and
tuning system (De Vale 1977). According to Hood,
Pak: Tjokrowasita characterizes the slendro system as prenes,
i.e., exciting, stimulating, fancy, bright, vivacious; and he de
scribes pelog as commanding respect, veneration, reverence
(wingit) and being calm in attitude (luruh). Consistent with the
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character of the two tuning systems the rebab plomang is used
for slendro and the rebab bjur for pelog (Hood 1961 :223; Kunst
1973:221).

In conversation with me Pak Tjokro further observed that such a
distinction served as a signaling device as well. As soon as the rebab
player picked up his instrument the rest of the orchestra could tell
which tuning system they would be using in the next piece.
According to Hardja Susilo this is common practice but not a rule
and one may find ensembles with two rebab bjur, one light the other
dark, or both the same (1967:43).
Many parts of the rebab are named after parts of the body.
The most obvious terms, used likewise in English, are the body,
neck, head, leg, and foot of the instrument. We find also the skin
referred to as the "stomach," "collars" joining the neck and foot to
the body, and "ears" at the ends of the tuning pegs. These are tipped
by the "head of a jasmine flower." The (peg) head is surmounted by
a "halo," traditional sign of spiritual achievement. The two holes in
the head through which the strings pass are called the "nostrils" and
the bridge over which they pass, the "breast" (Falk 1978:59). This
highly anthropomorphized instrument is, as well, "clothed in a
small velvet 'coatee,' called jamangan or dodot [which is ] some
times richly embroidered with gold or silver thread" (Kunst 1973:
222). The jacket of one of the UCLA rebabs, for example, is em
broidered with small butterflies in addition to the more usual ab
stract patterns. Clearly this treatment is another sign of prestige.
Plangkang, the stand which holds the rebab when not in use, is
likewise often decorated with fine carving (Kunst 1973:222). Sue
De Vale describes a zoomorphic one depicting a lion, but floral
motifs seem to be more common (1977:39-41, 223).
The entire instrument seems to be regarded much as the
human form would be and thus displays the attributes of status and
refinement appropriate to its role in a similar way. Hood reports:
If the neck of a rebab is particularly slim and the whole of its
form consistently refined it is typed as Kresna in appearance; if
it is equally handsome but thicker in the neck and the whole of its
conformation, it is regarded as Baladewa in appearance
[Kresna's older brother, an albino king] (Hood 1961:223).

The emphasis on delicacy is of course consistent with the
representation of a/us character in wayang and other art forms.
The rather impractical, long tuning pegs especially reinforce this
image, as does the extended top of the peg head, the halo. The rehab
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plontang at UCLA belonging to the gamelan Khjai Mendung, for
example, is very finely wrought, the alternation of materials ac
centing its detailing, such as the tips of the ears, the halo, and foot.
The extremities of both this instrument and the ivory bjur rebab in
the same collection have been turned until they are extremely thin.

Playing technique
Most important for the beginning player, to judge by Pak
Tjokro's teaching approach, is bowing technique. His first instruc
tion to me was always to use the pulled-bow (down-bow) on gong,
kenong, and kempul and that both strings may be sounded together
at the gong. Hood adds that a down-bow is always used on beats two
and four of the kenongan and in subsequent pieces Pak Tjokro de
monstrated that the down-bow came on the second and fourth beats
of each gotra. This agrees with the names of these beats as given by
Martopangrawit (1984:85).
Both Hood and Sumarsam discuss bowing at more length.
Each lists a number of recognized patterns, with some duplication
but also some discrepancies between their descriptions. Most of the
techniques which they mention seem to be quite commonly used.
They do not say much, however, about when these techniques may
be used appropriately in relation to the melody and structure of
gending.
I was fortunate to locate in the UCLA Ethnomusicology
Archive a recording made by Mantle Hood of Pak Tjokro demon
strating some of the techniques which are discussed in his article on
rebab (Hood 1961; Hood Collection wr #9). I will review both his
and Sumarsam's descriptions in relation to these demonstrations, as
well as my own lessons, noting, when appropriate, their use in the
gending "Puspowarno" which has been transcribed here for refer
ence, using cipher notation.
Hood describes podoroma as a change of bow for each beat of
the balungan. This seems similar to the technique identified by Su
marsam as mbalung: "'to act like balungan,' in which the speed of
the bow is the same as the pulses of the balungan." This may be the
same as milah: "'to act like wilahan,' in which the rate of the bowing
and its melody are the same as the pulses and the melody of the
ba/ungan," however the two would coincide only at relatively quick
tempos (Sumarsam 1984:267). Pak Tjokro clarified Sumarsam's
somewhat confusing description for me by emphasizing that
mbalung refers to pulse, and milah to pitch. Thus, the first kenon
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gan of irama II in "Puspowarno" employs primarily mbalung
together with lombo, "two notes to one bow, usually used for melo
dic anticipation" (Hood 1961:224). This is the basic technique em
ployed by Pak Tjokro in the pieces he has shown to me, but is not
listed by Sumarsam.
Tikelan is described by Hood as two bow strokes to each note
of the nuclear theme (1961:224). He notes that it is considered too
rough for normal playing, but is used to give temporal and agogic
indications to the punctuating instruments. The example played by
Pak Tjokro for Hood is a bowing pattern he uses in "Puspowarno"
to lead to the gong tone in the fourth gongan of irama II as notated
here. He commented that it was frequently used for the final gong.
Sumarsam has notated a similar pattern which he identifies as
nduduk: '''in a hurry,' in which the rate of the bowing is twice as
fast as the regular, or mbalung, bowing" (Sumarsam 1984:267
268). This description matches the tikelan bowing pattern rather
than what Pak Tjokro and Hood call nduduk. They use this latter
term to refer to a different technique in which the bow changes
direction in either a 3+3+3 etc. or 3+3+2+3+3+2 etc. rhythmic
pattern (Hood 1961:224). Sumarsam has notated this pattern and
terms it kosok wangsul: "(literally, 'to bow' and 'to return, come
back'; thus 'bowing back and forth') ... in a syncopated rhythm"
(Sumarsam 1984:267-268). According to Pak Tjokro kosokwang
suI refers to three bow strokes in sequence ending on a pushed- or
up-bow. In Pak Tjokro's playing the pattern he calls nduduk seems
to anticipate and perhaps signal the ngelik section of gending,
where it rises to the higher octave. We find it introducing the sec
ond gongan of the irama II section in "Puspowamo."
Pak Tjokro also demonstrated what he calls sendal pantjing
for Hood, which is described as three to five changes of bow exe
cuted rapidly so that it almost gives the effect of a single sound
(Hood 1961:224). I have heard Pak Tjokro employ this bowing,
which seems to act as a sort of punctuation or "pick-up," in both
buka and, again, before the ngelik. It is found in both places in
"Puspowarno," i.e., the opening of the buka and the third gotra of
irama II. Sumarsam gives a more metaphoric description, though
presumably more literal translation, "the jerk of a fishing pole as
when a fish is caught on the hook," an image to which Pak Tjokro
also referred.
Ngudjiwat is not listed by Sumarsam. It is an "ascending
descending glissando marked at its peak by a change of bow" (Hood
1961:224). While not found in "Puspowarno," Pak Tjokro did use
this in other pieces which I studied, such as "Sumyar" and "Asmo
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rodono." In my experience it is used only in the upper octave of the
instrument, primarily serving as a melodic elaboration in irama III,
especially during the "rest" gotra where it tends to stand out.
Ngetjrek is described by Hood as "like sendal pantjing except
that the bow stops abruptly on the strings, producing the sound
'tjrek'" (1961:224). Sumarsam's description seems more apt. "('to
make a cricketlike sound'), in which both strings of the rebab are
bowed together," and he provides a notated example (1984:263).
He links its use to the kempyung interval, tones 6 and 2 or 5 and 1 to
which the rebab is likewise tuned.
The last example Pak Tjokro plays on the recording made for
Hood he calls ngring, a term not listed by either Hood or Sumarsam.
It sounds most like the latter's ngikik, "in which the bow seems to
tremble on the strings" (Sumarsam 1984:268). Pak Tjokro seems to
lightly vibrate the bow on both strings at once.
Sumarsam lists a few other terms omitted by Hood: nyela
("to interrupt"), indicating bowing off the beat; nungkak ("to
kick"), which indicates two extra bowings at the end of a pattern;
and nggandhul (lito hang"), in which there is a sense of delay of
suspense to the bowing (1984:267-268).
Hood gives us in addition njenggreng mundur, a series of
short stops and starts sounding both unstopped strings while main
taining contact with them. This is used to conclude pate tan in the
Jogjanese style of playing (Hood 1961:224).
The use of these different bowing techniques seems primarily
tied to the structure of the gending, as distinctive patterns are played
in anticipation of crucial transitions and points of emphasis thus
providing cues for these, as well as joining with the other idiomatic
parts to emphasize the structural tones. Pak Tjokro also demon
strated increasing degrees of elaboration of one gending for Hood
(1961; Hood Collection WT #9). Lombo and nduduk bowing are
found in the most basic rendition. Tikelan is then added, as well as
additional nduduk. Finally, ngetjrek and ngudjiwat appear in the
most elaborated version. Many of these techniques would thus seem
to be optional, while coordination of bow direction with gotra beats
and melodic anticipation, to be discussed subsequently at more
length, seem fundamental.
Hood discusses some left-hand fingering techniques which
seem to provide additional means to elaborate and ornament the
melody. Mbesut, which seems to be used quite frequently, is a short
glissando from one pitch to its upper neighbor. Others which he
mentions include various types of grace notes, turns, and stereo
typed combinations of such devices. Mbesut geretan is a descending
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glissando, found in "Puspowamo" leading to the gong 3. The vi
brato, tenned ngembat, however, is basic to producing the desired
tone. It is achieved by varying the pressure on the string, more than
by rocking the fingertip as one would on a violin, and contributes to
the contrast between the rebab and the other, fixed-pitch instru
ments (Hood 1961 :225-226). Kunst identifies ngekik as a charac
teristic glissando to the higher register occuring at the ngelik sec
tion of the gending. This was found in all the pieces which I studied
and is employed in the third gotra of the first gongan of irama II in
"Puspowamo."
Hood also briefly discusses the relationship of left-hand posi
tion to patet. There are basically three "positions" on the neck (low
pankat stunggal, middle pangat kalih, and highpangat tigal) which
correspond to the cadential fonnulas of the different patet. The
appropriate fingering position is detennined by the principle tones
of the nuclear theme and improvisations are created within its limits
(Hood 1961:225). Kunst identifies only the high (ngelik) and
middle (ngungkung) registers (1973:222). Neither Hood nor Kunst
elaborate on these observations but Martopangrawit, in his article
translated in the Karawitan, provides ample evidence for this way
of thinking (Martopangrawit 1984:139-154). He seems to construct
and illustrate the entire theory of patet in relation to rebab fingering
patterns, which would seem to be yet another example of its being
granted "pride of place."
The basic techniques of holding, fingering and bowing the
instrument are also described and illustrated by Hood. He provides
excellent photographs of Pak Tjokro playing the rebab in different
registers along with close-ups of his hands. "The player," he says,
sits cross-legged on a grass mat holding the rehab directly in
front of him with the instrument perpendicular to the floor or
inclined slightly forward .... In order to maintain the desired
intonation while fingering the strings ... it is necessary to grip
the neck firmly between the first joint of the thumb and the base
of the forefinger. The hand forms a sharp angle to the wrist, the
palm remaining parallel to the side of the neck of the rebab and
the elbow being held in the same plane .... In the initial days of
practice this hand position may occasion the beginner some
soreness in his left shoulder -- in fact, if it does not, his position
is probably not correct. It is worthy of note that only the best
rebab players manage to maintain this left-hand position consis
tently (Hood 1961:222).

Pak Tjokro made similar observations to me in our first
lesson, jokingly imitating the humorous positions one was likely to
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see among less skilled players. He especially emphasized an upright
posture, and likened the fingers' motion to that of a spider. This
same metaphor is found in Kunst's quotation from an old Javanese
text.
The middle finger was conspicuous in its movements; the index
was like the sprig of a young fern; the little and ring-finger
looked very much like spider's feet (Kunst 1973:226).

Further on the poet comments as follows on a beautiful
performance:
On a close examination of Jayengraga's rebab playing one had to
acknowledge that it was full of devotion, well-finished and
clever. Sometimes he slightly moved his thighs: that was a habit
of his and is, after all, not annoying (Kunst 1973:227).

In contrast the uncouth village player is described as follows:
He bowed on the rebab and adopted a somewhat striking and
affected attitude the while. With this, his elbows moved up and
down like a bird's wings, with the movement of the gending;
whilst, when playing in the higher positions, he bent his neck
down; when bowing in the lower register he threw his head
backwards. His body was swaying to and fro ceaselessly
(Kunst 1973:228).

The rebab player it would seem, like all men of power in
Java, is most effective when he does the least (Anderson 1972). He
sits in a meditative posture, moving as little as possible, playing the
quietest of all the instruments, and yet leads the entire ensemble.

Role of the Rebab within the Gamelan Ensemble
The rebab is identified by all as the leader of the gamelan
ensemble. As such it has enormous prestige. Pak Tjokro pointed
out in our first lesson that I should not really study rebab until I had
learned all the other instruments. Hood follows Pak Tjokro in this
judgement
not only because of its technical demands but also because it has
the singular responsibility of leading the gamelan and esta
blishing the character and stylisation of the gending or orchestral
composition (Hood 1961:222).
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Furthermore Pak Tjokro felt the rebab player, as leader, should
know hundreds of gending and the buka which introduce them.
Kunst observes that while the orchestral leader often plays the
kendang (drums) he may prefer the rebab and provides the follow
ing explanation of their relationship:
According to a Javanese conception the rehab may be called the
raja, and the kendang the patih C'prime minister") of the gameJan
community (the gong, which subdivides the composition
according to ftxed laws, may be called the jaksa ("judge," in this
context); in other words, according to this view the rehab is
admittedly the principle instrument, but it has delegated the real
work, Le., the leading of the orchestral society, to the kendang,
which, as it were, translates the former's instructions into a form
easily understood by the community, whilst the gong sees to it
that all melodic phrases are equitably allowed the same length.

Javanese mysticism, he observes further, compares the rebab with
breathing and the kendang with the heart-beat (Kunst 1973:223).
This is another example of anthropomorphism, here in relation to
the entire ensemble.
Sumarsam elaborates on the Javanese conception of the rebab
as pamurba lagu, "that which has authority over melody." In prac
tical terms this role results in a number of signaling devices in
forming its playing technique. In our first lesson Pak Tjokro
showed me a variety of tjulikan, which literally means a kind of
taste test, (Hood - "taking a sample") which is played by the rebab to
indicate the coming patel to the rest of the ensemble. Sumarsam
mentions the senggrengan, "a short melody which indicates the
tuning system and patet of the following gending" ( 1984:257).
Such musical signals were needed, Pak Tjokro explained, because
court etiquette forbade any speaking among the musicians. The
rebab may also play an opening patetan ("prelude") or introduce a
specific piece with a buka, thus alerting the drummer to what
pattern is needed.
As leader, Hood comments, the rebab player is also respon
sible for setting the correct tempo. One of his teachers, he ob
serves, was able to control the length of his introductions with great
accuracy and reliability. "The rebab player," he goes on,
also leads the female soloist, indicates rhythmic and melodic
variations for some of the elaborating instruments, directs
changes of tempo and even tessitura -- in short, he not only has
the responsibilities of the western orchestral conductor (fullfilled
aurally rather than visually) but also guides the flow and direc
tion of the improvisation (Hood 1961: 226).
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How the rebab player could accomplish this when, except in
the soft-sounding sections, the instrument is all but inaudible was
not at first clear to me. I speculated that perhaps his position near
the drummer and singers in performance facilitates this communi
cation. Hood cites the surprising carrying power and penetrating
quality of its sound, and notes that the "tone of a good rebab is
strong and rich in partials, and this quality is termed tjrawak or
'loud mouth... (Hood 1961 :223). When performing myself, I dis
covered that the contrast between the sound of the rebab and all the
other instruments tended to make it stand out more prominently and
that close interaction with the singers and drummer was not only
possible but necessary.
My initial skepticism was not all that naive or unfounded,
however, as Sumarsam also wonders how much the rebab affects
the other musicians. How much do they listen to it? How can it lead
the melody when it often cannot be heard clearly? If one listens to
published recordings of "Puspowamo," for example, one can only
hear the rebab play the introductory tjulikan or buka. Subsequently
it can not be heard (Brown 1971). In my own experience playing
with the ensemble it may at times even be difficult to hear oneself.
Furthermore, Sumarsam points out, not only is its sound often
obscured by the louder instruments, the rebab can be absent from
the ensemble without making it difficult for the other musicians to
play their instruments (1984:258). He concludes that it is the
relatively large range and vocal quality of its sound which makes
the rebab best suited to realize an underlying "inner melody," that
results in its being considered as the pamurba lagu. It is this inner
melody, he suggests, which guides all the players' idiomatic
realizations of a gending on their different instruments (Sumarsam
1984:264, 304).
This view is further supported by the characterization of the
rebab as pamurba yatmaka, "that which has authority in presenting
the soul," by many gamelan teachers, signifying that the rebab pre
sents the soul of the gending. Pak Tjokro explains this in a charac
teristically Javanese manner by etymologizing the meaning of
"rebab" as deriving from karepe bab, "the meaning of the con
tents" (Sumarsam 1984:264; and Becker 1981:205).
Pak Tjokro's initial description of the melodic role of the
rebab to me was the clearest and most concise I have found. The
rebab, he said, has three different ways. Sometimes it leads the
balungan, but very seldom (in fine playing that is). Sometimes it
leads the female singers, "giving the way" as it were, and sometimes
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it has its own way, not leading anything. The good rebab, he said, is
between that, i.e., the singer and his own melody. Kunst adds that it
may also lag behind the melody, a technique termed gandul.
If we examine the accompanying rebab notation for "Pus
powarno" we can see these relationships. There is coincidence with
the balungan at gong and kenong tones and often at the kempul as
well. In the first gongan simple melodic leading of the balungan is
clearly illustrated. Beginning in the first gongan of irama II the
rebab also anticipates the psinden ("female singer") part. The
ngekik glissando to the upper octave occurs at the next kempul,
leading into the ngelik section which follows the gong 6. This tone
is carried through two rests with nduduk, and the rebab part then
seems closely related to the gerong ("male singers") part. Both
parts employ the same melodic elaboration leading to the following
gong 3. The balungan then drops back down to the lower range and
the rebab returns to anticipating the balungan tones. While the
rebab melody thus relates to all the other parts and the structure of
the gending, it still must "find its own way" among them, as the
deviations from these parts occuring throughout the piece confirm.
In conclusion I would suggest that the role of the rebab as the
leader's instrument in the gamelan is realized in its several musical
roles of providing signals and cues, and anticipating the melody;
made visible in its design, construction, and playing position; and
expressed in the imagery which people apply to it. These manifes
tations of its role as the leader's instrument can be understood in
relation to Javanese conceptions of power and prestige as personi
fied by virility, refinement, and inaction. That these attitudes, the
focus of Benedict Anderson's discussion of the idea of power in Java
(1972), are manifest in relation to the rebab, is not surprising. The
rebab, as we know, is the leader's instrument, yet it leads through
subtle and extremely understated means. A seemingly paradoxical
role for the leader in Western terms, this is a natural expression of
Javanese attitudes towards leadership. An extreme example of this
attitude which I have encountered in relation to gamelan music is
the comment made by Robert E. Brown on his recording of the
gamelan ensemble led by Pak Tjokro at Paku Alaman court in Jogja,
that Pak Tjokrowasitodipuro, renowned rebab player, as befitting
his supreme position among the court musicians, did not play, but
rather quietly supervised the performance (Brown 1971). It is hard
to imagine Western virtuoso performers quietly supervising in the
background of an important recording, and even Western super
visors, the conductors, occupy "front and center stage" in perfor
mance.
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While I do not disagree with Sumarsam's more musicological
explanation for the rebab's role as pamurba lagu, I would suggest as
well that from the point of view which sees asceticism as the prime
image of concentrated power and the great man as essentially in
active what better instrument for the leader than the most subtle,
least prominent rebab? Cast in human fonn and shaped to represent
the a/us character of Kresna, played in meditative posture employ
ing a difficult technique requiring much practice to master, the
rebab, quietly singing the inner melody while hidden deep within
the many layers of the gamelan texture, subtly cueing the entire en
semble, seems to embody some of the highest Javanese values for
human action within the context of musical perfonnance.
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APPENDIX
The first transcription, which illustrates various rebab tech
niques employed in "Puspowarno," is based on a notation employed
by Pak Tjokro to teach this piece which I have augmented by incor
porating more detail taken from my recordings of his playing in
our lessons. The second transcription, illustrating the melodic role
of the rebab in relation to the balungan and vocal parts, is my amal
gamation of the separate notations which he employs to teach these
parts.
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RESEARCH MODELS IN ETHNOMUSICOLOGY
APPLIED TO THE RADIF PHENOMENON
IN IRANIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC
Hafez Modir
The understanding of the interrelationships among the musi
cal tradition, the performer and the performance context within a
culture has concerned ethnomusicologists throughout the develop
ment of the field. The interdependency of these three factors can
raise particular interest as to how and why change occurs in cul
tures' musical traditions.
This paper addresses the problem of determining how the
radiffunctions in Iranian classical music, and why it is able to serve
as a flexible base from which both the theory and practice of Iran's
musical tradition is derived. A brief explanation of the pheno
menon and function of the radif is followed by an examination of
various structural models, which attempt to interpret the inte
gration of tradition, performer, and musical context in culture.
Finally, a new culture-specific model is presented that defines the
role of the radif in Iranian culture.
The Radif in Iranian Classical Music
In the classical musical tradition of Iran, there are prescribed
bodies of melodic material used for the improvised structuring of
performances, known as radifs (translated literally as "row"). Each
radif is organized into a set of melodic segnments termed gushes,
which are classified according to twelve common modal structures
called dastgahs.1
The radifs and their ordering of gushes serve two related
purposes for the musician. They may be devised as pedagogical
models for teaching students, or they may be used as a basis upon
which material is extemporized during a performance. The model
radif and the performance radif influence one another. A per
former may elaborate upon an existing model, thus creating a new
version of it. Eventually, he may become accustomed to this new
version, and adopt it as his own model. In this way, the radif model
never remains a static theoretical construct, but is constantly being
transformed. As each model is interpreted differently in practice,
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the tradition of Iranian classical music undergoes subtle but con
tinuous change.
Since the radif has a dual function, both as a theoretical con
cept and as a framework for performance improvisations, its defi
nition is extended in two analytical directions. This causes con
ceptual discrepancy among theorists and musicians alike, making
description of this culture's musical system problematic. A brief
review of the radifs development in Iranian classical music may
help in understanding both its conceptual and practical roles in
Iranian culture.
The Development of Radii
The standardization of the dastgah system in the form of the
radif is believed to be of relatively recent origin, dating from less
than 100 years ago. Some musicologists believe its development has
been partially influenced by Western musical thought (NettlI978:
159). By the late 19th century, during the last stages of Iran's Qajar
period (1790-1925), the formal task of collecting regional melodies
and classifying them by modal structure had begun to take place
with certain masters, in hope of preserving what could be saved
from an extremly old musical heritage. Their fixed modal reper
toire, the radif, became a reference point for a method of oral study
which could lead the trained musician to the .. source of musical art
and inspiration in Persian music" (During 1981).
Before the growth of urban areas and cities in Iran during the
19th century, it is questionable whether or not the hierarchical
model organization of gushes and dastgahs was practiced or empha
sized by musicians. Most likely, the awareness of the radif as a
structural principle for performance did not exist until the early
part of this century. Ali-Akbar Farahani is considered the grand
father of the first radifs, and his sons Mirza Hosseyn Qoli (d. 1915)
and Mirza Abdollah (d. 1918) developed individual contributions
that have subsequently schooled the great masters Darvish Khan,
Ali-Naqi Vaziri, Abol-Hassan Saba, Ruhollah Kbaleqi and Moussa
Ma'aoufi.
Learning the musical tradition enveloped in the radif pheno
menon involves careful and extended study. Traditionally, there
are three important stages in becoming a master musician of Iranian
classical music. The art-form began as and continues to be a pre
dominantly oral tradition requiring a long-term apprenticeship
with a reputed master. Learning the radii is the first stage, re
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quiring disciplined memorization techniques. The second stage is
spent assimilating the master's style and imitating the subtle charac
teristics necessary for correct interpretation. Finally, the student of
mature stature is allowed to slowly break off into his own improvi
sations, based on the model of the prescribed radifs. He may syn
thesize elements and techniques he has heard from other masters
into his newly developed style. This pedagogical approach for
learning radifs requires students to develop two seemingly contra
dictory skills: a strong power of imitation, and the ability to create
spontaneously (Safvate 1985:21).
The adaptation of Western staff notation by Vaziri in the
1920's, who wished to conserve as well as "modernize" his native
music led to the process of visual memorization in Iranian music.
Musical orientation dependent on the memorization of written notes
differs from musical sensibility acquired by ear. Such visual and
aural musical orientations will necessarily result in differing per
formance aesthetics. It has been argued that the greatest advantage
of transmitting the radif through oral tradition has been the "redis
covering" rather than the "instructing" of theoretical structures and
principles of creative freedom, hence giving more variation to the
personal artistic nature of musicians (Caron and Safvate 1966: 191).
Indeed, since the method of Western notation for teaching the
radif has developed, the free unrestricted sense of improvisation
characteristic of early masters' performance styles has been regres
sing (Caron and Safvate 1966:193). Nevertheless, Iranian classical
music demands improvisation on some level, and cannot be per
formed without a considerable amount of variation, elaboration or
extension on its prescribed radifs.
Caron and Safvate give two categories of improvisation:
grand improvisations, in which entirely new material is created
spontaneously; and little improvisations, which are more simple
variations, elaborations, and modifications of pre-existing material
(1966:129). The manner of improvisation practiced may often de
pend on the type of gushe played. Zonis breaks the gushe's struc
ture down into two sets of elements which affect the manner and
extent of the radifs improvisation: a fixed set of elements essential
to the character of the melody, and a variable set of elaboration
techniques that are subject to each performer's individual choice for
each performance. Of the improvisatory techniques described for
the performance practice of Iranian classical music, ornamentation
seems to be the most widely discussed phenomenon in the literature.
It appears difficult to analyze the ambiguous role of ornamentation
in an objective light. Sadeghi has stated that "the melody without
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the ornaments is incomplete, and the student learns all of the aspects
of the art simultaneously" (1971:107). AI-Paruqi has argued simi
larly for Arabic music that ornamentation "is the material from
which ... infinite patterns are made. . .. It is itself the melodic sub
stance of the improvisation ... [and] to comprehend [its] vari
eties ... is therefore to comprehend that music itself' (1978:20,27).
Gerson-Kiwi has come to the conclusion that the history of the
dastgah "is nearly identical with the art of ornamentation" (1963:
19); in short, it has become a doctrine of ornamentation.
Two types of ornamentation have been defined that are prac
ticed as a general rule in the performance of radifs: (1) traditional
ornaments found in the prescribed radif-model that are required to
be played unaltered by the performer, and (2) elaborative orna
ments, which are purely improvised and are derived from the per
sonal style and performance practice of the artist (Carson 1966:120;
Sadeghi 1971: 106). In addition to the characteristic improvisatory
devices described above, another type of variation occurs during
performance which is directly conditioned by the surrounding con
text and which occurs on an even larger scale. Netd, in a study of
improvisation practices in the experience of one Arabic musician,
concluded:
The performances are relatively unified in terms of the use of
melodic devices, ornamentation and rhythm. It is in matters of
length, arrangement of sections, and modulation practice that he
provides variety. Thus it is these aspects of the music which
might be labeled as more truly 'improvised' while those revol
ving about melodic devices and rhythm, which are constant
throughout our sample, might best be labeled as "performance
practice" (Nettl and Riddle 1974:28,29).

In short, we can conclude that performance of the radif oc
curs on two improvisatory levels: (1) an interpretive level--which
involves stylistic techniques such as ornamentation--for the render
ing of gushes' melodies, and (2) a structurallevel--which involves
modulation between gushes, and the length and arrangement of
sections within the overall radif itself--for the construction of per
formances.

Musical Context and Performance in Iranian Music
What determines the choices a musician has to make before
he begins interpreting and structuring his learned radif into a per
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formance? The most obvious influence will come from the context
in which he performs.
Three contextual factors in Iranian culture will generally
affect the decisions of the musician as well as the substance and
quality of the performance itself.2 First, the immediate physical
surroundings such as size, temperature and acoustics of the room,
and the size and seating of the audience, will change the course of a
performance considerably.
Second, the audience to which a performance is directed
influences significantly the interpretation and content of the music.
This social factor can be of utmost importance. If the audience is
composed of students or observers not well acquainted with the art
form, the musician will generally take the avenue of demonstrating
the basic character of a dastgah, with little variation on its radif.
Direct rapport between the musician and listener may also influence
a performance. If the audience is more socially oriented, the musi
cian can readjust his performance in order to entertain and uplift,
modifying the content and length of his pieces accordingly. If the
audience is more knowledgable and demonstrates a sophisticated
appreciation of the musical arts, the musician may be willing to
demonstrate the deeper and more introspective aspects of his art.
His improvisations will then become more elaborate and extensive.
A third contextual factor that can alter the interpretation of a
performance is the musical condition surrounding the performer.
In this area, the musician deals either consciously or subconsciously
with four decisive aspects of performance: (1) the choice of which
modal scale or dastgah to play, (2) the choice and order of gushe
material to play, (3) how to develop this material, and (4) how to
react musically to the response of the audience.3
These aspects are dealt with differently by each musician, de
pending on his musical backround. Whether or not he can extend
or edit his elaborations tastefully, develop and connect gushes
smoothly, and balance technique with interpretation and feeling art
fully, is the result of his experience, training and personal crea
tivity. The musical context is also influenced by the quality and
quantity of accompanying musicians in the performer's group, his
role in that group, as well as the program of music chosen for
performance. In short, the physical, functional, and musical sur
roundings will affect the artistic judgement of the individual musi
cian, thereby determining the substance and quality of his radii
performance.
From observing the effects of context on the musician and
subsequently on the overall performance practice, the radif can be
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understood as an abstract set of concepts that are shared by Iranian
culture as a whole. Certain melodies contained in the radifs run
deep in the musical psyche of many Iranians, especially for those
generations preceding the Islamic revolution in 1979. To many,
this musical tradition symbolizes the ideal Iranian culture and
posesses the ability to awaken moods, feelings and responses com
mon to the majority of Iranian people. As During has stated, the
study of the radif, "taken to its final conclusion, is a sort of musical
asceticism which can, by way of aesthetic comtemplation, open the
door to the spiritual" (1981). Whether studied in theoretical, psy
chological or spiritual veins, the radif, in Iran's musical tradition, is
undeniably a conceptual tool for bonding and conserving the iden
tity of Iranian culture.

Models in Ethnomusicology
A research model is proposed in this study that serves as a
framework for understanding how the culture's self image, its
musical contexts and the radif phenomenon affect the musician and
his subsequent performances in Iranian culture. The culture
specific model presented in this paper has been shaped according to
more than a dozen similar models devised by leading musicologists
and ethnomusicologists over the past twenty-five years. These
scholars, in an attempt to discover the universal functions of man
and music in culture, and inspired by different scholarly orien
tations, have independently concluded that music moves through a
continuum of three general avenues in culture. These three levels
are compatible with the tri-partite Iranian cultural model presented
in this paper.
Naturally, theoretical models are never intended to realis
tically portray musical cultures. They only serve as conceptual
tools to analyze a certain aspect of culture, and result in general
conclusions. Each particular model is the product of its creator's
intellectual orientation. In comparing and distilling research mo
dels we find overlapping terminology: headings and similar ideas
have differing titles, similar titles and ideas are defined differently.
Therefore, the collective examination of the following models, in
cluding the new model presented, reveals both contradiction and
continuity (see figure 1).
Alan Merriam has stressed the importance of balancing our
perception when interpreting the parts of a theoretical research
model:
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... [they] are not conceived as distinct entities separable from
one another on any but the theoretical leveL The music product
is inseparable from the behavior that produces it; the behavior in
turn can only in theory be distinguished from the concepts that
underlie it; and all are tied together through the learning feedback
from product to concept. They are presented individually here in
order to emphasize the parts of the whole; if we do not under
stand one we cannot properly understand the others; if we fail to
take cognizance of the parts, then the whole is irretrievably lost
(Merriam 1964:35).

Leonard B. Meyer, in studying the process of musical
communication, distinguishes between "connotative complexes"
(association and mood response in culture), and "kinetic-syntactical
modes of signification" (which are divided into two processes:
"grammatical-kinetic" and "psychological-kinetic") (1960:49-53).
"Connotations," applied to Iranian culture, refer to symbolic
behavior toward the radifs, while "kinetic-syntactical" modes of
signification refer to the performance, or musical experience. The
"grammatical process" is the prescribed tonal material and govern
ing rules contained in the radif, and the "psychological process" is
the musician's creative interpretation of these radiI rules, affected
by the performance context.
Charles Seeger has viewed music in three general contextual
classes: as a "concept" (in speech communication), as a "pheno
menon" (in nature), and as a "communicatory medium" (in itself
like speech) (1961:77-78). Similarly, the radif can be distinguished
as a" concept" in Iranian culture, as a "phenomenon" (a theoretical
and practical tool for conserving the musical tradition), and as a
"communicatory medium" (in performance contexts).
Merriam's well-known theoretical research model regards
the function of music in culture as consisting of the study of
"concept," "behavior," and "sound" (1964:32-35). Again the radif
is a musical system that is first conceptualized by Iranian culture as
well as the musician alone. This culture concept influences the
radifs behavioral characteristics which the musician expresses
verbally, socially and physically with his audience. This process
creates the musical product itself, which then receives feedback
from the society, and in turn constantly redefines the culture's con
cept of its own musical tradition.
John Blacking has refined his analysis of music-making
among the Venda in terms of a "unified theory of cognition, society,
culture, and creativity" (1973: 99-100). Blacking relates cognition
to the "transformation processes" that occur between the musical
event and the evocation of psychological and connotative images
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Meyer 1960:49-51
connotative complex ------------------------------- kinetic syntactical modes
(association/mood response)
(grammatical/psychological)
Seeger 1961:77-78
concept ---------------------- phenomenon ------------ communicatory
medium
Merriam 1964:32-35
concept ------------------------ behavior ------------------ sound
Blacking 1973:99-100
cognition ---------------- society and culture ------------creativity
Harrison 1977:30
meaning --------------------- observation ----------------- use and
of structure
function
Harwood 1979:50
symbolic process ----------- musical content ------------ musical process
(psychological behavior)
(structure and function)
(learning and perfor
ming contexts)
Rahn 1983:207-208
values ---------------------- concepts ------------------- norms
(symbolic)
(described)
(musical behavior
temporal - associated)
Boiles 1984:52-53
determinate ------- immediate ------- probabilistic ------- programmatic
(culture ideal)
(theory
(improvisation)
(performance)
conforms)
l'o1cetia 1984: 15-16
aesthetic --------- structural--------- structural ----------- performance
conceptssystemsprocessesorganization
cultural principles (theory)
(practice)
I
"
contexts

"'.

creative processes
/

Figure 1. Research Models in Ethnomusicology
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shared by the musician, society, and culture. This is combined with
social and cultural factors that determine the context of perfor
mance and shape the mood of the performer. Finally, creativity is
described in terms of social, musical, and cognitive processes to
gether, and is the musical event itself. When applied to Iranian
music culture, Blacking's view supports the interdependency of
these essential cultural factors which are comprised in the radif
phenomenon.
Frank Harrison explains that meaning in music is made mani
fest exclusively in its use and function by culture, yet objective
observation of its structure is held as "theoretically possible" (1977:
30-31). In Iranian music, the radif gains meaning by its use in per
formance situations as well as by its referential function within
Iranian cultural concepts. Its "theoretical" musical structure is ob
served by the musician of the tradition, but is interpreted into
"practical" musical structure during an improvised performance.
Dane Harwood has noted that "the process not the content of
music making is what communities have in common" (1979:59).
The musical content of the radif is particular to Iranian culture, and
its structural and functional analyses would obviously not identify
universals. However, the psychological processes of learning and
performing the radifhave cross-cultural implications for the musi
cal communication of symbolic meaning.
Jay Rahn also treats three aspects of musical culture:
"values," "concepts," and "norms" (1983:207-208). "Values" are
the symbolic verbal statements of a culture that are difficult to
verify objectively. "Concepts," on the other hand, represent indi
genous attempts at describing and theorizing about music. "Norms"
consist of musical behavior, itself divided into temporal observables
(musical structures) and associated observables, (symbolism by
which musical observables are linked). Again in relation to the
radif phenomenon in Iranian culture, Rahn's term "concepts" is
used for the verbal description of the radif and its temporal norms.
When performed, the radii evokes associated norms shared by the
performer and audience. This reinforces the "value" system sym
bolized by the radif concept and supported by Iranian society.
Charles Boiles has introduced four general terms he regards
as universal types of musical behavior. The radif is adequately
defined according to Boiles' four categories. First, the radif is re
garded as a "determinate" by Iranian culture: it is fixed and un
changing, representing the musical culture in its ideal sense. Sec
ond, "immediate" behavior initiates the oral communication of spe
cified norms and rules for generating musical organization, theory
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thereby conforming to an already established musical grammar.
Third, "probabilistic" behavior is the inspired musical process by
which a performance is improvised. This musical process is not
dictated by a formal grammatical code, but is the practical reali
zation of theoretical concepts. Finally, "programmatic" behavior
stands for the musical interpretation of the radifs "determinate"
principles during a performance (Boiles 1984: 52-53).
To complete our review of the cross-cultural modeling of
music as it occurs in culture, mention should be given to lH. Kwa
bena Nketia's six universal typologies which are congruent with
generally accepted notions of culture, aesthetic concepts, the musi
cian, tradition, and performance context in musical cultures (1984:
15-16). Based on aesthetic concepts and cultural principles (type 4),
the radif will acquire its own structural constituents (type 1).
Musical practice will turn these constituents into structural pro
cesses (type 2) and will function as creative and aesthetic processes
(type 6) in the mind of the performer and audience. Overall
contextual factors (type 5) will determine the conceptualization and
organization of the radifs performance (type 3).
A summation of these models indicates that a musical tradi
tion consists of a culture's symbolic and conceptual behavior, its
structural observation and interpretation by the musician, and its
function in performance contexts. Figure 1 portrays the models
discussed above and their application to Iranian music culture in
particular.

A New Model for Music in Iranian Culture
Iranians have a set concept of their own culture and of its
classical musical tradition. This concept of Iranian classical music
is rooted in the radifs melodic materials. Furthermore, there is a
conceptual theory which prescribes how the radifs are to be inter
preted. The interpreter of this musical tradition, embodied in the
radifs, is the musician or performer. In his environment, he has
theoretica1, psychological, and spiritual concepts of the radif and of
the musical tradition as a whole. He is conditioned by the pervading
culture concept in Iranian society. Before he transforms the radif
from a theoretical concept into inspired performance practice, he
will be affected by his immediate physical, functional, and musical
surroundings. These cultural contexts are themselves shaped by the
overriding culture concept. They influence both the musician's
artistic judgement as well as the performance as a whole.
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The performance is the musical realization of the culture
concept. The radif mediates between theory and practice; it is
simultaneously a symbol of the culture's concept of its musical tra
dition and an actualization of the concept by the performing artist
(see figure 2).
Two scholars in particular, Ella Zonis and Bruno Nettl, have
related the radif concept to Iranian culture in ways that similarly
parallel the research model designed here. Zonis considers the
radif to be "information" acquired by the musician through his
training, The performance then becomes the performer's use of
this information for his improvisation, There are certain proce
dures for using this information that the performer learns as a
"theory of practice", However, at the actual time of performance,
he has not predetermined the procedures that will guide his playing.
Since he plays intuitively, based on his immediate emotional needs
and on those of the audience, the dictates of the radifs traditional
procedures are integrated with the moment of performance to ac
cord a "practice of practice" (Zonis 1973:125). In short, the musi
cian, after having learned a "theory of practice" of the radif, learns
to perform a "practice of practice" of the radif that is shaped by the
context as well as by his overall cultural concept.
Nettl has constructed a theoretical model he calls the
"pyramid" design, which can be adapted here to support our pro
posed understanding of the radifs function in Iran's art-music
tradition. The "pyramid" model has three layers: a base, music
which can be prescribed as well as described; a tip, a total symbolic
abstraction shared collectively by the whole culture; and a middle,
where there is increased abstraction of the base uses (Nettl 1983:
153). Since the radif functions as prescribed information, it can be
inserted at the base of this pyramid. The musician will interpret a
further musical abstraction of these prescriptions, the performance
thereby residing in the middle section. Toward the tip of the struc
ture rests the total cultural concept, the symbolic meaning of this
musical tradition and is shared by everyone involved in the context
of performance.
Iran's contemporary art music tradition is founded on the
multifunctional radif phenomenon which is: (1) an abstract set of
concepts that are shared by the culture as a whole; (2) a prescribed
set of musical information that is passed on from master to student,
serving as the tradition's theoretical base for constructing perfor
mances; (3) a performance practice interpreted by the musician;
and (4) sounds that are heard, shaped, and revised within the boun
daries of the cultural context.
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Figure 2. Research Models for the Radif in
Iranian Classical Music
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The total function of Iranian art music is to fulfill a need for
symbolic expression by its people, and should be given ample theo
retical consideration in that light. This Iranian aesthetic is shaped
by the sociocultural setting in which the music is performed.
Therefore, the theory of the radif model is an aesthetic and sym
bolic one, and cannot be analysed successfully in a scientific light.
In its performance context, the boundaries between the theoretical
model and performance practice are more clearly defined. How
ever, since there are no absolute borderlines distinguishing radif
models from performance practice in Iranian classical music, the
so-called "theoretical" borderlines defined by the artist's inter
pretation of his model suggests an overall cultural cognizance of
Iranian music theory that differs from the Western interpretive
relationship between theory and practice. It therefore becomes
apparent that a need exists for theoretical clarifications in the field
of Iranian musicology, and perhaps in the field of ethnomusicology
as well, particularly in the study of music as a creative process in
cultural contexts.
Perhaps theory and practice in Iranian classical music are
more closely related that we realize. The ethnomusicologist will
need the descriptive aid of the radif model in order to enter into the
Iranian musical aesthetic, but must also consider devising research
methodologies to better understand and interpret the symbolic
nature of Iranian music as expressed in its cultural context. In this
study, constructing a theoretical research model has helped us com
prehend the resilient quality of the radif in Iranian culture. NettI
has hypothesized that the radif is the core of the Iranian musical
system, and it is surrounded by a "superstructure" formed by social
and cultural norms (1978: 179). Their interaction suggests that the
exterior context acts as a soft shell that can be molded and changed
in order to keep the tradition of the radif itself intact. Even with the
advent of Westernization in modern societies, a culture can attempt
to conserve its musical traditions by keeping a surrounding context
that is capable of absorbing and adapting to change.
The tradition of the radifhas a dual nature that is seemingly
contradictory; although remaining conceptually intact within the
culture, it undergoes continuous change within itself. The reason
for this change is understandable when one considers each master's
individual interpretive techniques, and how he plays on the flexible
nature of the radif in order to keep the Iranian musical tradition
alive and evolving. Further research into this aspect of the radifs
behavior should focus on the individual performer, his inter
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relationship with the tradition, and his performance practice in
social contexts.
NOTES
1. The study of Iranian classical music in general has been subject to
extensive research and can be found in numerous works. The most well known
of these are Khatschi Khatschi, Der Dastgah, (Regensburg, 1962); Nelly Caron
and Dariouche Safvate, Iran: Les Traditions Musicales, (paris, 1966); Hormoz
Farhat, The Dastgah Concept in Persian Classical Music (University of
California, Los Angeles, 1967); Ella Zoms, Classical Persian Music, an
Introduction (Cambridge, 1973); Mohammed T. Massoudieh, RadifVocal de la
Musique Traditionelle de {'Iran (Tehran, 1978).
2. These and subsequent independent conclusions in this work are the
results of field research conducted during the summer of 1985 as partial
fulfillment of the author's master's thesis, Model and Style in Classical Iranian
Music: The Peiformance Practice oj Mahmoud ZouJonoun (University of
California at Los Angeles, 1986).
3. This information is derived from a private interview with Mahmoud
Zoufonoun, a master tar player and violinist.
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NEW THEORY FOR TRADITIONAL MUSIC IN
BANYUMAS, WEST CENTRAL JAVA
R. Anderson Sutton

The music I wish to consider in this paper is associated with
the Banyumas region of west Central Java, an area whose music is
gaining in stature both within the region and also throughout the
rest of Central Java.! Banyumas style music is a marginal tradition,
and one which is seen by some Javanese as "folk art" (kesenian
rakyat). Its practitioners are well aware of the mainstream tradi
tions of other areas, particularly of the court areas to the east. At
the same time, however, I was struck during my visits to Banyumas
by the extent to which residents view themselves as distinctive--in
their special propensity for humor, unique culinary habits, dialect,
and performing arts. The feelings people in Banyumas express are
ambiguous, but perfectly understandable. They are aware of and in
some senses proud of their unique regional culture, but many feel
pressure either to conform to what is generally taken to be main
stream or "standard" Javanese culture or to build a "standard" of
their own, one which measures favorably with the mainstream.
As I will argue in this paper, one of the ways Banyumas
musicians seek to give their music full legitimacy is through the
adoption of the musical theory associated with academic institutions
in Yogya and, especially, two government sponsored conservatories
in Solo (SMKI and ASKI). I will call this "Solonese musical
theory," though aspects of this theory are standard in Yogya as well.
By "musical theory" I mean a system of verbalization about the way
music is perceived to be structured and meaningful, and which
groups phenomena into categories (generalizes). Other ethno
musicologists (Zemp 1979 and Feld 1981) have dealt with musical
theories in cultures that have no tradition of writing and are not
necessarily explicit in their "theorizing." The Solonese theory dis
cussed below is explicit, involves musical notation, and conforms to
more generally understood notions of what constitutes musical
theory. In fact, the attraction this theory holds for champions of
Banyumas music is this very conformity. Some particulars of Solo
nese theory do not seem to fit Banyumas music very appropriately,
but the incongruity does not appear to be forcing any compromise
in the practice of Banyumas music. Instead of homogenization, one
finds a strengthening of local practices through the legitimacy that
Solonese theory provides.
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Solonese Theory and the Cassette Industry
Two major recent developments have spearheaded the influx
of Solonese music theory into the area: the explosive rise of the
commercial cassette recording industry and the founding of a local
conservatory of music. The cassette industry began in the early
1970s and made recorded music accessible to a large segment of the
population for the first time. A large amount of traditional gamelan
music was recorded early on, almost all of it Solonese. On the cas
sette cases were names of pieces labelled according to Solonese
categories of formal structure and pathet (a complex concept usu
ally translated as "mode"). By 1974, companies began to make
recordings of Banyumas musicians to be marketed primarily within
the Banyumas area; and, in the interest of consistency, they nor
mally insisted on labelling Banyumas pieces with the same terms
customary in Solonese tradition. Since only a few formal structures
are known in Banyumas tradition, and the repertory is small, it is
not necessary, nor has it been customary, to name the formal struc
ture when referring to a piece in Banyumas. Neither, outside of
theatrical contexts, has it been necessary to designate pathet for
pieces. 2
In Banyumas, as elsewhere, cassettes represent a massive ob
jectification of the tradition. At the same time that local traditional
music is documented and mass-produced, it is labelled explicitly,
representing an authoritative aural "text." Cassette covers almost
always indicate the name of the genre and its regional style (e.g.,
"Calung Banyumasan"); yet the categories of information given in
listing the tape contents, and the terminology used, comes directly
from Solo.

Solonese Theory and tbe SMKI Conservatory
Though only recently founded (1978), the high-school level
conservatory in Banyumas, Sekolah Menengah Karawitan Indonesia
(SMKI), is playing an intriguing role both in furthering the exalted
position of Solonese tradition and in improving the position of
Banyumas tradition. SMKI was originally intended to be a center
not for Banyumas regional arts, but rather for training Banyumas
students in "Javanese" music and dance. What this meant was a
thoroughly Solonese curriculum, with some Yogyanese dance. It
was only after its founding that concerned local officials argued for
the inclusion of studies in Banyumas music and dance. The music
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curriculum includes both Banyumas gamelan (with metal-keyed
instruments) and calung (with bamboo-keyed instruments), but
stresses Solonese gameian, singing (tembang) and music theory
(teori karawitan).
The teachers at SMKI are mostly graduates of SMKI and
ASKI in Solo. The current director, Suroso Daladi, only moved to
Banyumas to teach at the conservatory. The music theory teacher at
SMKI, Suhardi, was raised in Solo, studied at SMKI in Solo and was
candid with me about his longing for life closer to home, where the
arts are more "advanced" (maju). Suhardi also works at the Pur
wokerto office of the Department of Education and Culture, where
he is in charge of the culture section. The full teaching staff at
SMKI in 1978 consisted only of Suhardi and two others with ex
tensive knowledge and admiration for Solonese style. The Solonese
presence, then, has been strong from the beginning.

Notation, Standardization, and Status
One of the most fundamental influences from Solo, felt most
strongly at the conservatory, is the assumption that fixing music in
writing will somehow not only preserve the tradition, but elevate it.
A great deaJ has been written (Lord 1960, Goody 1968, Ong 1977,
Becker 1980, and others) on transition from oral to written tradi
tion; and I do not wish to reopen that discussion. Rather, I would
like to consider some differences between notating Solonese music,
particularly at ASKI, and notating Banyumas music, particularly at
SMKI. Accounts of the early efforts at writing music in Solo and in
Yogya indicate a concern for preserving from oblivion the large
number of pieces (several thousand), many of which were rarely
performed. Many of these pieces were either exclusively instru
mental or, if they normally involved vocal parts, these could be
created by the performers in relation to the main tones of instru
mental parts. While a variety of notations developed, they shared
an emphasis on what can be called the main melodic outline, usually
played by the single-octave metallophones (slenthem, saron barung,
and saron demung). Eventually one style of cipher notation pre
dominated, called kepatihan due to its formulation by a musician in
the service of the Solonese patih ("prime minister"). As this system
became known, musicians began to write other parts, including
vocal and elaborating parts. Yet even today its widest use by far is
still for the writing of the main instrumental melodies, and usually
for lengthy pieces difficult to memorize.
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Kepatihan cipher notation is the one now used for writing
Banyumas pieces, depite some major differences between Ban
yumas tradition and the court traditions of Solo and Yogya. A
recent study of Banyumas music (Departemen Pendidikan dan
Kebudayaan 1980) lists only fifty pieces in the repertory of "tradi
tional" Banyumas pieces, and Soebiyatno's senior thesis (1979) only
sixty-two. Neither of these include the full repertory of Banyumas
wayang pieces, which I number around ten; nor do they include the
many recent compositions (kreasi baru) by musicians active today,
such as Rasito and S. Bono. The traditional pieces are well known
by Banyumas musicians. They are generally short, thus easily re
membered; and, most important, they are all part of the active
repertory. I found most of them represented on commercial
cassette recordings. The need for notation appears not to be
preservation, but rather conformity with the conventions of the
highly regarded Solonese tradition.
Both the sources listed above give the balungan (main instru
mental melodic outline) parts for each of the pieces they list. This
despite the point made emphatically in the Departemen Pendidikan
dan Kebudayaan publication that in Banyumas music the primary
part is the vocal part (1980:9). One of the members of the team that
compiled this work confessed that it was often difficult to agree on a
single version of the balungan, since it is the vocal part that is in the
minds of the musicians as they perform. Indeed, comparison with
Soebiyatno's versions in his thesis often reveals minor differences.
In Banyumas calung performance, and often in Banyumas gamelan
performance as well, only one instrument (slenthem) sounds the
balungan part; and I have heard players alter their part in successive
repetitions.
One of the most prolific composers of new Banyumas pieces,
S. Bono, told me that the choice of slenthem and saran melody was
one of the last steps in the process of creating a piece. While one
must be wary of a creative artist's linear account of the creative
process, the general outline of the main steps that Bono described
for his work strike me as entirely credible. First he chooses a topic
and composes a prose version of his verbal message. He works this
into poetry, choosing words that will yield a catchy title and pleas
ing rhyme. After the poem is somewhat set, he works out a melody
and through a process of readjustment edits both the poem and the
tune. Only at this stage does he give thought to instrumental
melody--main melody (slenthem and saran) and other elaborating
parts. Change in the instrumental parts is allowable, he said,
provided the vocal part and the words remain the same or nearly so.
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His composition "Ceples" is a reworking of the traditional piece
"Gandaria," with new words and tune, but the same structure and
instrumental melody.
Students in the music program at SMKI are required to pre
pare notation and commentary for two Banyumas pieces they will
perform in recital during their senior year. In these papers the
students write, in addition to a main melodic outline, vocal parts and
bonang (gong-chime) parts or gambang calung (multi-octave xylo
phone) parts. Yet even here it is the main melodic outline which is
given first and included as a referent in the notation of each of the
other parts.
The notation of the interlocking parts mentioned above re
presents a clear attempt to imitate the schematic charts and tables in
the papers prepared by ASK I students in Solo for their recitals. At
ASKI these papers present the standards determined by the revered
senior ASKI teachers for the elaborating instruments, including
bonang, gender (metallophone with tube resonators), and rebab
(spike fiddle). The often wide variety of choices possible for these
parts is seen as justification for the notational guidelines, intended to
help students gain a common conception of a passage. The
implication is that other versions are less authoritative and thus
"incorrect. "
In Banyumas, a fewer number of choices exist for bonang or
calung treatment, and once a technique is chosen it is applied syste
matically throughout an entire major section with high predicta
bility. Thus, one could argue that the notation, particularly for an
entire piece, is unnecessary. Yet it puts Banyumas pieces and their
treatment into the same tradition of writing and systematic rigor as
the higher status Solonese tradition. The idea that there now exist
some written versions, to which one might refer, even though it is
in some senses unnecessary at present, helps legitimize the Ban
yumas musical curriculum at SMKI.

Terminology for Instruments
Instrument names might be seen as falling outside the realm
of musical theory, but they may carry theoretical implications in a
tradition where structural function is constrained by instrument
type. And they may also give clues as to the regional orientation of
those who use them. In my experience speaking with musicians
from remote villages, as well as witli those associated with SMKI,
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the terms for gamelan instruments follow Solonese convention
precisely.3
Calung terminology is a bit more problematic. Kunst reports
from the 1930s the use of a pair of drums, a blown bamboo gong,
and four xylophones: demung, pembabar, penitir, and a fourth
combining keys for kempui, kethuk, and kenong (Kunst 1973
[1]:292-3). Of these, kempu/, kethuk, and kenong are names of
gong instruments in the metal gamelan. Demung is a term for the
lowest register saron, but neither pembabar (lit. "the one that
spreads out") nor penitir (lit. "the one that plays in the high
register") are common Javanese gamelan terms. More recently, I
have found calung of similar make-up, but with different names for
the xylophones. What Kunst reports as demung has in Banyumas
been called jengglong (the name of a Sundanese gong-chime melody
instrument), but it is now most often referred to as slenthem, pre
dominantly a Solonese term. The pembabar and penitir reported by
Kunst are known by several other names currently, including gam
bang pengarep and gambang panerus, or gambang penodhos and
gambang panerus. Panerus (lit. "the one that performs continu
ously") is the general term used in Solo and Yogya for the highest
register instrument within a family; its part is rapid and "con
tinuous." While neither penodhos (lit. "the one that perforates,
drills") nor pengarep (lit. lithe one in front") are conventional Solo
nese or Y ogyanese terms, gam bang is the standard term for multi
octave xylophone in Javanese gamelan.4
SMKI faculty and students now use the word gambang to
gether with the standard Solonese and Yogyanese terms barung (lit.
"together") and panerus to refer to multi-octave calung. The pair
ing of barung and panerus is common in Solo and Yogya in dis
tinguishing members of the saron, bonang, and gender families.
But there the barung is an octave lower and plays less rapidly than
the panerus in all instances. In the Banyumas calung ensemble, the
barung and panerus are identical instruments, tuned to the same
register. The one chosen to function as panerus may play a faster
part than that of the barung, or replicate in other ways the bonang
panerus styles of Banyumas gamelan. At SMKI, then, an effort is
made to use terms from Solo, thereby making the calung seem a
more worthy, or less exotic, variant of the gamelan.
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[rama: Levels of Subdivision
Solonese theory is quite explicit on the subject of irama.
Deriving from a Sanskirt word for "pause or interval" (Becker
1972:23), it has taken on various meanings relating to tempo in
Javanese music. Theoretical writings by prominent musician
scholars in Solo (Martopangrawit and Sindusawamo) describe
irama as the level of subdivision, which is defined by the ratio
between steady beats in the main melody (balungan) and elaborating
lines that subdivide these beats. 5 Most common now is the identi
fication of five levels, based on the ratio between the balungan,
usually played on middle and low register metallophones (saron
barung, saron demung, and slenthem), and the elaborating part
played on the high-register metallophone (saron panerus, also
called peking):
balungan

peking

beats

Jrama lanear (lit "swift," "fluent")
Irama tanggung (lit "in between")
Irama dadi (lit "become," "settled")
JrOlna wilet (lit. "intricate," "curly")
Jrama rangkep (lit. "double density")

ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio

1
1
1

beats

1
2
4

1

8

1

16

Figure 1. The Five !rama Levels of Solonese Theory
This system is applied to all pieces in the Solonese repertory,
but is especially useful in describing various possible tempo levels
in the many pieces in ladrang and other larger forms. An example
of ladrang is given below in Figure 2. All pieces in ladrang form
have 32 main melody beats per stroke on a large hanging gong
(gong ageng). This melody is divided into four phrases, each
marked by a large horizontal kettle-gong (kenong). and further
sub-divided by other gong instruments (the small kettle-gong
kethuk, and small hanging gong kempul). Numerals refer to tones
(from low to high 1 2 3 5 6 1 on saron instruments in slendro tuning
and 1234567 inpelog).
t

[: 5
5
5
5

6
6
2
3

(P)

5
5
5
5

3
3
1
6

t N t = kethuk (2nd & 6th beat of each line)
N = kenong (end of each line)
2 1 2 6
P = kempul (middle of each line except 1st)
5 3 5 6
G = gong ageng (sounded with kenong
5 3 5 2G:]
at end oflast line)

5 6 5 2

Figure 2. Ladrang Ginonjing
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This piece and many others in ladrang form can be played in
all five irama levels, the main melody slowing down for a shift
from irama Ian car to irama tanggung, from irama tanggung to
irama dadi, and so forth. A common scheme for performance of
ladrang pieces is to begin in irama lancar and quickly change to
irama tanggung. But this level, as suggested by its name ("in
between"), is still transitional from the opening irama to the next
irama level. It is common in performing ladrang pieces to "settle"
the tempo at the lrama dadl level and to repeat. Normally it is at this
tempo that the male chorus sings poetic verses along with the
gamelan. A change to irama wilet lengthens the phrase, requiring
the elaborating instruments to play longer and more intricate
(wilet) parts. The final level, irama rangkep, is "double density"
only in relation to irama wilet (for, in fact, any level is a doubling
of the previous level). A double density feeling arises from the
faster tempo of the elaborating instruments common at this leveL
This terminology fits Solonese performance--not perfectly in
all cases, but more so than it does in Banyumas. In the Banyumas
repertory there are only two pieces in ladrang form, and neither
one proceeds through irama levels in the way described above.
Rather, most of the Banyumas pieces are in a form known in Solo,
and now in Banyumas, as lancaran. This form is somewhat prob
lematic in Solonese theory, but it does not constitute the main form
there as it does in Banyumas. Lancaran pieces are defined either as
having eight beats per gong or sixteen fast beats per gong in the
main melody. For the sake of consistency, it is customary in Solo,
and now in Banyumas, to write the eight-beat melodies with rests
between each tone, so that on paper (Le. theoretically) alliancaran
have sixteen beats per gong. Below is given a Banyumas lancaran,
as it is currently written in conformity with Solonese convention.
The kethuk marks the weak beats.

i
3
6

t N

t P t N

6
2
5

5
3 . 2
3 . 2

i

t

f

t N

5
3 . 5
5 . 6
1

t P t N

i

6

i

6G (x2)
5G
6G

Figure 3. Lancaran Bling-e1ing (Banyumas)
Normally this is played very fast at first. The peking might
only play together with the other saron, i.e., only every other "beat"
the way it is written. Though sounding 111 with the actual balungan
melody, the irama would then be 211, but this ratio has no name in
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Solonese theory since it occurs only rarely there. In Banyumas it is
sometimes referred to as irama Zancar. With a slight slowing of the
tempo, the peking will play 111 and with a halving of the tempo
from this point, it will play 112. In some pieces another irama
change will occur, but even in that case, it is the 112 level at which
the piece settles for a number of repetitions with the vocal melody
that is essential to the identity of the piece. This level should,
according to Solonese theory, be called irama tanggung, but this
would mean that the level at which great repetition occurs is called
"in between" rather than "settled." Thus, the spirit behind the name
of the irama levels is not so appropriate when applied to Banyumas
practice.
One response is that some Banyumas students label the settled
irama level "irama dadi" and qualify it by giving a ratio. Their in
tention is to clear up the ambiguous use of the Solonese term in Ban
yumas. Yet the ratio given may refer not to the peking part, but to
the gambang part, which is played twice as fast. The result is
"irama dadi, 114," which looks on paper to be correct Solonese
theory, but is actually inconsistent:
slenthem:
peking:
gambang:

6
6

3
2
6
3
3
2
2
3
3
2 etc.
6 5 :3 6 5 3 i i 6 6 i 6 i i 6 i i
6 5 3 6 5 3 2 1 ~ 91 ~ 1 2 ~ 1 2

Figure 4. lrama Dadi in Banyumas Gamelan
(lrama tanggung in Solonese Theory)
The choice of gambang as a referent for irama level may be
due to the use in Banyumas of this same scheme for the bamboo
xylophone ensemble, caiung, an ensemble for which no counterpart
exists in Solo. The caZung shares repertory and tempo treatment
with Banyumas gamelan; one cannot say that a certain piece is a
"calung piece" and another a "gamelan piece," nor that one is played
in "calung style irama." The same terms--lancar, tanggung, dadi,
and sometimes wilet--are now used by teachers and students at
SMKI to describe irama in calung playing. Yet there is no instru
ment sounding a peking part; rather it is the instrument playing the
main melodic outline (balungan) itself that reiterates each tone at
the level of subdivision typical of peking in Solonese gamelan.
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(strong beats)

x

slenthem:

6

6

6

6

3

gambang baru:ng:

6
6

i

:3

i

i

gambang panerus:

x

1

i
2

3
1

2

1

3
2
2

x

3

3

2

:3

i

i

3

1

i

i

i

i

2

2

2

2

1

i
2

2

i

etc.

2

Figure 5. lrama Dadi in Banyumas Calung
One can only determine the irama level by knowing how the
calung rendition would sound on the larger metal gamelan. Still
both the terms and the ratios of Solonese theory fill the student
recital papers, placing the rural calung ensemble in the same theo
retical frame as Solonese court music.

Pathet: Modal Classification
Probably the most celebrated and still bewildering aspect of
Solonese and, indeed, other Javanese theoretical constructs is the
notion of pathet, often translated as mode. One learns early on in
studying Javanese music of three pathet in each of two tuning
systems, most often ordered in relation to the progression in which
they are featured in all-night shadow puppet performances: nem,
sanga, and manyura in the slendro tuning system; and lima, nem,
and barang inpelog. The active repertories in Solo and Yogya
consist of a fairly even distribution of pieces through these six
pathet, though with fewer items in the first categories (slendro
pathet nem and pe[og pathet lima) than in the others. In Banyumas
all traditional pieces are slendro and, aside from the several
Yogyanese-derived wayang pieces, are normally listed either as
pathet sanga or pathet manyura. On paper, this practice makes the
Banyumas repertory appear to be only one third as rich in its modal
and tonal diversity as Solo and Yogya.
As the determinants of pathet are not yet generally agreed
upon, even in Solo, reclassification within a tuning system is
possible, albeit within limits. That is, most Javanese musicians
would classify as pathet sanga a slendro piece stressing tones 5 and
1, while avoiding tone 3. To call such a piece pathet nem or man
yura would be unjustifiable. Manyura is often thought of as one
tone higher than sanga, with tones 6 and 2 stressed and not tone 5.
Yet in both Solo and Yogya some ambiguity exists between pathet
manyura and pathet nem, with some pieces not always classified
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consistently under one or the other category.6 A few influential
Banyumas musicians are now assigning to pathet nem some Ban
yumas pieces formerly considered manyura. In his thesis (1979),
Soebiyatno labels the following Banyumas pieces as slendro pathet
nem, despite their more frequent classification as slendro pathet
manyura:
Lancaran Kaji-kaji
Lancaran Waru Dhoyong
Lancaran Sekar Gadhung
Lancaran Kethek Ogleng
Lancaran Surung Dhayung
Lancaran Lambangsari Kenyol
Lancaran Jalan-jalan
Lancaran Malangdoi
Lancaran Eling-eling
Lancaran Baladewan
Lancaran Bribil Buntung
Lancaran Dhogeran

Figure 6. Banyumas Pieces Listed as SIendro Pathet
Nem in Soebiyatno (1979:76-105)
Published a few years later is a list of pieces appropriate for
Banyumas wayang and their place in the progression of the all-night
sequence through three pathet sections (Sekretariat Nasional
1983:162). The list for the first section (pathet nem) includes
"Lancaran Ricik-ricik," labelled explicitly as pathet nem.7 Some
other pieces listed for this section are labelled pathet manyura, the
more usual pathet designation in Banyumas for "Lancaran Ricik
ricik." This choice of pathet for "Ricik-ricik" could be another at
tempt, outside the academic confines of SMKI, to distribute Banyu
mas repertory more widely through the standard Javanese pathet
classification scheme.
Why would there be no pieces generally categorized as
slendro pathet nem? According to one of the most prominent pup
peteers in Banyumas, Ki Soegito Purbocarito of Purwokerto, Ban
yumas shadow puppetry consisted of only two major pathet
divisions prior to the twentieth century. His grandfather, also a
puppeteer, told him of all-night performances beginning in pathet
sanga and ending withpathet manyura. Yet within the manyura sec
tion, he says, the Banyumas tradition distinguishes four phases by
the gamelan pieces played during each phase. A piece known as
"Srepegan manyura, suwuk 6" (ending on tone 6) is used early in
the manyura section. Later this is replaced by "Srepegan Manyuri,"
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whose final tone is 3. "Srepegan Pancer 5" (lit. "alternating with
tone 5") is played towards the end of the performance, with the final
phase marked by the piece known either as "Sampak Tayungan" or
as "Sampak Bima Perang" (lit. "Bima fights"). These are given
below, based on transcription of a performance by Ki Soegito
Purbocarito and his group of the play "Abimanyu Kingkin" from a
set of commercial cassette recordings made in July 1983.
1. Srepegan Manyura, Suwuk 6: drum intro ... 2N/G
P P
P G
P P
P G
NNNN NNNN N N N N N N N N suwuk (coda) played
6 i 6 i 6321 235 3 561 6
on signal after
any gong beat):
[: 3 5 6 5 i 653 i 3 i 3 56i6
P
P
G
*kempul,
NN NNNN
5 6 i 6* 3 2 5 3 232 1
rather than 5 3 2 1 5 3 2 1* 3 5 i 6 3 5 3 2
5 6 535 6
gong)
5 3 2 3 5 6 i 6 :]
(or: 3 2
3 5 i 6G)

2. Srepegan Manyuri: drum intro ... 3N/G
P
P
P
P
P G
NNNN NNNN NNNN

. [:.

i 3 i 3 56 i 6

161621213565

6 5 6 5 i 6 i 6 5 3 2 3 :]

suwuk, after gong tone 5:

P

P

NN NNNN
6 5 325 3

3. Srepegan Pancer 5: drum intro .. . 2N/G

[:

P P
P
P
P G
NNNN NNNN NNNN
5 2 5 2 5 3 5 3 5 1 5 1
5 1 5 1 5 2 5 2 5 6 5 6

suwuk, after any gong beat:
P
P G
NN NNNN
(gong tone 1:) 5 1 5 2 5 2
5 6 5 6 5 3 5 3 5 2 5 2:] (gong tone 2:) 5 2 5 2 5 2
(gong tone 6:) 5 6 5 2 5 2

4. Sampak Tayungan (= Sampak Bima Perang): drum intro .. . 2N/G
P P P P
P P P P
NNNNNNNN NNNNNNNN
[: 3 6 5 3
132 1

3 5 3 2
365

3

6
6

3
5

suwuk, after any gong beat:
p P P G
NNNNNNNN
5 6
3 5 3 2
3 2 :] (gong tones 6 & 1:)
(gong tone 2:)
6 5 3 2

Figure 7. Gamelan Pieces for the Four Phases of Manyura in
Banyumas Shadow Puppet Tradition
Both Yogyakarta and East Java (Surabaya-Mojokerto) have
two phases in the final section of an all-night shadow puppet per
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formance. In Yogyakarta the final phase is called galong and in
East Java serang. A few pieces in both areas are classified as pathet
galong or pathet serang, respectively. In Solo no comparable classi
fication exists. It is significant that the recent publication on Ban
yumas style shadow puppetry does not list these pieces, nor does it
divide up the manyura section into phases (Sekretariat Nasional
1983). It calls for beginning with a long pathet nem section, and
this is what one finds throughout Banyumas in contemporary way
ang performance. Thus, current practice and theory both conform
to the basic progression of the Solonese tradition.
If Banyumas shadow puppetry formerly only incorporated
two pathet, it is not surprising that most of the pieces are thought to
belong to one or the other of those two. In fact, classifying pieces
out of the context of shadow puppetry may well be a new practice,
again inspired by the importance of pathet in Solonese musical
tradition. Commercial cassette releases of Banyumas music by
companies elsewhere in Central Java, including the national record
ing company Lokananta (with headquarters in Solo), list pathet for
each piece. Local releases, however, often list only the proper
names of the pieces, exclusive of pathet and, for that matter, formal
structure (e.g., "Walang Sia," rather than "Lancaran Walang Sia,
slendro pathet sanga").
Another important recent development, outside of the con
servatory, is the composition, by Rasito, S. Bono, and others, of
new Banyumas pieces inpelog, and the classification of these pieces
as pathet lima, nem, or barang based on melodic features they per
ceive in common with the extant pelog pieces. The repertory is thus
expanding in ways expected by those familiar with Solonese and
Solonese-inspired tradition.
Garapan: Phrasing and Style in Instrumental Playing

The vocabulary for discourse about instrumental playing is
still somewhat varied among the general Javanese populace, but is
increasingly dominated by the terms current among teachers and
students at the conservatories in Solo. The notion of a regular
rhythmic phrasing and hierarchy of beats has no doubt been funda
mental to Banyumas gamelan and calung music for some time, as it
has in other Javanese and Sundanese music. Banyumas musicians
are gaining familiarity with Solonese ways of talking about musical
phrases. Publications, theses, and other papers at ASKI and SMKI
in Solo refer to points of convergence of elaborating parts with the
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main melody as seleh (lit. "to settle down," "at rest"). Supanggah
points to the use of this term now at SMKI Banyumas and states that
it is borrowed from Solo (1981:28). A pair of terms often used by
Solonese, dhing (weak: beat) and dhong (strong beat), also are found
in Banyumas, though I can find no acknowledgement of Solonese
origin. These terms relate to hierarchy within short melodic
phrases, most commonly applied in reference to the main instru
mental melody.
For instrumental playing, Solonese theory has a vocabulary
of technical terms that are applied in Banyumas not only to local
gamelan style, but to calung playing as well. Following is a list of
the terms for instrumental techniques that I have found used in
conversation and in the writings of students and teachers of music in
Banyumas.
Instrumental techniques

;::
~

1

~

I f

}

OQ

'r
'Il

2

i?

i?

'Il

::t

~
~

Instruments to which
term may be applied
SOLONESE GAMElAN
bonang barung (low)
bonang panerus (high)
saron barung (low)
saron peking (high)

BANYlTMAS GAMElAN
bonang barung (low)
bonang panerus (high)
saron barung (low)
saron peking (high)
BANYUMAS CALUNG
slenthem (low)
gambang barung (med.)
gambang panerus (med.)

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

Figure 8. Terminology for Instrumental Techniques in Solonese
and Banyumas Gamelan and Banyumas Calung
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The chart shows that four of the seven terms for instrumental
techniques in Banyumas are also found in Solo. However, we will
see in Figures 10-13 below that the same term may refer to rather
different techniques in Banyumas than in Solo, particularly when
comparing Banyumas calung with Solonese gamelan. It is also
clear from the chart that the three terms exclusive to Banyumas are
all in reference to panerus playing and one of them (nglagu) applies
only to gambang panerus in the calung ensemble. (In contrast to the
bonang barung and panerus, which are an octave apart, the two
gambang in the Banyumas calung are in the same register. The one
called panerus is simply the one which, like the bonang panerus in
both Solonese and Banyumas gamelan, plays at a higher density, or
subdivides the beat of the barung.) Although the terminology for
panerus playing in Banyumas is varied, the musical structures to
which these terms refer are mostly the same. In Solo each named
technique is distinct, but not in Banyumas. Consider the following
musical passage, which appeared in six final reports by SMKI
students on calung and gamelan playing in Banyumas, with three
different terms for the same panerus part.
slenthem:
barung:
panerus:

6

5

6

3 Term(s) used at SMKI Banyumas:

6 6 6 5 5 5 5 3 gembyangan
~ t? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

5 .5 .5 .5 .3 .3 .3 .3.
5 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

gentbyangan rangkep (double);
ngenlTWl.gi; ngentuI

Figure 9. Variant SMKI Banyumas Terminology for an
Interlocking Technique on Two Bonang
(Gamelan) or Two Gambang (Calung)
Each of the three terms appeared in reference both to bonang
panerus (gamelan) and to gambang panerus (calung).
To discuss each of these technical terms is not my intention
here. Yet the terms mipil and imbal deserve special consideration
because they refer to quite different melodic structures in Solonese
practice than they do in Banyumas. Mipi/ is usually defined as a
bonang style in which the tones are "picked off one by one."
Usually the bonang simply takes the tones of the main instrumental
melody, two at a time, but plays them in alternation:
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6
5
6
3
6 5 6 5 6 3 6 3 mipillamba ("single")
65 6. 65 65 6 3 6. 63 6 3 mipil rangkep C'double")

Figure 1O. Mipil Technique in Solonese Gamelan
At SMKI in Banyumas, the term mipil is applied in calung to the
gambang barung, playing a pattern in which only the final tone of a
group of four balungan tones determines the pitch level. In contrast
to Solo, mipil here refers only to the barung part and involves
playing in octaves. Octave playing in Solo is referred to as
gembyangan (gembyang,"octave"). In Banyumas calung, both
gambang are almost always played in octaves and thus other terms
may be used. The panerus part (also in octaves) interlocks with the
barung part, as in other Banyumas techniques.
6

slentem:

5 2 5 3 5
~ f ~ ~ ~

gambang barung:
(irama 112)
gambang panerus:

gambang panerus:

6

3

2 5
~ ~

3
~

3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.
~

gambang barung:
(irama 114)

5

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

5 25352535 25 3525 3

mipillmnba

(various tenns;
see Fig. 9)
mipil rangkep

~f~~~~?~~~~~~~~~

3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(various terms;
see fig. 9)

Figure 11. Mipil Technique in Banyumas Calung
In Solonese tradition, imbal refers to a technique of inter
locking, usually between two saron barung or between bonang
barung and bonang panerus, in neither case playing in octaves. In
bonang playing, the more common of the two, the bonang barung
plays in alternation two tones a skip apart (6 and 2, 1 and 3, 2 and 5,
etc.). The bonang panerus plays the intermediary tone in between
the barung beats, and often alternates this tone with the upper
neighbor to the higher of the two bonang barung tones, as shown
below.
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etc.
31313131313
2. 2 . 2 . 2 . 2 5. 2 . 5 . 2 . 5 . 2 • 5 .
etc.
(intermediary) (upper neighbors of barung)

bonang barung:
bonang panerus:

Figure 12. ImOOl Technique for Solonese Gamelan
Imbal can be translated as "even" or "give and take," implying a
balanced exchange--even alternation--which is usually understood
as the alternation between the two instruments as they supply the
tones which interlock to form the composite melody: 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3
2 1 5 3 2 1 5 3 2 1 5 3 etc. Yet it might also refer to the alternation
between the two tones played on one of the instruments (l 3 1 3
etc.). In papers by SMKI students in Banyumas. a rather different
configuration is sometimes, though not consistently, called imbal.
While it still refers to parts that interlock, the same can be said of
almost all of the combinations of gambang barung and panerus
notated in SMKI manuscripts, in which a number of other terms
may be employed. In some cases both the gambang barung and
gambang panerus parts are called imbal, in others only the gambang
barung, with the panerus part called ngentrungi.
A. Both Parts Called "Jmbal"

1

slenthem:

1

6

2

gambang barung:

3 i :2 i :3 1 2
3 1 2 1 3 1 2

gambang panerus:

i. i. i. i. i. i. i. i.
2 2 2

2 2

2

2

2

imbaI (= mipil?)
imbaI (= ngentrungi

and gembyangan?)

B. Only Gambang Barung Part Called "Jmbal"

slenthem:
gambang barung:
gambang panerus:

3

5
5
~

2
~

5
~

3 5 2 5 3
~ ~ ~ ~ ~

3.3.3.3.6.3.6.3 .
~ ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~

imbal (= mipil?)
ngentrungi

Figure 13. Imbal Technique in Banyumas Calung GamOOng

It is clear from examining the collection of manuscripts
produced at SMKI in Banyumas, from which the above examples in
Figures 9-13 are taken, that a variety of terms exist and may over
lap in their application. Solonese terms are predominant, even
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though they do not apply in Banyumas to the same musical struc
tures or instrumental techniques that they do in Solo. /mbal in Solo
is considered a lively and popular technique, appropriate only in
certain pieces or section of pieces, and would never appear in
accompaniment of calm or serious scenes in shadow puppetry or
dance. Mipil in Solo, on the contrary, is considered a more austere
bonang technique, appropriate for these' calm and serious contexts.
In Banyumas music, especially calung, there may be only a subtle
difference between mipiJ and imbal; both involve interlocking
between barung and panerus and are executed with the same fervor.
The inconsistency is not surprising, given that the teachers them
selves are still in the process of formulating a theoretical approach
to Banyumas music and using their Solonese training in the process.

Conclusion
To discuss even one system of musical theory is an open
ended task. A single aspect might merit an entire monograph and
even then seem in need of further elaboration. This paper has dealt
with what might be seen as two theoretical systems, but my interest
has been in the penetration of one by the other--or more correctly,
the dependence of one (Banyumas) on the other (Solonese). I have
tried to point out the social factors which make Solonese tradition
attractive to musicians in Banyumas and to provide documentation
of specific instances of Solonese theory in Banyumas. It would be
difficult to "prove" this argument, for one might propose that much
of what I am calling "Solonese theory" may have existed for cen
turies and been widely known throughout Java. One point in sup
port of my position is the contrast between Solonese and Yogyanese
theory in important details and in application of terminology. It is
clear that there has been theoretical diversity for some time in Java,
and this can be documented for the court-based traditions. Even
more convincing, however, is the acknowledgement by musicians in
Banyumas of their respect for Solonese tradition and the wish they
articulate for finding a respectable place for their own tradition and
its milieu.
It has been my intention to show that Banyumas music,
viewed as folky and funny by some, is undergoing a kind of con
ceptual upgrading in an effort to place it on a level with Solonese
tradition. Despite a number of incongruities between Solonese
theory and Banyumas music I have pointed out in the discussion
above, the adoption of Solonese musical theory has not forced
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compromises on the practice of music. That is, the effects have not
been the "Solonization" one first might expect, but just the opposite.
Rather than the total or near total abandonment of the local tradi
tion, as has occurred in some parts of Java (e.g., Semarang), the
musicians of Banyumas are using Solonese theory to fortify their
local tradition.
It is too early to tell whether efforts at codification, rational
ization, and standardization will have the rigidifying effects desired
by some and feared by others. Writing and the quest for rules and
standards of artistic practice in Solo and Banyumas can be seen as
forces working against the variety thriving presently, though the
effects of writing have not been the same in Java as they have been
in the West. s Variety and inconsistency are still tolerated and in
some cases encouraged in both the theory and practice of perform
ing arts in Solo and in Banyumas. What is clear is that what
motivates the current trends in musical theory in Banyumas is based
on cognizance of a wider world of artistic traditions and a wish,
sometimes consciously articulated, to find a place for Banyumas
tradition within that world. At one level, it is Solonese "art" or
"classical" tradition, but in a broader perspective it is major
Indonesian traditions and, ultimately, traditions from around the
globe, to which Banyumas music is to be measured. Adoption of
Solonese theory plays a significant role in this effort and its effects
deserved to be watched in the coming years.
Author's Note: I would like to acknowledge the support of the Ameri
can Philosophical Society, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the
Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, and the University of
Wisconsin Graduate School in funding the two periods of research in Java
(1983 and 1984) on which this paperis based.

NOTES
1. On Banyumas game/an music today, see Sutton 1985a. For
historical perspective, see Kunst 1973 (on music) andPigeaud 1938 (on dance
and drama).

2. On commercial cassettes in Banyumas, see Sutton 1985b.
3. Yogyanese and Solonese terms are nearly identical, though Solonese
refer to the low register metallophone as "s/enthem," while some Yogyanese
prefer to call it "gender panembung."
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4. Gambang gangsa (lit. "bronze") is the nearly obsolete multi-octave
metallophone of Yogyanese and Solonese tradition. On the meaning of the term
"gambang," see further Sutton 1975:89-99.
5. See Sindusawarno 1955 and Martopangrawit 1969 and 1972. These
works are translated into English by Martin Hatch, and the Martopangrawit
works published in Becker and Feinstein 1984:1-244.
6. On pathet ambiguity see Sutton 1975:34-37.
7. The piece referred to is the Banyumas "Lancaran Ricik-ricik," and not
the better-known Solonese "Lancaran Ricik-ricik." Ba/ungan melodies for both
are given below;
Banyumas:

i
2

Nt P

Nt P

Nt P

N

6 . 3
1 . 2

2 . 5

3 . 2
6 . i

1G
6G

Nt P

N

3 . 5

tNt P t Nt P
3
5 . 6
5 . 6

Solonese:

2

1 . 2

t

5 .

3 . 5

6 .

i
i

6G
6G

8. On Westernization in Javanese gamelan music, see further Becker
1980. On tolerance and aesthetic desirability of variation, see further Sutton
1982.
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AN ETHNOMUSICOLOGICAL INDEX TO
THE NEW GROVE DICTIONARY OF
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS 1
Part Tw0 2
Kenneth Culley
Part two of the index presents entries from the New Grove in
four broad categories: (1) Scholars and Collectors; (2) Instru
ments; (3) Genres; and (4) Other. Virtually all of the entries that
appear here were included in the geographical and author listings of
part one. Only those entries which are merely "see" references are
added here. For example, "Banjolim" and "Bow Lute" do not
appear in part one since they cannot be assigned a specific geo
graphical designation and, because they are "see" references, there
is no author.
The first category, "Scholars and Collectors," lists people
who have contributed to the study and/or collection of ethnic music
and folklore. Dates and nationalities have been added to the listings
as well as the designations provided by the authors of the various
articles. These are abbreviated with the following letters: E (ethno
musicologist), F (folklorist), M (musicologist).
The third category, ttGenres," lists all entries that can be
distinguished according to their formal or stylistic characteristics
or according to the medium of their presentation. A number of
large groups may be identified here which are listed below:
1. Blues

5. Popular
6. Religious/Ritual
7. Theater
8. Vocal

2. Dance
3. Gospel
4. Jazz

Performers and composers listed under those categories in
the "Other" section of the index, but who are associated with the
generic categories, are repeated. This accounts for the large num
ber of Jazz and Popular entries.
Readers will note a number of genres which do not fit within
the eight large generic categories. These are listed flush with the
left margin in alphabetical order.
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The fourth category, "Other," lists the following:
1. Composers
2. Disciplines
3. Institutions
4. Notation

5. Performers
6. Techniques
7. Terms

Preparing an index of this sort leads to the consideration of a
number of questions. The most obvious relates to the selection
criteria. What should be included and what should be left out? The
introduction to part one of the index touches upon the problem of
"ethnomusicological" versus "musicological" topics. With refer
ence to this part of the index, the subject bears further discussion.
Western art music occupies the greatest share of the New
Grove. However, the proportion of non-Western art music to
"ethnic" or "folk" music articles has narrowed substantially in this
edition. This fact points to a trend where musicology will even
tually refer to the study of music no matter what ethnic or cultural
factors obtain.
For the purposes of this index, however, a conventional
criterion informs the selection. Simply stated, this index excludes
subjects dealing with Western art music. This means that
Gregorian, Ambrosian, and Georgian chant music has been ex
cluded since these genres are closely allied with Western art music.
One may argue that this music is stylistically as remote from
present-day Western art music as is any "ethnic" music which is
included in the index. However, these chant repertoires are gene
rally recognized as the foundation upon which Western art music
evolved.
Another dilemma occurs in the selection of composers not
born in Europe or North America who, nonetheless, have embraced
certain elements of Western art music. This is especially true of the
Far East, where Chinese and Japanese composers have studied in the
United States or in Europe and have incorporated Western tech
niques and style in their music. For example, Chou Wen Chung, a
Chinese American, has been excluded from the listing even though
some of his compositions make use of traditional Chinese instru
ments andlor melodies. The use of functional harmony and
Western orchestral ensembles make his music fundamentally differ
ent from what we would conventionally associate with "Chinese
music."
The Near Eastern composers 'Abd al-Wahhab (Abdel
Wahab) and Farid al-Atrash have been included among the
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composers since, while they have been influenced by Western art
music (and popular music), the instrumentation, ensembles, and
technical means remain primarily within the Near Eastern musical
tradition.
Confusion about what is and what is not purely "musi
cological" or "ethnomusicological" in the New Grove is reflected in
the designations supplied by the authors of articles on scholars.
Paula Morgan, for example, describes Nazir A. Jairazbhoy as a
"Canadian musicologist." Jairazbhoy, in the article on his teacher,
Arnold Bake, describes Bake as a "scholar of Indian music." In this
instance, one may conclude that Jairazbhoy, an Indian who studies
Indian music, ought to be described as a musicologist in the same
way that Paul Henry Lang, an American who studies Western art
music, should be identified as a musicologist. Jairazbhoy, in his
article on Bake, skirts the problem with the more neutral word
"scholar." Is this because Bake studied Indian music, but did not
study ethnomusicology? These conclusions, while they may appear
logical, do not obtain throughout the dictionary. Anna Czeka
nowska, for instance, is labeled an "ethnomusicologist," yet she is a
native of Poland who studies Polish folk music. Peter Crossley
Holland is called an ethnomusicologist even though he has published
on subjects pertaining to Western art music. Werner Danckert is
accorded the double distinction of "musicologist" and "ethno
musicologist. "
It is apparent then, that the distinctions intimated by the
authors of these articles do not necessarily describe the activities of
musical scholars nor the subject matter of their musical studies.
It is worth noting here that articles on two prominent
scholars, John Blacking and J. H. Kwabena Nketia, do not appear in
the New Grove.

NOTES
1. The index is printed by permission of the editors of the New Grove.
2. Part One of this index appeared in the previous issue of Pacific
Review of Ethnomusicology (Volume 2,1985).
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SCHOLARS AND COLLEcroRS LISTING
'AM aI-Qiidir [ibn Ghaybi aI-l:hfq; aI-Maraghij
1:8
Abu aI Faraj 'Alr ibn aI-Husayn (see
AI-I~faMni)
• •
Abu aI-Faraj Mul;!arnmad ibn Is~aq aI-Warriq
ai-Baghdadi (see Ibn aI-Nadim)
Abii I-Salt Umayya [Ibn 'AM aI-'Aziz ibn
Abr I-$alt] (1068-1134) (Theorist. Arab)
1:30
AbU N~r Mul;!arnmad ibn Mu~arnmad ibn
Tarldtin (see AI-Fm-ibi)
Abu YiisufYa'qJib ibn Isl)iiq (see Al-Kindi)
Adler, Israel (b. 1925) (M, Israeli) 1:108
Adorno, Theodore W. (1903-1969)
(~iologist, German) 1:112
Al-Amuli [Mul)arnmad ibn M$niid] (fl. mid
14th C.) (Theorist, Arab) 1:193
Al-Fariibi [Abii NlIF Mul)arnmad ibn Mul;lam
mad ibn Tarkhin] (d. 950) (Theorist, Arab)
1:251-252
Al-Ghaz8lf[AbiI Hamid Mul)arnmad ibn
Mul}arnmad] (1058-111l) (Theorist, Arab)
1:256-257
Al-Gurgani (see Al-Juljini) 1:257
Al-ljasan ibn Al)mad [ibn 'Alr aI-Kli.tib] (fl.
late 10th C.) (Theorist, Arab) 1:257
A1-I~fahani [AbU I-Faraj 'Ali ibn aI-lju~ayn]
(897-1967) (Writer on music, Arab) 1:259
Al-Kahffi ibn Al)mad (ca. 748-ca. 790)
(Philologist, Arab 1:263·264
Al-Kitib (see Yiinus Al-Kitib and AI-Hasan ibn
Abmad] 1:263
. .
AI-Kindi [Abii YiisufYa'qiib ibn Isl;1iq] (ca.
790-ca. 874)(Writer on music. Arab) 1:264
Al-Uidhiqi [Mul}ammad ibn 'Abd aI-ljamidl
(fl. late 15th C.) (Theorist, Arab)
1:264-265
Al-MaW$i1i (see Ishaq aI·Mawsill and Ibrahim
ai-Maw ih")
Al·Mu
al;1ya ibn 'Ali ibn Yal;1ya ibn Abi
Maniur
6-912) (Writer on music, Arab)
1:288
Al-Razi, Abu Bakr [Mul)arnmad ibn Zakariyya;
Rhazes] (865-925) (Theoist, Arab) 1:290
Al-Riizi, Fakhr ai-Din [Abu 'AbdallAh
Mul}arnmad] (1149-1209) (Theorist, Arab)
1:291
Al-ShiIizi (see Qutb Al·Din)
Al-Urmawi (see Safi ai-Din)
Ala-Kooni, (Martti) Erkki [Erik] (b. 1911) (M,
F, Finnish) 1:191
Alexander, Charles McCallom (Publisher,
revivalist, Gospel) 1:246
Alexandru, Tiberiu (b. 1914) (E, Romanian)
1:249
Ali ibn MuI;!arnmad aI-Juljani ('Ali ibn
Mul;lammad aI·Juljiini) (Theorist, Arab) 1:257
AUende(-Sar6n), Pedro Humberto (1885·1959)
(E, Chilean) 1:282
Almeida, Renato (b. 1895) (M, F, Brazilian)
1:286

Alornla Robles, Daniel (1871-1959) (E,
Peruvian) 1:289
Alvarenga, Oneyda (paoliello de) (b. 1911)
(F, M, Brazilian) 1:298
Amiot, Jean Joseph Marie (l718-1793)(French)
1:326
Andersson. Nils (1864-1921) (Collector offoIk
music, Swedish) 1:401
Andrade. Mario (Raul) de (Morais) (1893-1945)
(M, Brazilian) 1:402
Arakishvili. Dimitri Ignat'yevich (1873-1953)
(E, Georgian) 1:540-541
Aretz (de Ram6n y Rivera), Isabel (b. 1913)
(E, Venezuelan) 1:563-564
Anna, Paul (b. 1905) (E, French) 1:595-596
Ayestaran, Lauro (1913-1916) (E, M,
Uruguayan) 1:754
Azevedo, Luiz Heitor Correa de (b. 1905)
(M. Brazilian) 1:758·759
Baines, Anthony C(uthbert) (b. 1912)
(M, English) 2:39
Bake, Arnold Adriann (1899-1963) (,'Scholar of
Indian Music, Dutch") 2:44
Banqueiro Foster, Geronimo (1898-1967)
(M, Mexican) 2:126
Barbeau, Charles Marius (1883-1969)
(M, Canadian) 2:131-132
Bartay, AndIis (1799-1854) (Folksong
collector, Hungarian) 2:191
Bartok, Bela (1881-1945) (E, Hungarian)
2:197-225
Bartos, Franti~ (i) (1837-1906) (E, Moravian)
2:230
Baud-Bovy, Samuel (b. 1906) (M, Swiss)
2:296-297
Becking, Gustav (Wilhelm) (1894-1945)
(M, German) 2:342
Beclardd'Harcourt, Marguerite (1884-1964)
(E, French) 2:344
Bedford. Arthur (1668-1745) (M, English)
2:345-346
B~hague, Gerard Henri (b. 1937)
(M, U.S.A.) 2:415-416
Belyayev, Viktor Mikbaylovich (1888-1968)
(M, Soviet) 2:458-459
Bhatkhande, Vishnu Narayan (1860-1936)
(M, Indian) 2:669-670
Boas, Franz (1858-1942) (E. German) 2:823-824
Borsai, nona (b. 1924) (E, Hungarian) 3:68-69
Bose, Fritt (1906-1975) (M, German) 3:75
Brliiloiu. Constantin (1893-1958)
(M, Rumanian) 3:193-194
Brediceanu, Tiberiu (1877-1968) (F, Romanian)
3:248-249
Broadwood, Lucy Etheldred (1858-1929)
(Folksong conector, English 3:325
Bukureshtliev. Angel (1870-1951)
(E. Bulgarian) 3:430
Bunting, Edward (1773-1843) (Folksong
collector, Irish) 3:455·456
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SCHOLARS AND COLLEcroRS (cont.)

Burada, TeodorT(eodor) (1839-1923) 3:458
Butterworth. George (Sainton Kaye) (1885
1916) (Folkmusic rollector. English)
3:521-522
Campbell Batista. Ram6n (b. 1911) (E, Chilean)
3:655
Campos. Ruben M(aroos) (1876-1945)
(F,Mexican) 3:661-662
Capmany i Farres. Aurelio (1868-1954)
(F. Catalan) 3:754
Carden. Allen D(ickenson) see Shape-note
hymnody 3:773
Carpitella. Diego (b. 1924) (M. Italian) 3:821
Cascudo. Luiz da Camara (b. 1898) (F. Brazilian)
3:851
Castillo, Jesus (1877-1946) (F, Guatemalan)
3:873
Cernik, Josef (1880-1969) (E. Czech) 4:77
Chase. Gilbert (b. 1906) (E, U.S.A.) 4:178
Christensen, Dieter (b. 1932) (E, German)
4:361
Chybinski. Adolf (Eustachy) (1880-1952)
(M, Polish) 4:385
Ciurlionyte. Jadvyga (b. 1889) (E, Lithuanian)
4:422-423
Collaer, Paul (b. 1891) (M, Belgian) 4:533
CroSSley-Holland. Peter (b. 1916) (E, English)
5:63-64
Czekanowska, Anna (b. 1929) (E, Polish) 5:138
Danckert, Werner (1900-1970) (M, E, German)
5:219-220
Daniel, Francisoo (Alberto Qemente) Salvador
(1831-1871) (M, French) 5:224-225
Danielou. Alain (b. 1907) (M, and Orientalist,
French 5:226
Danilov, Kirsha (fl. ca. 1760-1790) (Folksong
collector, Russian) 5:227-228
Dannernan (Rothstein), Manuel (b. 1932)
(E, F, Chilean) 5:228-229
De Hen, Ferdinand Joseph (b. 1933)
(E. Belgian) 5:326
Densmore. Frances (1867-1957) (E. U.S.A.)
5:375
Devoto. Daniel (b. 1916) (M, Argentine) 5:410
Ditfurth, Franz Wilhelm (1801-1880) (Folksong
rollector, German) 5:499
Djordjevic, VladimirR. (1869-1938)
(E. Yugoslav) 5:513-514
Domokos, Pal Peter (b. 1901) (E, F, Hungarian)
5:540
Draeger, Hans-Heinz (1909-1968) (M, German)
5:602
Dragoi, Sabin V(asile) (1894-1968)
(E, Romanian) 5:607
Dzhudzhev. Stoyan (b. 1902) (E, Bulgarian)
5:797
Eggen, Erik (1877-1957) (F, Norwegian) 6:65
E1Iing, Catharinus (1858-1942) (E, Norwegian)
6:135-136
Ellis [n~ Can ghie], Catherine J (oan)
(E, Australian) 6: 138

Ellis [Sharpe], Alexander J(ohn) (1814-1890)
(Philologist and mathematician, English)
6:138
Elschek. Oskir (b. 1931) (E, Slovak) 6:143
Elsner, J(jrgen (b. 1932) (E, German) 6:145
Emsheimer, Ernst (b. 1904) (E, Swedish) 6:159
Engel, Joel (1868-1927) (F,Russian) 6:167-168
Erlanger, Baron F~is Rodolphe d' (I872
1932) (Authority on Arab music, French)
6:234
Farmer, Henry George (1882-1965) (M, British)
6:400-401
F~tis, Francois-Joseph (1784-1871) (M. Critic,
French) 6:511-514
Fewkes, Jesse Walter (1850-1930) (E,
U.S.A.) 6:518
Fillmore, John Comfort (1843-1898)
(M, U.S.A.) 6:547-548
Fletcher, Alice Cunningham (1838-1923)
(E, U.S.A.) 6:639
Fox-Strangways, A(rtbur) H(enry) (1859-1948)
(M, English) 6:737-738
Gallet, Luciano (1893-1931) (E, Brazilian)
7:102-103
Galpin, Francis W(illiam) (1858-1945)
(Authority on old music instruments,
English) 7: 133-134
Garay, Narciso (1876-1953) (E, Panamanian)
7:151
Garcia Matos, Manuel (1912-1974) (Folkmusic
collector, Spanish) 7: 156-157
Garrido, Pablo (b. 1905) (E, Chilean) 7:169
Garrison, Lucy McKim (1842-1877) (Collector,
U.S.A.) 7:169-170
Gergely, Jean (b. 1911) (E, French) 7:251
Gerson-Kiwi. Esther Edith (b. 1908) 7:305-306
Gil Garcia, Bonifacio (1898-1964) (F, Spanish)
7:375
Gilman, Benjamin Ives (1852-1933) (E)
7:382-383
Gippius. Evgeny Vladimirovich (b. 1903)
(E, Russian) 7:403-404
Gomez Carrillo, Manuel (1883-1968)
(E, Argentinian) 7:519
Graf, Walter (b. 1903) (M,Austrian) 7:612-613
Grainger, (George) Percy (Aldridge)
(Folkmusic collector, U.S.A.) 7:614-619
Grebe, Marfa Ester (b. 1928) (E, Chilean) 7:657
Groven, Eivind (b. 1901) (E, Norwegian)
7:755-756
Giinther, Rohert (b. 1929) (E, German) 7:849
Hajdu, Andre (b. 1932) (E, Israeli) 8:38-39
Halmos, Istvan (b. 1929) (E, Hungarian)
8:59-60
Harich-Schneider, Eta (b. 1897) (M, and
authority on Japanese music, German)
8:161-162
Harrison, Frank [Francis] U(ewellyn)
(b. 1905) (M, Irish) 8:254
Harteveld, (Julius Napoleon) Wilhelm (1859
1927) (Ethnologist, Swedish) 8:261
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Haxthausen, August (Franz Ludwig Maria)
(1792-1866) (Folksong collector, German)
8:326
Hayashi, Kenz6 (1899-1976) (M, Japanese)
8:327
Haywood, Charles (b. 1904) (M, E, U.S.A.) 8:418
Helmholtz, Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von
(1821-1894) (Scientist, German) 8:466-467
Hemsi (Chicurel), Alberto (1896-1975)
(E, Italian) 8:477
Herzog, George (b. 1901) (E, U.S.A.) 8:527-528
Hickmann, Hans (Robert Hermann) (1908
1968) (M, German) 8:547
Hipkins, Alfred James (1826-1903) (Writer on
music, English) 8:590
Hodeir, Andre (b. 1921) (Writer, French)
8:610-611
Hoerburger, Felix (b. 1916) (M, E, German)
8:613-614
Holyoke, Samuel (Adams) (1762-1820)
(Hyrnnbook compiler, U.S.A.) 8:668-669
Hood, Mantle (b. 1918) (E, U.S.A.) 8:682-683
Hornbostel, Erich Mortiz von (1877-1935)
(Scholar, Austrian) 8:716-717
Hsu, Tsang-houei (b. 1929) (E, Chinese)
8:751-752
Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi [Abu 'Umar, Al}mad ibn
Mul,lammad] (860-940) (poet, balladist,
Arab) 9:3
Ibn al-Khatib [Lisan al-Din, Abu 'Abdallah
Mul}ammad] (1313-1374) (Historian and
music theorist,Arab) 9:3
Ibn al-Nadim (ca. 930-990) [Abu I-Faraj
Mul}ammad ibn Ishiiq al-Warriiq al
Baghdadi] (Bibliog., Arab) 9:3
Ibn Bajja [Abu Bakr Mul}ammad ibn Yahya ibn
al-Sa'igh; Avenpace] (ca. 1091-1138)
(Philosopher & Theorist, Arab) 9:3-4
Ibn Ghaybi al-l:Iiifi~ al-Maraghi (see 'Abd
Al-Qadir)
Ibn Jurjis al-Lubnani Mikhii'il Mushaqa
(see Mushiiqa, Mikha'i1)
Ibn Rushd [Abu l-Walid MuI}ammad ibn
~rnad ibn Mul}ammad; Averroes] (1126
1198) (Philosopher, Arab) 9:4
Ibn Sina [AbU 'Ali al-l:Iusayn ibn 'Abdallah;
Avicenna] (980-1037) (Philosopher, Arab)
9:4
Ibn Zayla [Abu Man~iir al-l:Iusayn ibn
Mul}amrnad ibn 'Umar] (d. 1048) (Theorist,
Arab) 9:4
Idelsohn, Abraham Zvi (1882-1938) (Jewish
scholar, Latvian) 9:18-19
Isl}iiq al-Maw~ili (767-850) (Musician and man
ofletters, Arab) 9:339
Jackson, George Pullen (1874-1953)
(F, U.S.A.) 9:438
Jairazbhoy, Nazir Ali (b. 1927) (M, Canadian)
9:465-466
Jankovic [Family] (Authorities on folk music,
Serbian) 9:499-500

Jardanyi, paJ. (1920-1966) (E, Hungarian)
9:555-556
Jones, Arthur Morris (b. 1889) (E, English)
9:697
Jones, T(revor) A(lan) (b. 1932)
(M, Australian) 9:704-705
Joseph ibn-Aknin (see Jewish music, 1,13
(iii).) 9:711
Jurjans, Andrejs (1856-1922) (Folklorist,
Latvian) 9:754-755
Kachulev, Ivan (b. 1905) (Folklorist,
Bulgarian) 9:763
Kalnin~, Aldonis (b. 1928) (E, Latvian)
9:782-783
Kamburov, Ivan (1883-1955) (M, Bulgarian)
9:785
Kanazawa, Masakata (b. 1934) (M, Japanese)
9:792
Karas, Simon (b. 1905) (F, Greek) 9:802
K3rp~ti, Janos (b. 1932) (M, Hungarian)
9:812-813
Karpeles, Maud (1885-1976) (Folk music
scholar, English) 9:813
Kashin, Daniil Nikitich (1769-1841) (Folksong
collector, Russian) 9:816-817
Kastal'sky, Alexandr Dmitriyevich (1856-1926)
(M, Russian) 9:823
Katsarova (-Kukudova), Rayna (b. 1901)
(E, Bulgarian) 9:826-827
Katz, Israel J(oseph) (b. 1930) (E, U.S.A.) 9:828
Kaufman, Nikolai (b. 1925) (F, Bulgarian)
9:832
Kaufmann, Walter (b. 1907) (M, U.S.A.)
9:833
Kennedy-Fraser, MlI1jorie (1857-1930)
(Folksong collector, Scottish) 9:864
Ker6nyi, Gyorgy (b. 1902) (E, Hungarian)
9:872-873
Kikkawa [Suto], Eishi (b. 1909) (M, Japanese)
10:59
Kitily, Erno (b. 1919) (E, Hungarian)
10:71
Kirby, Percival (Robson) (1887-1970)
(M, South African) 10:71-72
Kishibe, Shigeo (b. 1912) (M, Japanese) 10:83
Kiss, Lajos (b. 1900) (E, Hungarian) 10:84
Klusen, (Karl Heinrich) Ernst (b. 1909)
(E, M, German) 10:115-116
Kodaly, Zoltan (1882-1967) (M, Hungarian)
10:136-145
Koizumi, Fumio (b. 1927) (E, Japanese) 10:156
Kolessa, Filaret Mykhaylovych (1871-1947)
(E, Ukrainian) 10:160-161
Kolinski, Mieczyslaw (b. 1901) (E, Canadian)
10:161-162
Komitas [Gomitas; Soghomonian] (1869-1935)
(E, Armenian) 10:166-168
Ko~etiekY, Jm Evermond (1639-1700)
(F, Czech) 10:213
Krader, Barbara (b. 1922) (E, U.S.A.) 10:229
Kremenliev, Boris (b. 1911) (E, U.S.A.) 10:252
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Krohn,1lmari (Heruik Reinhold) (1867-1960)
(M, Finnish) 10:274-275
Kuckertz, Josef (b. 1930) (M, German) 10:291
Kuh~ [Koch], Franjo zaver (1834-1911)
(E, Croatian) 10:293-294
Kumer, Zmaga (b. 1924) (M, Yugoslav) 10:305
Kunst, Jaap (1891-1960) (E, Dutch) 10:307-309
Kurath, Gertrude Proko (b. 1903)
(E, U.S.A.) 10:313-314
Kutb al-Din (see Qutb al-Din)
Kvitka, Klyment(1880-1953) (E, Ukrainian)
10:329
Laban, Rudolf von (1879-1958)
(Choreographer, Austrian) 10:334
Lach, Robert (1874-1958) eM. Austrian) •
10:346-347
Lachmann, Robert (1892-1939) (E, German)
10:348-349
Lajtha, Uszl6 (1892-1963) (E, Hungarian)
10:377-378
Laloy. Louis (1874-1944) (M. French) 10:390
LaRue. (Adrian) Jan (pieters) (b. 1918)
(M, U.S.A.) 10:473
Launis [Lindberg], Armas (Emanuel) (1884
1959) (E, Finnish) 10:546
Lavin, Carlos (1883-1962) (E, Chilean) 10:554
Ledang, 01a Kai (b. 1940) (M, Norwegian)
10:592
Ledesma, Damaso (1868-1928) (F, Spanish)
10:596
Leon, Arge1iers (b. 1918) (E, Cuban) 10:669
Leontovych, Myko!a Dmytrovich (1877-1921)
(E, Russian) 10:678
Leyden, John (1775-1811) (Folkmusic collector,
Scottish) 10:709-710
Ling, Jan Nils (b. 1934) (M, Swedish) 11:6
Linyova, Ergeniya (Eduardovna Papritz)
(1854-1919) (Folkmusic collector, Russian)
11:12
Lira Espejo, Eduardo (b. 1912) (Critic,
Venezuelan) 11:2
Liscano, Juan (b. 1915) (Music critic,
Venezuelan) 11:26
Uoyd, A(1bert) L(ancaster) (b. 1908)
(E, English) 11 :97-98
Lomax, Alan (b. 1915) (Folksong collector,
U.S.A.) 11:139-140
Lyudkevych, Stanislav Pylypovych (1879
1979) (E, Soviet) 11:404-405
Macale, Ivan (b. 1935) (E, Slovak) 11:409
Maceda, Jose (b. 1917) (E, Filipino) 11:423
Machida, Yoshiaki (b. 1888) (F, Japanese)
11:438
Mahillon, Victor-Charles (1841-1924)
(Acoustician and writer, French) 11:504-505
Majd al-Din al-Ghazili (d. 1126) (Musical
writer, Arab) 11:542
MaIm, William Paul (b. 1928) (E, U.S.A.) 11:587
Marcel-Dubois, Claudie (b. 1913) (E, French)
11:647.

Marti [Martinez], Samuel (1906-1975)
(E, Mexican) 11:712
Martin, Gy<Srgy (b. 1932) (E, Hungarian)
11:718
Mayer-Serra, Otto (1904-1968) (M,Mexican)
11:856
McPhee, Colin (Carhart) (1900-1964)
(E, U.S.A.) 11:449
MeIngailis, Emilis (1814-1954) (E, Latvian)
12:111
Mendoza (Gutierrez), Vicente T(e6dulo) (1894
1964) (F, Mexican) 12:160-161
Merriam, Alan Parkhurst (1923-1980)
(E, U.S.A.) 12:187
Milojevic, Miloje (b. 1946) (M, Yugoslavian)
12:328
Minagawa, Tatsuo (b. 1927) (M, Japanese)
12:331
Moncada (Garda), Francisco (b. 1922) (M and
F, Mexican) 12:418
Moyle [nee Brown] Alice (Marshall) (b. 1908)
(E, Australian) 12:660-661
Mshvelidze. ShaIva Mikhaylovich (b. 1904)
(E, Soviet) 12:756-157
Mul;1ammad ibn 'Abd al-l;iamid (see aI
Udhiqit) 12:765
Musa ibn-Maimiin (1135-1204) (see Jewish
music 1; 13(ili» (Theorist, Jewish) 12:794
11ushaqa,Mikha'il (1800-1888) (Theorist,
Syrian) 12:799
Nagaya, Kenzo (see Hayashi, Kenzo)
Nattaletti, Giorgio (1901-1972) (E, Italian)
13:44
Nattiez, Jean-Jacques (b. 1945) (Analyst,
Canadian) 13:76
Nettl, Bruno (b. 1930) (E, U.S.A.) 3:118-119
Nomura, Yosio (Francesco) (b. 1908)
(M, Japanese) 13:266
Norlind, (Johan Heruik) Tobias (1879-1947)
(M, Swedish) 13:282
Olsvai, Imre (b. 1931) (E, Hungarian)
13:538-539
Paliashvili, Zakhary Petrovich (1871-1933)
(E, Georgian) 14:137
Patterson, Annie (Wilson) (1868-1934)
(Folkmusic collector, Scottish) 14:301
Peacock, Kenneth Howard (b. 1922)
(E, Canadian) 14:318
Perdomo Escobar, Jose Ignacio (b. 1917)
(M, Colombian) 14:365
Pereira Salas, Eugenio (b. 1904) eM. Chilean)
14:365
Picken, Laurence (Ernest Rowland) (b. 1909)
(E, English) 14:732-733
Pliclca, Karel (b. 1894) (E, Czech) 15:13
Pommer, Josef (1845-1918) (Folkmusic
collector, Austrian) 15:13
Powers, Harold Stone (b. 1928) (M, U.S.A.)
15:179-180
Qutb al-Din (1236-1312) (Theorist, Arab)
15:518
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,Benjamin (b. 1901) (M, F,
. ) 15:548-549
uis Felipe (b. 1913)
(E, Venezuelan) 15:575-576
Reinhard, Kurt (1914-1979) (E, Gennan)
15:721-722
Rhodes, Willard (b. 1901) (E, U.S.A.) 15:803
Ribakov, Sergey Gavrilovich (l867-1921)
(M, Russian) 15:826-827
Rihtman, Cvjetko (b. 1902) (M, Yugoslavian)
16:23
Roberts, Helen (Heffron) (b. 1888)
(E, U.S.A.) 16:69
Romero, Jesus C(arlos) (1893-1958)
(M, Mexican) 16:163
Rouget, Gilbert (b. 1916) (E, French) 16:267
R,!lVsing-Olsen, Poul (b. 1922) (E, Danish)
13:537
Ruwet, Nicholas (b. 1932) (Analyst, French)
16:352
Sachs, Curt (1881-1959) (M, U.S.A.) 16:374-375
Saff al-IYm (d. 1294) (Theorist, Arab)
16:381-382
Salaz Viti, Vicente (1911-1967) (M, Chilean)
16:410
Saldivar, Gabriel (b. 1909) (Music historian,
Mexican) 16:413
Siirosi, Batint (b. 1925) (E, Hungarian) 16:500
Saygun, Ahmet Adnan (b. 1907) (E, Turkish)
16:540
Schaeffner, Andre (b. 1895) (E, M, French)
16:586-587
Schi0rring, Nils (b. 1910) (M, Danish) 16:655
Schneider, Marius (b. 1903) (M, German)
16:687-689
Seeger, Charles Louis (1886-1979)
(M, U.S.A.) 17:101-102
SeprlSdi, Janos (1874-1923) (M, F, Hungarian)
17:140
Sharp, Cecil (James) (1859-1924» (Folk music
collector, English) 17:231-232
Shiloah, Amnon (b. 1928) (M, Israeli)
17:256-257
Shmueli, Her:d (b. 1920) (M, Israeli)
17:259-260
Shneerson, Grigory Mihaylovich (b. 1901)
(M, Soviet) 17:260
Sirola, Bolidar (1889-1956) (E, Croatian)
17:352-353
Smetana, Robert (b. 1904) (M, F, Czech) 17:408
Sobieska, Jadwiga (b. 1909) (E, Polish) 17:429
Sobieski, Marian (Bazyli) (1908-1967)
(E, Polish) 17:429
Sordo Sodi, (Mariade!) Carmen (b. 1932)
(E, Mexican) 17:535
Southern, Eileen (b. 1920) (M, U.S.A.) 17:779
Stevenson, Robert Murrell (b. 1916)
(M, U.S.A.) 18:136-137
Stockmann, (Christine) Doris (b. 1929)
(E, German) 18:162

Stockmann, Erich (b. 1926) (E, German)
18:162·163
Stoin, Elena (b. 1915) (Folklorist, Bulgarian)
18:164
Stoin, Vassil (1880-1938) (Folklorist,
Bulgarian) 18:164-165
Stumpf, (Friedrich) Car! (1848-1946)
(M, German) 18:307-308
Stutschewsky, Joachim (b. 1891) (E, Israeli)
18:313
Suppan, Wolfgang (b. 1933) (M, Austrian)
18:371
Szabolcsi, Bence (1899-1973) (M, Hungarian)
18:484485
Szenik, Dona (b. 1927) (E, Romanian·
Hungarian) 18:493
Szomjas-Schiffert, Gyorgy (b. 1910) (E, Hungarian) 18:496-497
Tagore, Sir Sourindro Mohun (1840-1914)
18:525-526
Tanabe, Hisao (b. 1883) (M, Japanese) 18:557
Thomson, William (1684-1760) (Folkmusic
collector, Scottish) 18:789
Tigranyan, Nikoghayos Fadeyi (1856·1951)
(E, Armenian) 18:819·820
Touma, Habib Hassan (b. 1934) (M, Arab)
19:93·94
Tracey, Hugh (Travers) (1903-1977) (M, South
African) 19: 107
Triin Van KM (b. 1921) (E, Vietnamese)
19:121-122
Tsuji, Shoichi (b. 1895) (M, Japanese) 19:235
Uspensky, Viktor Alexandrovich (1879·1949)
(E, Russian) 19:479
Vaisanen, Armas Otto (Aapo) (1890-1969)
(M, E, Finnish) 19:487488
Vargyas, Lajos (b. 1914) (E, Hungarian)
19:535-536
Vega, Carlos (1898·1966) (M, F, Argentine)
19:583-589
Vetted, Karel (1898-1979) (M, F. Czech) 19:690
Vikir, Uszl6 (b. 1929) (E, Hungarian) 19:761
Vitolins, lekaos (b. 1898) (M, Latvian)
20:21·22
Vodusek, Valens (b. 1912) (E, Yugoslav) 20:53
Voja~ek, Hynek (Ignac Franti~ek) (1825·1916)
(Folkmusic collector, Czech) 20:68
Wachsmann, Klaus Philipp (b. 1907)
(E, British) 20:94-95
Wallaschek, Richard (1860-1917) (M, Austrian)
20:178
Weckerlin, Jean-Baptiste (Theodore) (1821
1910) (F, French) 20:284
WioTa, Walter (b. 1907) (M, German)
20:459-460
Yasser, Joseph (b. 1893) (M, U.S.A.) 20:572
Yehuda hi-Levi (d. 1149) (see Jewish music I.
13(iii» 20:573
Yoshida, TIWlezO (1872-1957) (M. Japanese)

20:577

Yiinus al·Kitih (d. ca. 765) (Historian and
editor. Arab) 20:607
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Zmtacola, Juan Antonio (Iza) [Don Precise]
(1758-1819) (Folklorist, Spanish) 20:629

INSTRUMENT LISTING
AEROPHONES (cont)

MISCElLANEOUS

Nagasvaram 13:14
Nay 13:84-85
NRy-i-royin (see Persia 3(u» 13:85
Nf"rr (see Nafir)
Nose flute 13:331
Notched flute 13:420
Ocarina 13:487
Panpipes 14:159-160

Birimbao 2:731
Bridge 3:277-278
Bullroarer 3:450-451
Instruments, classifICation of 9:237-241
Instmments, classifICation of: Appendix
9:241-245
Instruments, collections of 9:245-254
Jaws' harp (see Jew's harp) 9:560
Jew's harp 9:645-646
Mechanical instrument 12:2-9
Reed 15:663-664
Resonator 15:757
Rhombe (see Bullroarer) 15:804

Pibcom (see Pibgorn)

Pibgom 14:719
Pincullo 14:752
Qama (see Jewish music I, 4(iii»
Qa~aba 15:489
Qeren (see Jewish music I, 4(iii»
Qquepa 15:489
Quena 15:503
Reed instruments 15:665-666
Saxophone 16:534-539
Shahniii 17:213
Shaipur (see Persia 3(ii»
Shakuhachi 17:218
Shawm 17:237-243
Sheng 17:248
Sho 17:261
Shofar 17:261-262
Silbote 17:316
Sistmm 17:354
So-na 17:479
Suling 18:355
Surn!l.y 18:377
Tarogato 18:580-581
Tarompet 18:581
Tin whistle 19:841
Tmmpet, 1. Terminology and classification
19:211-213
Trutmka 19:230
Txistu (see Basque music, 3)
'Ugab 19:310
Whistle 20:382
Whistle flute 20:382
Whithom 20:388
Wind-cap instmments [reed cap shawms]
20:447-450
Zamr 20:636
Zuma 20:720-721

AEROPHONES
Abwliq 1:30
Accordion 1:38-41
Aerophone 1:118-119
Aircolumn 1:183
Algaita 1:255-256
Alphom 1:290
ArghU11:572
Bagpipe 2:19-32
Barrel organ 2:181-185
Bin (2) 2:707
Bore 3:47
Buq 3:458
Clarin 4;429
Cow hom 5:14
Cross flute 5:63
Didjeridu 5:461-462
Erke 6:229-230
Fife 6:540-541
Fipple flute 6:603
Flageolet 6:623-624
Flute, 1. General 6:664-666
Gaita 7:90
Harmonium 8:169-175
Hatzotzerot 8:301
Hichiriki 8:546
Hornpipe 8:719-720
Hsiao (see also China, V, 5(iii); Notched flute;
Taiwan, 3) 8:751
Kakaki 9:772-773
Kaval 9:834
Kazoo 9:839
Kl~ 10:99
Lur 11:338-339
Mijwiz (see also Mizmir) 12:287
Mizmir 12:373-374
Mouth organ (see Harmonica) 12:656
Musbtaq (see Persia, 3(ii» 12:800
Nafir [nI1I'; kama] 13:14

CHORDOPOHONES
Appalachian Dulcimer 1:506-507
'Asor (see Jewish music I, 4(iv» 1:658
Aulos 1:699-702
Balalaika 2:56
Bandura 2:110
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CHORDOPHONES (cont.)

Bandurria 2:110
Banjo 2:118-121
Banjolim(seeMandolin) 2:121
Bell harp 2:442-443
Berimbau 2:553-554
Bin (1) 2:707
Biwa 2:748-749
Bolon 3:10
Bow harp 3:136
Bow lute (see Plurlarc) 3:136
Cavaco 4:18
Chang 4:129
Charango 4:155
Cbeng (see also China, V, 1.) 4:201
Ch'in (see also China V, 2.) 4:245
Ching-hu (see China V. 3(u); see also China
nr. 2(14), and V. 3(i) and (iii» 4:283
Chordopbone 4:339
Cimbalom 4:403
CJa.inieach 4:425
Clhsach (see also Irish harp and Clairseach)
4:449
Crwth 5:75-77
Cuatro (see Co1ombia n; 4: Mexico n, 2(u);
Puerto Rico n, 3-4) 5:84
Dombra (see Afghanistan 3, 12; Balalaika;
Central Asia 1,7; II, 2,5; USSR XI, 4, 9(i»
5:522
Dulcimer 5:695-707
Dutar 5:759
Electric guitar 6:104-105
Fret 6:836-837
Gadulka 7:76
Gambus 7:142
Goge 7:496
Gora 7:535-536
Gourd bow 7:591
Ground-harp 7:751
Guitar 7:825-843
Gusle 7:855
Gusli 7:855
Hardangerrlddle [harding riddle] 8:158
Hardingfele 8:160
Harp 8:190-210
Harp-lute (i) 8:211
Harps, African 8:213-216
Hawaiian steel guitar (see Electric guitar)
8:320
Hommel [hummel, humIe] 8:676-677
Hu-ch'in 8:729
Hurdy-gurdy 8:814-818
Husla [husle] 8:824
'Idiin (see 'Od)
Irish harp 9:328-329
Kacapi 9:762-763
Kaithros (see Jewish music I, 4(iv» 9:771
Kamancha 9:785
Kantele 9:796-797
Kentucky dulcimer (see Appalachian
dulcimer) 9:861
Kithara 10:88-89

Komun'go 10:171
Kora 10:188-190
Koto (see also Japan IV, 2.) 10:216
langeleik 10:448
langspil 10:453
Laud 10:538
Lute 11:342-365
Lyre 11:397-401
Machete 11 :437
Mandolin 11 :606-609
Mejoranera 12:79
Monochord 12:495-496
Mountain dulcimer (see Appalachian
dulcimer) 12:653
Musical bow 12:811-814
Mvet 13:3
Nabla (see Jewish music, I, 4(iv) 13:10
Nan-hu (see China V, 3(iii) and Erh-hu) 13: 19
Nebel (see Jewish music, I. 4(iv» 13:88
Noordscbe balk 13:274
Nyckelharpa 13:455
P'i-p'a (see also China V, 4 and figure 11)
14:761
Psalmodikon 15:336
Psaltery 15:383-387
~iin 15:488-489
Qawiini'n (see Qanun)
Quijongo 15:505
Rabiib 15:521-522
Ramkie 15:574-575
Riibab 16:292
Samisen (see Shamisen and Japan IV, 4)
San-hsien 16:472
Santilr 16:486
Siirahgi 16:496
Sarod 16:499-500
Saiing-gauk (see Burma, 5)
Shamisen [samisen] 11:219
Spike fiddle 11:832
Spike lute 17:832
Syrinx 18:481
Tamburii 18:555
Tanputi (see Tambuti)
Tar led. Lute] 18:574
Tunbur (see Persia 3(il) and Arab Music
_ I, 2(i» 19:253
'Ud 19:306-307
Ukelele 19:323-324
Vihuela 19:751-761
Vlier (see Low Countries, II, 3)
Whizzing bow 20:391
Yang ch'in (see China V, 5(ii) and Tibet 3(il»
Yiieh-ch'in 20:585
Zither 20:698-703
Zither harp 20:703
ELECTROPHONES
Electric guitar 6: 104-1OS
Electric piano 6:106
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IDIOPHONES (cont)

Electronic instruments 6:106-107
6:111
Hawaiian steel guitar (see Electric guitar)
8:320

Sanasel (see Ethiopian rite, music of the)
Saron 16:500
Scraper 17:88
S!mantron 17:122
Shakuby6shi 17:218
Shalishim (see Jewish music, I, 4(i»
Shou-pan 17:275
Sinj (see Persia, 3(u»
Slit-<lrum 17:382-383
Steel band 18:89
Steel drum 18:89
Tchoung-tou 18:638
Thumb piano (see Lamellaphone)
Trinidad-Gongtrommel (see Steel Band)
Turkish crescent 19:279
Water-<lrum 20:228
Woodblock 20:520
Xylophone 20:562-564
Yotsudake 20:577
Zang (see Persia 3(u»

E~hone

IDIOPHONES
Angklung 1:427
Bell 2:424437
Bronze drum 3:332-333
Cabaca 3:567-568
Castanets 3:864
Chagana (see Persia, 3(u» 4:107
Chimes 4:242-245
Chinese woodblock 4:283
Ch'ing (see Uthophone, see also
China, Y, 5(i» 4:283
Clappers 4:427428
Claves 4:457-458
Cowbells 5:8
Cymbals 5:112-116
Gambang 7:139
Gender 7:230
Gong 7:521-523
Gong-chime 7:523
Gourd 7:591
Guachara 7:764
Guacharaca 7:764
Guiro 7:825
Handbell 8:80-83
Hyoboshi [hyOshigi] (see Clappers) 8:852
Idiopbone 9:19
Kaffrr piano 9:766
Kasiklar (see Lozhky) 9:819
Kasiklav (see Lozhky) 9:819
Khat-tali 10:50
Kbongwong
Kodon 10:145
Kulinlang 10:304
Lithophone 11:80-81
Lo1.hky 11 :292
Maqwinliya 11:638
Maracas 11 :639
Marimba, 2. Latin America and the orchestral
marimba 11:682-683
MlIrimba-xylophone (see Xylorimba) 11:684
Marimbaphone 11:684
Mena'anim (see Jewish music I, 4{i» 12:131
Metallophone 12:214
Metziltayim (see Jewish music I, 4(i» 12:225
Musical box 12:814-815
Nao po (see Cymbals) 13:22
Pa'amonim (see Jewish music I, 4(i» 14:41
P'ai-pan 14:96
Percussion instruments 14:364
Pien ch'ing (see Lithophone)
Quijada (see Rattle)
Ranat 15:580
Rattle 15:600-602
Reco-reco (see Guiro and Brazil n, I(iv»
Reso-reso (see Guiro)

LAMELLAPHONES
Lamellaphone, I. General 10:401402
Linguaphone (see Lamellaphone) 11:7
Mbila 11 :872-873
Mbira 11:873
Sanza 16:487
Thumb piano (see Lamellaphone)

MEMBRANOPHONES
Bendir 2:468
Bongos 3:19
Boobams 3:39
Caja 3:610-611
Conga drum 4:658

curca 5:9:5

Datf 5:145
Dambukka [DIrbukb1 5:239
DaV1ll S:284
l;>bolak (see India, Subcontinent of, n, 6(ili);
Nepal; Pak.istall4, 5(vi); Surinam, 4) 5:413
Drum, L General 5:639-642
Drum-chime 5:649
Frame drum 6:73:9
Frictioa drum 6:14+845
Ganga 7:145-147
G!n9ang 7:230
Hourglass drum 8:737-738
Kabaro 9:762
K~Qang 9:862
Kettledrum 10:7
KhOng wong 10:51
Kiiba (see Persia, 3(ii» 10:287
Kultrun ,10:305
Kiis (see Persia, 3(u» 10:324
Lambeg drum 10:394
Membranophone 12:130
Mrdabgam 12:756
Nakers 13:16-17
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Naqqiira 13:36-37
Percussion instruments 14:364
Rabana 15:522
String drum 18:276
Tabira (see Persia, 3(ii»
Tabl 18:506
Tabla 18:506
Talking drum 18:540

Tambari 18:550
Tambour 18:551
Tar 18:514
Tas (see Persia, 3(ii»
Timbales 18:823
Tom-tom 19:49
Tupim (see Jewisb music) 19:258

QENRE LISTJNQ
BLUES

DANCE (cont.)

Blue note 2:812
Blues 2:812-819
Boogie-Woogie 3:39
Broonzy, Big Bill 3:334
Burleigh, Henry Thacker 3:471-472
Carr, Leroy 3:823
Davis, Gary ['Blind Gary'] 5:22
Dorsey, Thomas A(ndrew) [,Georgia
Tom1 5:578-579
Fuller, Blind Boy [Fulton, Allen] 7:27
Handy, William Christopher 8:144
Hopkins, Lightnin' [Sam] 8:690
Hurt, Mississippi John 8:821
Jefferson, Blind Lemon 9:583
Johnson, Robert (iii) 9:682-683
King, B. B. [Riley B.] 10:65
Ledbetter, Huddie ['Leadbelly']
10:595-596
Little Walter [Jacobs, Walter] 11:84
McTell, 'Blind' Willie 11:452
Memphis Minnie [Douglas, Minnie]
12:131
Muddy Waters [Morganfield,
McKinley] 12:759
Patton, Charley 14:304
Race record 15:525
Rhythm and blues 15:824
Smith, (Clarence) 'Pine Top'
17:417-418
Walker, 'T-Bone' [Aaron Thibeaux]
20:174
Williamson, 'Sonny Boy' (b. 1948)
20:439
Yancey, Jimmy [James Edward]
20:569-510

Alegria 1:242
Baile 2:35
BailecilO 2:35

Balasaraswati. Thanjavar 2:58
Bali (see Sri Lanka) 2:69
Bambuco 2: 103
Bam dance 2:165
Black Bottom [Black shuffle) 2:769
Black shuffle (see Black Bottom)
2:710
Bolero 2:870-871
Bossa-nova 3:77-18
Breakdown 3:244
Bunde 3:454
Cachua 3:582
Cakewalk 3:611
Calinda 3:623
Calypso 3:634-635
Cancan 3:678-619
Caracole (see Flamenco, Table 1)
Cartagenera (see Flamenco. Table 1)
3:830
Cha cha cha 4:100
Charleston (ii) 4: 159-160
Chula 4:382
Chunchus-collas 4:382
Clog dance (see U.S.A. II, 2(iii) and
Jig) 4:501
Coco 4:514
Conga 4:658
Corroboree 4:804-805
Csaroas 5:82
Currulao 5:99
Cushion dance 5: 105-106
Danzon 5:236
Fandango 6:378
Farandole 6:394
Flamenco 6:625-630
Foxtrot 6:739
Habanera 8:8
Halling 8:57
Hoedown 8:612
Hopak 8:688
Huayno 8:752
Hula 8:772
Jarana 9:555

DANCE
Alborea 1:221
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Jitterbug 9:652
Jive 9:652
Kathakali 9:826
Kazachok 9:837-838
Krakowiak 10:238
Kujawiak 10:304
Lancers 10:424
Laneller 10:435-436
Lindy 11:5-6
Livianas 11:94
Malaguena 11:549
Mambo 11:592
Marinera 11 :685
Marizapalos 11:691
Matachin 11:816-818
Maxixc 11:851
Mejorana 12:79
Mento 12:166-167
Merengue 12:180
Morris dance (see England, II, 6(i»
12:592
NiilYa-shtra (see India,
Subcontinent of I, 4(i); II, 6(iii»
13:76
09issi (see India, Subcontinent of,
VII,4(iv» 13:533-534
One-step 13:543
Pasil\o 14:261
Polka 15:42-44
Rant 15:586
Redowa 15:663
Reel 15:667-668
Rondeiia (see Flamenco and Spain
II,6)
Rumba 16:329
Samba 16:447-448
Sandunga 16:469
Sardana 16:497
Seguidilla [siguidilla, seguidillasJ
17:106-108
Seguiriya (see Seguidilla)
Shake-a-leg 17:213
Shankar, Uday 17:220-221
Shimmy 17:257
Siguidilla (see Seguidilla)
Siguiriya (see Seguidilla)
Ska 17:361
Soft shoe 17:442
Solea 17:449
Son guatemalteco 17:524
Spouge 18:27
Square dance 18:30
Strathspey 18:202
Tamborito 18:551
Tango 18:563-565
Tapdance 18:571-572
Tirana 19:11
Two-step 19:296-297
Vats 19:509
Verbunkos 19:629-630
Venliales 19:665

Villancico, 3. Latin America
19:769-770
Waltz 20:200-206

GOSPEL
Alexander, Charles McCallom
(publisher, revivalist, Gospel)
1:246
Bliss, Philip Paul 2:794
Brewster, W(iIliam) Herbert 3:273
Camp-meeting spiritual (see
Spiritual I, 2) 3:660
Carrell, James P. 3:825
Crosby, Fanny Jane 5:60
Crouch, Andrae Edward (see Gospel
music, I) 5:68
Gabriel, Charles Hutchison (see
Gospel music, I) 7:54
Gospel music 7:549-559
Jackson, Mahalia 9:438
Johnson, 'Blind' Willie 9:676
McGranahan, James
11:426
Peterson, John Willard 14:578
Sankey, Ira David 16:472
Shape-note hymnody 17:223-228
Soul music 17:545
Spiritual, I. White 18:1-4
Spiritual, II. Black 18:4-7
Stamps, V(irgil) O(liver) 18:67
Stebbins, George Coles 18:86
Sunday school hymnody 18:368
Swan, Mareus Lafayette 18:396
, 'Sister' Rosetta 18:725
T
Charles Albert 18:840
Towner, Daniel Brink 19:104
Vaughan, James D(avid) 19:568
Ward, Clara 20:210
White, Benjamin Franklin 20:382
Wyeth, John 20:553·554

JA'lZ
Abdullah ibn Buhaina (see Blakey,
Art) 1:9
Adderley, Cannonball 1:103
Afro-Cubanjazz 1:153
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Fitzgerald, Ella 6:621
Freejazz 6:81S
Freeman, Bud [Lawrence] 6:81S
Garbarek, Jan 7:151
Gamer, Errol (Louis) 7:167
Getz, Stan(lcy) 7:324
Gibbs, Michael 7:360
Gillespie, Dizzy 7:379-380
Giuffre, Jimmy [James Peter] 7:413
Goodman, Benny 7:529-530
Granz, Norman 7:640
Grappelli [Grappelly], Stephane
7:640
Graves, Milford 7:649
Gullin, Lars 7:845
Haig, Al [Allan Warren] 8:30
Hallberg, Bengt 8:53
Hampton, Lionel ['Rampl 8:80
Hard bop (see East Coast Jazz) 8:158
Hawkins, Coleman ['Hawk', 'Beanj
8:321·322
Henderson, (James) Fletcher 8:478
Hines, Earl (Kenneth) ['Patha']
8:587-588
Hodges, Johnny [John Cornelius;
'Rabbit'] 8:612
Holiday, Billie [Lady Day; Fagan;
Eleanora] 8:645
Hooker, John Lee 8:686
International Society for Jazz
Research 9:275-276
Jackson, Milt(on) ['Bags'] 9:438-439
Jam session 9:473
Jazz 9:561-579
Jazz at the Philharmonic 9:579
Johnson, 'J. J: [James Louis] 9:678
Johnson, Bunk [William Geary] 9:676
Johnson, James P(rice) 9:678
Jones, Elvin (Ray) 9:699
Jones, Jo [Jonathan] 9:701
Kente, Gibson 9:865
Kenton, Stan [Newcomb, Stanley]
9:866
Kirk, Andy [Andrew Dewey] 10:78-79
Komeda [Trzcinski], Krzysztof 10:165
Konitz, Lee 10:178
Kuhn, Rolf 10:297
Lang, Eddie [Massam, Salvatore]
10:442
Levant, Oskar 10:699
Lewis [Zeno], George (Louis Francis)
10:706
Lewis, John (Aamn) 10:707
Lewis, Meade (Anderson) ['Luxj
10:707
Little Jazz (see Eldridge, Roy) 11:84
Lyttelton, Humphrey 11 :403-404
Mangelsdorff', Albert 11:616
Miley, 'Bubber' [James Wesley]
12:304
Mingus, Charles 12:334-335

Allen, Henry (James) 'Red' 1:28
Ammons, Albert 1:330
Ayler, Albert 1:754-755
Bailey, Mildred 2:35
Barber, (Donald) Chris(topher) 2:133
Basie, Count (aka Red Bank) 2:236
Bechet, Sidney 2:330-331
Beiderbecke, Leon Bix 2:417-418
Berigan, 'Bunny' [Roland Bernard]
2:553
Bigard, Bamey [Albany Leon] 2:700
Blakey, Art [Abdullah Ibn Buhaina]
2:776
Blue note 2:812
Bolden, Buddy ['!Charles] 2:870
Boogie-woogie 3:39
Bop 3:41
Break 3:244
Brown, Clifford ['Browniel 3:341
Brubeck, Dave [David W.] 3:349
Cannichael, Hoagy [Hoagland] 3:799
Camey, Harry (Howell) 3:800
Carter, Benny [Lester, Bennett] 3:831
Catlett, Sid 4:12
Chaloff,
3:111
Charles,
4:1S8
Cherry,Don(aldE.) 4:203
Clarice, Kenny [Spearman, Kenneth;
'Klook'] 4:448
Cleveland, James 4:496
Cole, Nat King [Coles, Nathaniel
Adams] 4:525
Coleman, Omette 4:S26-527
Coltrane, John 4:S86-587
Coo1jazz 4:714
Cunningham, Arthur 5:97
Dameron, Tadd [Tadley Ewing]
5:171-172
~orth,John[Johnny]oPhi1ip

William) 5:228
Dauner, Wolfgang 5:254
Davashe, Mackay 5:258
Davis, Miles (Dewey) 5:282
Desmond [Breitenfeld], Paul 5:392
Dixie Jass Band (see Original
Dixieland Jazz Band) S:S 12
Dixielandjazz 5:512
Dodds, 'Baby' [Warren] 5:519
Dodds, Johnny 5:519-520
Domnerus, Arne 5:539
Donner, Henrik Otto 5:570
Dorsey [Family] 5:579
EastCoastJazz 5:808
Eldridge, (David) Roy 6: 104
Electric jazz 6: lOS-106
Ellington, Duke [Edward Kennedy]
6:136-137
Ellis, Don(aldJohnson) 6:138-139
Evans, Bill 6:318
Evans, Gil [Green, Ernest Gilmore]
6:319
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Modal jazz 12:376
Modem Jazz Quartet 12:453
Mole, 'Miff' [Irving Milfred] 12:464
Monk, Thelonious (Sphere)
12:490-491
Morton, 'Jelly Roll' [Ferdinand
Joseph] 12:595·596
Moten, Bennie [Benjamin] 12:617
Mulligan, Gerry [Gerald Joseph]
12:775
Murray, Sonny [James Arthur]
12:792
Navarro, 'Fats' [Theodore] 13:82
NewOrleansJazz 13:169
New Orleans Rhythm Kings
13:169·170
Nichols, 'Red' [Ernest Loring] 13:206
Norvo, Red [Noville, Kenneth]
13:321
Nxumalo, Gideon N. N. 13:455
Oliver, King [Joe] 13:533-534
Original Dixieland Jazz Band [Dixie
Jass Band] 13:822
Dry, 'Kid' [Edward] 13:878
Page, Walter (Sylvester) 14:92
Parker, Charlie [Charles Christopher
Jr; Bird, Yardbird] 14:228·230
Pepper, Art(hur Edward) 14:356
Peterson, Oscar (Emmanuel) 14:578
Powell, Bud [Earl] 15:172·173
Reinhardt, Django [Jean Baptiste]
15:723
Rich, Buddy [Bernard] 15:838
Riff 16:13
Roach, Max 16:65
Roberts, Luckey [Charles Luckeyth
(Luckeyeth) 16:70
Rodgers [Rajonski], Shorty [Milton
M.] 16:104
Rollins, Sonney [Theodore Walter]
16:118
Rushing, Jimmy [James Andrew]
16:334
Russell, 'Pee Wee' 16:335·336
Russell, George (Allan) 16:334·335
Russell, Luis (Carl) 16:335
Rypdal, Tenje 16:359
Scat singing 16:580
Schifrin, Lalo (Boris) 16:644
Schoof, Manfred 16:731
Scott, Ronnie [Ronald] 17:83·84
Shaw, Artie [Arshawsky, Arthur]
17:232
Silver, Horace (Ward Martin
Tabares) 17:319
Singleton, 'Zutty' [Arthur James]
17:347
Smith, Bessie 17:411
Smith, Hale 17:414
Solal, Martial 17:448
Spasm band 17:818

Stop time 18: 179
Strayhorn, Billy [William] 18:265
Stride 18:270
Sun Ra [Bourke, Sonny; Le Sony'r Ra]
18:369·370
Surman, John (Douglas) 18:377
Swing 18:416
Symphonic Jazz 18:428
Tatum, Art [Arthur] 18:593·594
Taylor, Cecil (Perceval) 18:604
Tchicai, John (Martin) 18:638
Traditional Jazz 19:110·111
Trent, Alphonso [Alphonse] 19:132
Tristano, Lennie [Leonard Joseph]
19:154
Vamp 19:516
Vaughan, Sarah 19:568
Walking bass (1,2) 20:174
Waller, 'Fats' (1904-1943) 20:179
Webb, Chick [William] 20:237·238
Webster, BenGamin Francis) 20:282
West Coast Jazz 20:371
Westbrook, Mike [Michael] 20:371
Williams, Cootie [Charles Melvin]
20:433
Wilson. Teddy [Theodore] 20:445
Young, Lester (Willis) ['Pres', 'Prez']
20:580

POPULAR
Arlen, Harold 1:593·594
Barbershop harmony 2:137
Barnard. Charlotte Alington 2: 165
Barrelhouse 2:181
StatIes, The 2:321·322
Berlin, Irving [Baline, Irving]
2:578-579
Bernstein, Leonard 2:629·631
Berry, Chuck [Charles Edward
Anderson] 2:631
Besoyan, Rick [Richard] (Vaugh)
2:659
Blake, Eubie [James Hubert]
2:775·776
Bland, James (ii) 2:780
Bluegrass music 2:812
Bock, Jerry [Jerrold] (Lewis)
2:832·833
Breakdown 3:244
BreI, Jacques 3:253·254
Brown, Nacio Herb 3:344
Bryant, Dan(iel Webster) 3:400
Cabaret 3:570·572
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Carter Family 3:837-838
Cash, Johnny [John R,] 3:856
Charles, Ray 4:158
Choro 4:340
Christy, Edwin Pearce 4:377
Cole, Nat King [Coles, Nathaniel
Adams] 4:525
Coleman, Cy 4:526
Congolese music 4:659-661
Cook, Will Marion 4:708
Cover record 5:7
Coward, Sir Noel (Pierce) 5:7-8
Crooning 5:60
Crosby, Bing [Harry Utils] 5:60
Davies, Harry Parr 5:274
Donaldson, Walter 5:541
Dresser [Dreiser], Paul 5:629
Dylan, Bob [Zimmerman, Robert
Allen] 5:795
Eckstine, Billy 5:827
Fiedler, Arthur 6:534
Foster, Steven Collins 6:730
Fox, Roy 6:737
Garland, Judy [Gumm, Frances EthelJ
7:167
Gershwin, George 7:302-304
Guthrie, Woody 7:856-857
Haley, Bill [Clifton, William JohnJ
8:46
Harnmerstein, Oscar (Greeley
Clendenning) 8:77
Hart, Lorenz 8:260
Henderson, Ray 8:478
Herman, Jerry [Gerald] 8:507
Highlife [hi-life] 8:550-551
Honky tonk music 8:682
Hurok, Sol(omon Israelovich) 8:821
Hutchinson [Family] 8:827
Johnson, J(ohn) Rosamund 9:680
Jol8OO, Al [Yoelson, Asa] 9:689
Joplin, Scott 9:708-709
Jukebox 9:746
Kwela 10:329-330
Lane, Burton 10:441
Lara, Agustin 10:467
Lauder, Sir Harry (Maclennan)
10:543
Leclerc, Felix 10:592
Lee, Peggy (Egstrom, Norma Delores]
10:599
Leigh, Mitch 10:631
Lennon, John (Winston Ono) 10:665
Lerner, Alan Jay 10:685
Mancini, Henry 11:603
McHugh, Jimmy [James]
(Francis) 11:439-440
Minstrelsy, American 12:351
Monckton, (John) Lionel
(Alexander) 12:478-479
Monroe, Bill [William] (Smith)
12:499-500

Motown 12:649
Movie music (see Film music) 12:660
Music hall 12:831-834
Nashville sound 13:41
Negro minstrels (see Minstrelsy,
American) 13:97
Pan-PacificPop 14:158
Pop music 15:85
Popular music 15:87-121
Porter, Cole (Albert) 15:135-136
Presley, Elvis (Aaron) 15:218
Punk rock (see Popular music III, 7)
Reggae 15:681
Revel, Harry 15:775
Revue 15:778-780
Rhythm Kings (see New Orleans
Rhythm Kings) 15:825
Rice, "Daddy" 15:835
Rice, Edward Everett 15:835
Richard, Clift' 15:841
Rock and roll (see Popular music, III,
4,6)
Rock steady 16:85
Rodgers, Jimmie [James] (Charles)
16:89
Rodgers, Richard (Charles) 16:90-91
Rolling Stones 16:117-118
Rome, Harold (Jacob) 16:162
Savoy Orpheans 16:529
Schmidt, Harvey (Lester) 16:673
Sinatra, Frank [Francis Albert]
17:333-334
Skittle 17:365
Sondheim, Stephen (Joshua) 17:509
Sones, Spike [Lindley Armstrong]
9:704
Starr, Ringo [Starkey, Richard] 18:80
Steel band 18:89
Strouse, Charles (Louis) 18:293
Sullivan, Sir Arthur (Seymour)
18:355-364
Swingle Singers 18:416
Tierney, Harry (Austin) 18:817
Tin Pan Alley 18:841
Vallee (Vallee) Rudy (Hubert Prior)
19:502
Van Heusen, Jimmy [James]
[Babcock, Edward Chester] 19:525
Vigneault, Gilles 19:756
Von Tilzer [Gumm], Albert 20:77
Von Tilzer [Gumm], Harry [Harold]
20:78
Warren, Harry (Salvatore) 20:215
Washboard band 20:224
Waters, Ethel 20:233-234
Webster, J(oseph) P{hilbrich) 20:282
Weill, Kurt (Julian) 20:300-310
Wenrich, Percy 20:342
Western swing 20:375
Whiteman, Paul 20:388
Who, The 20:391
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RELIGIOUS (cont.)

Williams, ('King') Hank [Hiram]
20:433
Willson [Reiniger], (Robert)
Meredith 20:442
Wilson, Sandy [Alexander]
(Galbraith) 20:444

Hos 8:727
Hndhra 8:761
HullAla 8:773
Ibraksis (see also Syrian church
music) 9:5
Ibsaliya (see also Coptic rite, music of
the) 9:5
Ingliil 9:230
Islamic religious music 9:342-349
Jacobite rite, music of the (see
Syrian church music) 9:446
Jewish music, I. Liturgical music
9:614-634
Kabaro 9:762
Kanona: 9:795
Karranay 9:814
Kashkul 9:817
Keddase 9:841
Kene 9:862
Khedase 10:50
Kitiiba daqdham wadbathar (see
Syrian Church Music) 10:88
UJchumiirii 10:380
Lelyii (see Syrian church music)
10:650
Lobsh (see Coptic rite, music of the)
Madrasha 11:457
Ma'iranll 11:540
Makwawya 11:547
Malabar rite, music of the (see
Syrian church music) 11:547
Malankarrite, music of the (see
Syrian church music) 11:547
Ma'nitha (see Syrian church music)
11:619
Maqwiirniyii 11:638
Maraged (see Ethiopian rite, music of
the) 11:640
Marrnitbii (see Syrian church music)
11:693
Maronite rite, music of the (see
Syrian church music) 11:694
Maskil (see Jewish music, I, 5) 11:747
Maw,ge'et 11:850
Mawtba (see Syrian church music)
11:850
Me'eraf 12:59
Melchite rite, music of the (see
Syrian church music) 12:103
Meleket 12:103
Mimra (see Syrian church music)
12:322
Missinai melodies (see Jewish music,
I, 10) 12:367
Nagah (see Syrian church music)
13:14
Nestorian rite, music of the (see
Syrian church music) 13:116
Pawe10s 14:315
Peraksis (see Syrian church music)
14:361

RELIGIOUS
Abyssinian rite, music of the (see
Ethiopian rite, music of the)
'Alenu 1:243
Anenayki (see Russian and Slavonic
church music) 1:417
Arllrlly (see Ethiopian rite, music of
the)
Arba'ann-naqiis (see Coptic rite,
music of the)
Awshlya (see Coptic rite, music of
the) 1:753
Azbuki (see Russian and Slavonic
church music, 2) 1:758
BadtJan 2:8
Battari (see Coptic rite, music of the)
2:32
Bardaisan 2:150
Bol 2:869
Borshoy raspev 3:10
Buddhist music 3:417-421
Bulus (see Coptic rite, music of the)
Celtic rite, music of the 4:52-54
Chaldean rite, music of the (see
Syrian church music) 3:110
Chazzan (see Jewish music I, 7-9)
Coptic rite, music of the (see also
Ethiopian rite, music of the)
4:730-734
Dabtarl (see Ethiopian rite, music of
the) 5:143
Dawidha (see Syrian church music)
5:286
Deggwa (see Ethiopian rite, music of
the) 5:322
Dervish music (see Islamic religious
music) 5:384
Difniir 5:473
,Eqba 6:218
Ermeneia 6:237
Ethiopian rite, music of the
6:272-275
Euangelion (see Coptic rite, music of
the) 6:291
Ewangeliyiin (see Coptic rite, music
of the) 6:321
Folk hymn 6:693
Funk, Joseph 7:32
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TIIEATER

Qalii (see Syrian church music)
QaIthii (see Syrian church music)
Qaniine yawnaye (see Syrian church
music)
Qawma (see Syrian church music)
Qibli (see Coptic rite, music of the)
Qugulion (see Syrian church music)
Qum (see Ethiopian rite, music of
the)
Ramshll. (see Syrian church music)
Russian and Slavonic church music
16:337-346
Sacred Harp singing 16:377
$an~el (see Ethiopian rite, music of
the)
Sapra 16:489
Sedra (see Syrian church music)
$efat (see Ethiopian rite, music of
the)
Selah (see Jewish music, I, 5)
Serayu (see Ethiopian rite, music of
the) 17: 159
Shape-note hymnody 17:223-228
Sheth shli'in (see Syrian church
music)
Sh~imtli (see Syrian church music)
Shubahii (see Syrian church music)
Shuchlafe (see Syrian church
music)
Shurayii" (see Syrian church music)
Sufi music (see Islamic religious
music)
Sughithli 18:332
Sutara (see Syrian church music)
Syrian church music 18:472-481
Tariqa (see Coptic rite, music of the)
18:580
TasbiI:ta (see Coptic rite, music of
the)
Tbiirtli 18:606
Teshbohta 18:702
l1ath sha'in (see Syrian church
music)
Tshli' sh'in (see Syrian church
music) 19:231
'Unitha 19:453
West Syrian rite, music of the (see
Syrian church music)
Ya-yiieh (see China II)
Zima (see Ethiopian rite, music of
the)
Zenunane (see Ethiopian rite, music
of the)
Zerruniire (see Ethiopian rite, music
of the)

Bunraku (see Japan II1,3)
Kabuki (see Japan III, 4) 9:762
Kyogen 10:330
Musical comedy 12:815-823
Noh (see Japan, III, 2) 13:263
P'ansori (see Korea 9(i» 14:160
Peking Opera (see China III, 2)
14:342

VOCAL
Alalil 1:191
Alborea 1:221
Alegria 1:242
BaguaJa [joi-joi, tonada, vidalita,
vidala coya] 2:32
Blackface minstrelsy (see
Minstrelsy, American) 2:769
Bothy ballad 3:88
Ca!'ypso 3:634-635
Cana (see Cante Hondo and Flamenco, Table I)
3:667
Cante Hondo 3:719
Caracole (see Flamenco, Table I)
Carol 3:802-812
Cartagenera (see Flamenco, Table 1)
3:830
Child ballad (see also, Ballad;
England, II, 5; Scotland. II, 6;
Sweden, II, 3; USA, II. 3(i» 4:230
Copla 4:718-719
Corrido 4:804
Corroboree 4:804-805
Coumbite songs 4:832-833
Cowboy song 5:8
Davis. Gussie (Lord) 5:282
Decima 5:315
Dhrupad (see India, Subcontinent of
I. 4, 6(ii); II. 3(ii), 4(H), 6(iii»
5:414
Dumka 5:711
Epic song 6:212
Estilo 6:263
Everett, Asa Brooks 6:320
Flamenco 6:625·630
Folk hymn 6:693
Galeron 7:96
Gassenhauer 7:177-178
Ghazal {see also India, subcontinent
of (III, 2.» 7:332
Guajira 7:767
Guaracha 7:769-770
Habanera 8:6
Himeni 8:571
Kalevala 9:775
Kbayll.l (see India, Subcontinent of I,
6(ii); II. 3{i). 4(ii); III. 1.) 10:50
Kirtana (see Bangladesh 1, 3(i); and
India I, 3(iii); II, 4(iii); VI, 3.) 10:83
Koleda [colenda] 10:158-159
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Koran reading 10:191
Lament 10:407-410
Livianas 11:94
Malagu~a 11:549
Mento 12:166-167
Milonga 12:328
Modinha 12:454
Miiwashshal) 13: 1
National Anthems 13:46-75
Negrillo 13:96-97
Penillion 14:351
Plena 15:6
Revival spiritual 15:776
Roodella (see Flamenco and Spain II,

Seguiriya (see Seguidilla)
Seis 17:114
Shanty 17:221-223
Siguidilla (see Seguidilla)
Siguiriya (see Seguidilla)
Smith, William (ii) 17:420
Solea 17:449
Songster 17:524
Songwriter 17:525
Street cries 18:265-266
Taranta (see Flamenco, Table 1)
Thumri (see India. subcontinent of)
. 18:796
Tirana 19:11
Verdiales 19:665
Vidala 19:711
WauJking song 20:235
Yaravi 20:570
Yodel 20:574
Zajal 20:626-627

6)

Sacred Harp singing 16:377
Sandunga 16:469
Scat singing 16:580
Seguidilla [siguidilla. seguidillas]
17:106-108

OTHER US1JNG
COMPOSERS
Abdel-Rahim [Rehim], Gamal 1:8
Abdel-Wahab, Mubammed 1:8-9

Abdon, Bonifacio 1:9
Abe, Komei 1:9
Arlen, Harold 1:593-594
Atrash [EI Atrash] Farid 1:673
Barnard, Charlotte Alington 2:165
Berlin, Irving [Baline, Irving] 2:578-579
Bemstein, Leonard 2:629-631
Berry, Chuck [Charles Edward Anderson] 2:631
Besoyan, Rick [Richard] (Vaugh) 2:659
Blake, Eubie [James Hubert] 2:775-776
Bland, James (ii) 2:780
Bliss, Philip Paul 2:794
Bock, Jerry [Jerrold] (Lewis) 2:832-833
Brei, Jacques 3:253-254
Brewster, W(illiam) Herbert 3:273
Brown, Nacio Herb 3:334
Burleigh, Henry Thacker 3:471-472
Bums, Robert 3:492-493
Caldwell, William (see Shape-note
hymnody) 3:618
Carmichael, Hoagy [Hoagland] (Howard) 3:799
Carrell, James P. 3:825
Charles, Ray 4:158
Charles, Teddy 4:158
Coleman, Cy 4:526
Coleman, Omette 4:526-527
Cook, Will Marion 4:708
. Cossetto, Emil 4:815
Coward, Sir N6el (Pierce) 5:7-8
Crosby, Fanny Jane 5:60
Crouch, Andrae Edward (see Gospel
music,1) 5:68

COMPOSERS (coot.)
Cunningham, Arthur 5:97
Dankworth, John [Johnny] (philip
William) 5:228
Dauner, Wolfgang 5:254
Davashe, Mackay 5:258
Davies, Harry Parr 5:274
Davis, Gussie (Lord) 5:282
Davisson, Ananias 5:284
Dawson, William Levi 5:286
Desmond [Breitenfeld], Paul 5:392
Donaldson, Walter 5:541
Donner, Henrik Otto 5:570
Dorsey, Thomas A(ndrew) 5:578-579
Dresser [Dreiser], Paul 5:629
Dylan, Bob [Zimmerman, Robert Allen] 5:795
Ellington, Duke [Edward Kennedy] 6: 136-137
Ellis, Don(ald Johnson) 6: 138-139
Evans, Bill 6:318
Evans. Gil [Green, Ernest Gilmore] 6:319
Everett, Asa Brooks 6:320
Foster, Steven Collins 6:730
Fox, Roy 6:737
Funk. Joseph 7:32
Gabriel, Charles Hutchison (see Gospel
music, I) 7:54
Gershwin. George 7:302-304
Gibbs, Michael 7:360
Gillespie, Dizzy [John Birks] 7:379-380
Giuffre, Jimmy [James Peter] 7:413
Goodman, Benny 7:529-530
Gullin.~ 7:845
Guthrie, Woody [Woodrow Wilson] 7:856-857
's, Manos 8:17
Bengt 8:53
illiam Christopher 8: 144
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Hauser, William 8:313
Henderson, Ray 8:478
Hel1llan, Jerry [Gerald] 8:507
Hodeir, Andre 8:610-611
Ismail, Aly 9:349
Jackson, Judge 9:438
Johnson, 'J. J.' [James Louis] 9:678
Johnson, J(ohn) Rosamund 9:680
Johnson, James P(rice) 9:678
Joplin, Scott 9:708-709
Kente, Gibson 9:865
Kiefer, Aldine S(illman) 10:54
King, E. 1. 10:65
Komeda [Trzcinski], Krzysztof 10:165
Kutev, Philipp 10:326
Lane, Burton 10:441
Lauder, Sir Harry (Maclennan) 10:543
Leclerc, Felix 10:592
Lee, Peggy [Egstrom, NOI1lla Delores] 10:599
Leigh, Mitch 10:631
Lennon, John (Winston Ono) 10:665
Levant, Oskar 10:699
Lewis, John (Aaron) 10:707
Little, William 11 :83
Mancini, Henry 11:603
Mann, Elias 11 :620
Marshall, William 11:708
Matshikiza, Todd T. 11:826
McHugh, Jimmy [James] (Francis)
11:439-440
McIntosh, Rigdon McCoy 11:440
Monckton, (John) Lionel (Alexander)
12:478-479
Monk, Thelonious (Sphere) 12:490-491
Monroe, Bill [William] (Smith) 12:499-500
Morton, 'Jelly Roll' (Ferdinand Joseph]
12:595-596
Nxumalo, Gideon N. N. 13:455
Osman [UthmanJ, Muhammed 14:5-6
Parker, Charlie [Charles Christopher Jr; Bird,
Yardbird] 14:228-230
Peterson, John Willard 14:578
Porter, Cole (Albert) 15:135-136
Rainger, Ralph 15:546
Revel, Harry 15:775
Rey, Cerna! Resit 15:782
Rice, Edward Everett 15:835
Roach, Max 16;65
Roberts, Luckey [Charles Luckeyth
(Lucheyeth)] 16:70
Rodgers [Rajonski], Shorty [Milton M.l 16:104
Rodgers, Richard (Charles) 16:90-91
Rome, Harold (Jacob) 16:162
Russell, George (Allan) 16:334-335
Rypdal, Tenje 16:359
Sabra, Wadi 16:368-369
Schmidt, Harvey (Lester) 16:673
Schoof, Manfred 16:731
Silver, Horace (Ward Martin Tabares) 17:319

Smith, Hale 17:414
Solal, Martial 17:448
Sondheim, Stephen (Joshua) 17:509
Sousa, John Philip 17:755-757
Stebbins, George Coles 18:86
Strouse, Charles (Louis) 18:293
Sullivan, Sir Arthur (Seymour) 18:355-364
Tchicai, John (Martin) 18:638
Tierney, Harry (Austin) 18:817
Tindley, Charles Albert 18:840
Towner, Daniel Brink 19:104
Van Heusen, Jimmy [James] [Babcock, Edward
Chester] 19:525
VigneaUlt, Gilles 19:756
Von Tilzer [Gumm], Albert 20:77
Von Tilzer [Gumm], Harry [Harold] 20:78
Webster, J(oseph) P(hilbrich) 20:282
Weill, Kurt (Julian) 20:300-310
Wenrich, Percy 20:342
Westbrook, Mike [Michael] 20:371
White, Benjamin Franklin 20:382
Williams, ('King') Hank [Hiram] 20:433
Willson [Reiniger], (Robert) Meredith 20:442
Wilson, Sandy [Alexander] (Galbraith) 20:444
Woodbury, Isaac Baker 20:520
DISCIPLINES
Acoustics 1:43-87
Analysis 1:341-388
Cantometrics 3:736
Discography 5:495-496
Education in music 6: 1-58
Ethnomusicology 6:275-282
Hel1lleneutics 8:511
Iconography of music 9: 11-18
Music therapy 12:863-864
Musicology 12:836·846
Physics of music 14:664-677
Psychology of music 15:388-427
Semiology 17:123-124
Sociology of music 17:432-439
Sound recording, transmission and
reproduction 17:567-573
INSTITUTIONS
African Music Forum 1:153
African Music Society 1: 153
Archives and music 1:552-554
Asian Music Forum 1:655
English Folk Dance and Song Society 6:198-199
Folk-song Society 6:693
Galpin Society 7:134
International Folk Music Council 9:273
International Society for Jazz Research
9:275-276
International Society for Music Education
9:276
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R€pertoireInternational d'Iconographie
Musicale 15:749
Repertoire International de Liuerature
Musicale 15:747
Society for Ethnornusicology 17:431
Sound archives 17:563-565
UNESCO 19:331

Bolden, Buddy [?Charles] 2:870
Brei, Ja
3:253-254
Broonzy,
Bill 3:334
Brown,
rd ['Brownie'] 3:341
Brown, Nacio Herb 3:344
Brubeck, Dave [David W.] 3:349
Bryant, Dan(iel Webster) 3:400
Burleigh, Henry Thacker 3:471-472
Caramba, La 3:7
Carmichael, Hoagy [Hoagland] (Howard)
3:799
Carney, Harry (Howell) 3:800
Carr, Leroy 3:823
Carter Family 3:837-838
Carter, Benny [Lester, Bennett] 3:831
Cash, Johnny [John R.l 3:856
Catlett, Sid 4: 12
Chaloff, Serge 3: 111
Charles, Ray 4: 158
Charles, Teddy [Cohen, Theodore Charles]
4:158
Chazzan (see Jewish music I, 7-9)
Ch'eng Chang-keng (1812 - ca. 1880) 4:201
Cherry, Don(ald E.) 4:203
Christy, Edwin Pearce 4:377
Clarke, Kenny [Spearman, Kenneth; 'Klook1
4:448
Cleveland, James 4:496
Cole, Nat King [Coles, Nathaniel Adams] 4:525
Coleman, Cy 4:526
Coleman, Omette 4:526-527
Coltrane, John 4:586-587
Coward, Sir Noel (Pierce) 5:7-8
Crosby, Bing [Harry Lillis] 5:60
Crouch, Andrae Edward (see Gospel music,
5:68
Cunningham, Arthur 5:97
Darnemn, Tadd [Tadley Ewing] 5: 171-172
Dankworth, John [Johnny] (Philip William)
5:228
Dauner, Wolfgang 5:254
Davashe, Mackay 5:258
Davies, Harry Parr 5:274
Davis, Gary ['Blind Gary'] 5:22
Davis, Miles (Dewey) 5:282
Desmond [Breitenfeld], Paul 5:392
Dodds, 'Baby' [Warren] 5:519
Dodds, Johnny 5:519-520
Dornnerus, Arne 5:539
Donner, Henrik: Otto 5:570
Dorsey [Family1 5:579
Dorsey, Thomas A(ndrew) ['Georgia Tom']
5:578-579
Dresser [Dreiser1, Paul 5:629
Dylan, Bob [Zimmerman, Robert Allen]
5:795
Eckstine, Billy 5:827
Eldridge, (David) Roy 6:104
Ellington, Duke [Edward Kennedy) 6:136-137
Ellis, Don(ald Johnson) 6:138-139
Evans, Bill 6:318

NOTATION
Atnal} (see Ekphonetic notation) 1:669
Bareia (see Ekphonetic notation) 2:153
Bareiai diplai (see Ekphonetic notation) 2: 153
Buckwheat notation 3:411
Buth 3:517
Character notation 4: 155
Cheironorny 4:191-196
Ekphonetic notation 6:99-103
Joseph Huzaya 9:711
Khaz 10:50
Neumatic notations, VITI. Tibetan Buddhist
13:151,154
Notation 13:333-344
Patent notes (see Shape-note hymnody)
14:299
Pitch notation 14:786-789
PERFORMERS
Abdel Wahab, Muhammed 1:8-9
Abdullah ibn Buhaina (see Blakey, Art) 1:9
Adderley, Cannonball 1:103
Al-Makki [AbU 'Uthman Yal} ya ibn Marzilq]
1:284-285
Allen, Henry (James) 'Red' 1:28
'Alluyah [Abu H;Iasan 'Ali ibn 'Abdallah ibn
Sayf] 1:284
AInar, Hasan Ferit 1:288-289
Ammons, Albert 1:330
'Amr ibn Bl!na ['Arnr ibn Mul}ammad ibn
Sulaymiin ibn Rashid] 1:332-333
Andreyev, Vasily Vasil'yevich 1:413
Atrash [EI Atrash] Farid 1:673
Ayler, Albert 1:754-755
Bailey, Mildred 2:35
Balasaraswati, Thanjavar 2:58
Barber, (Donald) Chris(topher) 2:133
Basie, Count (aka Red Bank) 2:236
Beatles, The 2:321-322
Bechet, Sidney 2:330-331
Beiderbecke, Leon Bix 2:417-418
Berigan, 'Bunny' [Roland Bernard] 2:553
Bernstein, Leonard 2:629-631
Berry, Chuck [Charles Edward Anderson]
2:631
Bethune (Green), Thomas [Blind Tom]
2:663-664
Bigard, Barney [Albany Leon] 2:700
Blake, Eubie [James Hubert] 2:775-776
Blakey, Art [Abdullah Ibn Buhaina] 2:776
Bliss, Philip Paul 2:794

n
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PERFORMERS (cont.)

Evans, Gil [Green, Ernest Gilmore] 6:319
Fiedler, Arthur 6:534
Fitzgerald, Ella 6:621
Freeman, Bud [Lawrence] 6:815
Fuller, Blind Boy [Fulton, Allen] 7:27
Garbarek, Ian 7:151
Garland, Judy [Gumm, Frances Ethel] 7:167
Gamer, Erml (Louis) 7:167
Gershwin, George 7:302-304
Getz, Stan(ley) 7:324
Gibbs, Michael 7:360
Gillespie, Dizzy 7:379-380
Giuffre, Jimmy [James Peter] 7:413
Glantz, Leib 7:421-422
Goodman, Benny 7:529-530
Grappelli [Grappelly] Stephane 7:640
Graves, Milford 7:649
Gullin, Lars 7:845
Guthrie, Woody 7:856-857
Hafez, Abdel-Halirn 8:21
Haig, Ai [Allan Warren] 8:30
Haley, Bill [Qifton, William John] 8:46
Hallberg, Bengt 8:53
Hampton, Lionel ['Hamp1 8:80
Hawkins, Coleman ['Hawk', 'Bean'] 8:321-322
Henderson, (James) Fletcher 8:478
Hines, Earl (Kenneth) ['Pathal 8:587-588
Hodges, Johnny [lohn Cornelius; 'Rabbit']
8:612
Holiday, Billie [Lady Day; Fagan; Eleanora]
8:645
Hooker, John Lee 8:686
Hopkins, Lightnin' [Sam] 8:690
Hurt, Mississippi John 8:821
Hutchinson [Family] 8:827
Ibrahim al-Maw~ili [al-Nadim] 9:4-5
Ibrahim ibn al-Mahdi 9:5
Jackson, Mahalia 9:438
Jackson, Milt(on) ['Bags'] 9:438-439
Jefferson, Blind Lemon 9:583
Johnson, 'Blind' Willie 9:676
Johnson, 'J. J.' [James Louis] 9:678
Johnson, Bunk [William Geary] 9:676
Johnson, J(ohn) Rosamund 9:680
Johnson, James P(rice) 9:678
Johnson, Robert (iii) 9:682-683
Jolsnn, Ai [Yoelson, Asa] 9:689
Jones, Elvin (Ray) 9:699
Jones, Jo [Jonathan] 9:701
Joplin, Scott 9:708-709
Kalthum, Ibrahim Um 9:785
Kente, Gibson 9:865
Kenton, Stan [Newcomb, Stanley] 9:866
Khan, Ali Akbar 10:49
Khan, Vilayat 10:49
King, B. B. [Riley B.J 10:65
Kirk, Andy [Andrew Dewey] 10:78-79
Komeda [Trzcinski]. Krzysztof 10:165
Kouitz, Lee 10:178
Kuhn, Rolf 10:297
Lal, Chatur 10:380

Lang, Eddie [Massaro, Salvatore] 10:442
Lauder, Sir Harry (Maclennan) 10:543
Leclerc, Felix 10:592
Ledbetter, Huddie ['Leadbelly'] 10:595-596
Lee, Peggy [Egstrom, Norma Delores] 10:599
Lennon, John (Winston Ono) 10:665
Levant, Oskar 10:699
Lewis [Zeno] , George (Louis Francis) 10:706
Lewis, John (Aaron) 10:707
Lewis, Meade (Anderson) ['Lux'] 10:707
Little Walter [Jacobs, Walter] 11:84
Lyttelton, Humphrey 11 :403-404
Mangelsdorff, Albert 11:616
Marshall, William 11:708
McHugh, Jimmy [James] (Francis)
11:439-440
McTell, 'Blind' Willie 11 :452
Mei Lan-fang 12:71
Memphis Minnie [Douglas, Minnie] 12:131
Miley, 'Bubber' [James Wesley] 12:304
Mingus, Charles 12:334-335
Miyagi, Michio 12:371-372
Mole, 'Miff [Irving Milfred] 12:464
Monk, Thelonious (Sphere) 12:490-491
Monroe, Bill [William] (Smith) 12:499-500
Morton, 'Jelly Roll' [Ferdinand Joseph]
12:595-596
Moten, Bennie [Benjamin] 12:617
Muddy Waters [Morganfield, McKinley] 12:759
Mulligan, Gerry [Gerald Joseph] 12:775
Murray, Sonny [James Arthur] 12:792
Navarro, 'Fats' [Theodore] 13:82
New Orleans Rhythm Kings 13:169-170
Nichols, 'Red' [Ernest Loring] 13:206
Norvo, Red [Noville, Kenneth] 13:321
Oliver, King [Joe] 13:533-534
Original Dixieland Jazz Band [Dixie Jass Band]
13:822
Ory, 'Kid' [Edward] 13:878
Page, Walter (Sylvester) 14:92
Parker, Charlie [Charles Christopher Jr; Bird,
Yardbird] 14:228-230
Patton, Charley 14:304
Pepper, Art(hur Edward) 14:356
Peterson, Oscar (Emmanuel) 14:578
Phillips, Philip 14:661
Powell, Bud [Earl] 15:172-173
Presley, Elvis (Aaron) 15:218
Rainger, Ralph 15:546
Reinhardt, Django [Jean Baptiste] 15:723
Kings (see New Orleans Rhythm
) 15:825
Rice,' addy" 15:835
Rich, Buddy [Bernard] 15:838
Richard, Cliff 15:841
Roach, Max
16:65
Roberts, Luckey [Charles Luckeyth
(Luckeyeth) 16:70
Rodgers [Rajonski], Shorty [Milton M.] 16:104
Rodgers, Jimmie [James] (Charles) 16:89
Rolling Stones 16:117-118
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PERFORMERS (cont)
Young, Lester (Willis) ['Pres', 'Prez1 20:580

Rollins, Sonney [Theodore Walter] 16:118
Rushing, Jimmy [James Andrew] 16:334
Russell, 'Pee Wee' 16:335-336
Russell, Luis (Carl) 16:335
Rypdal, Tenje 16:359
Sankey,IraDavid 16:472
Savoy Orpheans 16:529
Schifrin, LaIo (Boris) 16:644
Schoof, Manfred 16:731
Scott, Ronnie [Ronald] 17:83-84
Shankar, Ravi 17:219-220
Shankar, Uday 17:220-221
Shaw, Artie [Arshawsky, Arthur] 17:232
Silver, Horace (Ward Martin Tabares) 17:319
Sinatra, Frank: [Francis Albert] 17:333-334
Singleton, 'Zutty' [Arthur James] 17:347
Smith, (Clarence) 'Pine Top' 17:417-418
Smith, Bessie 17:411
Solal, Martial 17:448
Sones, Spike [Lindley Armstrong] 9:704
Starr, Ringo [Starkey, Richard] 18:80
Strayhorn, Billy [William] 18:265
Subbulakshmi, Madurai Sbanmukhavadivu
(b. 1916) 18:322
Sun Ra [Bourke, Sonny; Le Sony'r Ra]
18:369-370
Surman, John (Douglas) 18:377
Swingle Singers 18:416
Tagore, Rabindranath 18:525
Tan Hsin-p'ei 18:565
Tatum, Art [Arthur] 18:593-594
Taylor, Cecil (perceval) 18:604
Tchicai, John (Martin) 18:638
Tharpe, 'Sister' Rosetta 18:725
Tierney, Harry (Austin) 18:817
Trent, A
[Alphonse] 19:132
T
[Leonard Joseph] 19:154
Vailee (Vall~) Rudy (Hubert Prior) 19:502
Van Heusen, Jimmy [James] [Babcock, Edward
Chester] 19:525
Vaughan, Sarah 19:568
Vigneault, Gilles 19:756
Walker, T-Bone' [Aaron Thibeaux] 20:174
Waller, 'Fats' (1904-1943) 20:179
Ward, Clara 20:210
Warren, Harry (Salvatore) 20:215
Waters, Ethel 20:233-234
Webb, C
illiam] 20:237-238
Webster,
Francis) 20:282
Webster, J(oseph) P(hilbrich) 20:282
Wei, Ch'eng-sheng (1744-1802) 20:293
Wenrich, Percy 20:342
Westbrook, Mike [Michael] 20:371
Whiteman, Paul 20:388
Who, The 20:391
William, ('King') Hank [Hiram] 20:433
Williams, Cootie [Charles Melvin] 20:433
Williamson, 'Sonny Boy' (b. 1948) 20:439
Willson [Reiniger], (Robert) Meredith 20:442
Wilson, Teddy [Theodore] 20;445
Yancey, Jimmy [James Edward] 20:569-570

Zalza1 [ZuIzul; Manfiir Za1za1 al-~D] 20:629

Ziryab 20:698

TECHNIQUES
Drone 5:637
Improvisation, n. Asian art music 9:52-56
Scat singing 16:580
Yodel 20:574
TERMS

Abdias (see also Jewish music I, 2(iv» 1:9
Absolute pitch 1:27-29
Aircolumn 1:183
Anhemitonic 1:436
Apotome 1:506
Aquinaldo 1:118-119
B~ (see Coptic rite, music of the) 2:32
Barbershop harmony 2:137
Bard 2:147
Bore 3:47
Cent 4:56
Cheironomy 4:191-196
Chore 4:340
Colotomic structure (colotomy) 4:584-585
Comma 4:590-591
Cooljazz 4:714
Coverrecord 5:7
Crooning 5:60
Diesis (ii) 5:466-467
Folk music 6:693
Free jazz 6:815
Gestalt (see Psychology of music, I, 3(iii); see
also Analysis, II, 5) 7:312
Gypsy scale 7:870
Hermeneutics 8:511
Huang-chung 8:752
Jarcha 9:555
Kazachok 9:837-838
Lahn 10:363
Lii (see also China IV, 2) 11:292
Maqam 11 :638
Mean tone 11:875
Melody 12:118-127
Melograph 12:127-129
Metre 12:222
Mode 12:376-450
Motown 12:649
Nashville sound 13:41
Nawba (see Arab music I, 5(ii» 13:84
PaU!t 14:300
Pentatonic 14:353-354
Piphat 14:765
Pop music 15:85
Punk rock (see Popular music III, 7)
Pythagorean intonation 15:485-487
Race record 15:525
Raga 15:536-537
Rhythm I. The nature of rhythm 15:805-810
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TERMS (cont.)
Riff 16:13
Rock and roll (see Popular music, m, 4, 6)
Rock steady 16:85
Solmization, II. Ancient and non-European
systems 17:462-467
Son 17:479
Songster 17:524
Songwriter 17:525
Sound 17:545-563
Stop time 18:179
Stride 18:270
Tala 18:538
Third stream 18:773
Tin Pan Alley 18:841
Traditional Jazz 19:110-111
Vamp 19:516
Walking bass (1,2) 20:174
Western swing 20:375
The foHowing corrections shou'd be noted in Part 1 of the index

which appeared in Pacific Review of EthnomusicololY (Voiune 2,
1965, pages 52-108).
AUTHOR LISTING
p. 72

Hutchings t Arthur
Education in music VI. From 1800 1. Great Britain
6:22-24 [delete I

p. 73

Kanazawa~

p. 75

Mamat.
Mingagawa, Tatsuo
Tatsuol

12:331 (should be Minaa••a,

Larrbl Andrew

Polka 15:42-44 [deletel
POpular "..,sic 15:87-121 [delete)
Revue 15:778-780 (dele.el

LarrCpo~~~:';;~~4 Cracian Cemusak (add)

L~::r:e~:~h i5t;:;~1$2rarrm

[add]

LarmRe~~e~5:7~~~7~ L. Root

l.ddl

p. 79

Morrocm, W. Thana.

p. 81

PetroviC. Radnila

I should be Marrocco)

Yugoslav'a. II. Folk music l 4. S-erbia l Macedonia and
Montenegro 20:299.. 304 (pace numbers should be
2O:5'9--~1

p. 82

p. 88

Reynolds, William H.
Olsen, Poul Rovsing
sen, Poul]

13:537

I should be ROVItn.-OI.

Stevenson. Robert
Latin America, III. Afro-American music, 1. Colonial per·
lod

[add:

2~

Independence to' .::1900" 1. 20th cen"

tury 10:522-5261
p. 90

Viorel, Cosma

p. 90

Wang. Richard
C_n, Benny [s"njaminl (David) 7:529-530
is Ann c.r....8oyd. not Richard W....I

tname should be reversed, i.e., Cosma, ViorelJ

p~

91

lauthor

Williams, Martin

Coleman, Ornette
.:526-527)

4:526-552

lpap . _ . should be

GEOGRAPHICAL LISTING

p. 100 Chazal (see also India, subcontinent of III, 2,)

ladd to ASIA • SOUTH IIstlnsl
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BOOK REVIEW
Jackson, Irene V., editor, More Than Drumming: Essays on Afri
can and Afro-Latin American Music and Musicians. Westport,
Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1985. 207 pp., index. $35.00.
This compact volume presents a range of ethnomusicological
essays written from a number of illuminating interdisciplinary
perpectives. Editor Irene Jackson in her preface marks the genesis
of this volume with a symposium on African and Afro-American
Music sponsored by the Howard University Center for Ethnic
Music. Curiously, only three of the eight scholars presenting at that
event are included here. This selection seems odd since two of the
best known figures in ethnomusicology--Bruno NettI and Mantle
Hood--open this volume in spite if the fact that their essays are the
least specifically engaged with African or Afro-Latin music. One
wonders to what degree their essays found a home in this context
because the publisher felt that an ethnomusicological book of essays
could best sell if Nettl and Hood appeared prominently crowning
the table of contents. This is not to discredit the contribution made
by either. Nettl's piece refines earlier published considerations
about methods of preserving musical examples captured in the field
(though one can be bemused hearing about his Iranian experiences
in a book about African music). Hood repeats the obvious for any
one working in ethnomusicology: all musical cultures are equally
complex. The greatest value in his essay may rest upon his premise
that sharper attention needs to be paid to the differences between
African and Black American musical expressions, an idea never
fully developed here.
The jewel in this collection is W. KomIa Amoaku's "Toward
a Definition of Traditional African Music: A Look at the Ewe of
Ghana." An Ewe himself, the author builds a tightly reasoned case
for why Ewe music can only be fully comprehended by those
prepared to study the spiritual and psychological world view of his
people. Drawing upon the resources of an archetypally-centered
Jungian psychology, Amoaku defines Ewe music as "the phonic ex
pression of psychic experiences generated within the spiritual
framework of traditional institutions which, in tum, constitute the
basis of society." Much of the charm and readability of Amoaku's
essay stems from his phenomenal vantage point which he uses to
build his case for the primacy of understanding Ewe music within
the framework of Ewe spiritually trans formative rituals. Amoaku
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is uncannily successful in giving the reader the feeling of alienation
experienced by an Ewe when he or she hears a non-African ethno
musicologist talk about African music removed from a spiritual
context.
A radically different approach, realized with equal clarity
and economy, is taken by Jacquline Cogdell DjeDje in "Women and
Music in Sudanic Africa." This essay addresses a hitherto neglected
area in African ethnomusicological literature: women's often
unique roles in musical performance. DjeDje reveals keenly how a
woman's sociocultural status can correlate with her role in musical
activities. The impersonal scholarly tone maintained by DjeDje in
contrast to Amoaku, sparked speculation as to whether DjeDje's
interest in feminism pushed her toward this area of inquiry.
Certainly questions about the unique issues faced by a female
ethnomusicologist are brought to attention between the lines of this
essay.
The essays discussed thus far could certainly be read by the
non-ethnomusicologist. David B. Welch's "A Yoruba/Nago 'Melo
type' for Religious Songs in the African Diaspora" is clearly in
tended only for an ethnomusicological reading audience. It is also
the single essay in this collection which most stubbornly resists a
brief simple condensation. Welch defines a "melotype" as "a speci
fic tonal nucleus or scale-type" and reveals a method to trace its
movement from a Nigerian praise song to an Afro-Brazilian reli
gious hymn. A very comprehensive bibliography closes his essay.
Every one of these ten essays meets editor Irene Jackson's
goal of being provocative. Only one provocative gesture fails to
engage. The meaningfulness of entitling this collection More Than
Drumming can surely be called into question when the closing essay
by Ronald Smith is entitled "They Sing With the Voice of the Drum:
Afro-Panamanian Musical Traditions." Jackson justifies the book's
title in her preface by claiming that that title cuts through the
popular stereotype of African music as simply percussion in most
instances. The title put me off initially because I wondered why an
ethnomusicological text on African music would so consciously
veer from the primary roles played by drums. This is a minor
quibble perhaps, a marketing decision perhaps insisted upon by the
publisher. Yet this is an important ethnomusicological publication
which could reach a broader-based audience if the book were titled
differently. More Than Drumming is more than meets the eye at
first glance.
A final note: proceeds from sales of this volume--rather
steeply priced at $35.00--go to the Center for Ethnic Music at
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Howard University, another reason why this deserves a place in the
library of any ethnomusicologist and/or African music lover.
Norman Weinstein
Boise State University
Boise, Idaho
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ECHOLOGY
A Journal of Applied Sociomusicology?
A Green Annual on Music-Society-Education Issues?
The idea is quite simple. Once a year, probably in December,
I would like to put out a collection of writings by scholar/musician!
activist types who are trying to put into practice some of what they
have learned in cultures other than the one that dominates the music
departments of the world. Perhaps this will be a journal in the basic
meaning of the word, reporting our experiences in daily life to each
other. How are we using egalitarian expressive practices to increase
participation in our own localities? How can we get more of these
practices into our lives and into the lives of those around us?
Discovered a song and dance routine that promotes the survival of
all species? Well tell us about it! How can we "actively promote
physical, natural, social, and spiritual integration as an avenue to
truth"? (Wendy Wickwire) What problems are we having in
making live music, life-affirming music? What problems are we
having in assisting children toward full expressive lives? How can
we empower all people musically?
Any answers you may have to these and similar questions will
be much appreciated: a letter to the editor on what you've been
doing lately, one journal entry or a few, fieldnotes, an annotated
bibliography on an issue, a poem, an interview, a transcript of a
conversation, a chant, a slogan, curricula, lesson plans, even a scho
larly or unscholarly article might not be out of place.
Brief contributions by co-scribers (contributors are auto
matically subscribers) arriving at 81 Crescent Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.
14214 may still be included in the December publication this year
but nothing is guaranteed. Send camera-ready copy, not necessarily
typed, but as you would like it to appear, to arrive here by
November 15th at the latest!
1218 Path Publishers is anti-profit and dedicated to the fusion
of matter-energy-spirit in directions of diversity and equality.
Proceeds from any individual ($10) or library ($20) subscriptions
will support dissemination of free copies to co-scribers and to
libraries in those countries and localities most exploited by indus
trial civilization.
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Appearing in Echology #1: Joe Blum's description of Karl
Berger's work in and out of the Creative Music Studio; Steve Feld's
arrangement of T. Monk's "Ruby, My Dear" for three brass be
ginners as well as Feld's reflections on a mysterious moment among
the Kaluli, "interpretation:experience::image:ethnography"; cor
respondence from R. Crumb and perhaps a cover and some
drawings too; C. Keil's "The First Echocatastrophe" and "Music,
Culture and Collaborative Learning"; Nan Hoffman's "Street
Music: An Annotated Bibliography."
And lots more, I hope.
Charles Keil, Editor
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Stephen Blum is a professor in the Department of Music at York
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topics relating to ethnomusicology. Authors whose manuscripts are
accepted for publication will be encouraged to submit "soft copy"
(Le., in machine-readable form) of their work on floppy disc;
guidelines for the preparation of soft copy are available from the
editors. For questions of style, consult issues of this journal.
Manuscripts should be sent in duplicate to:
The Editors
Pacific Review of Ethnomusicology
Department of Music
Schoenberg Hall
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Los Angeles, CA 90024

